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REPORT OF LABORATORY TESTS AND ANALYTICAL 
STUDIES OF STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 
COLD-FORMED STEEL-JOIST FLOOR SYSTEMS 
PROJECT 1201-412 
Phases IIIB, IV, and V 
for 
AMERICAN IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the primary purposes of this project is the determination of 
the static and dynamic structural characteristics of cold-formed steel-joist 
(CFSJ) floor systems. These characteristics were determined by physical 
testing of representative floor systems that were constructed in the labora-
tory, according to the recommended designs of the suppliers of the steel 
joists. In order to compare the structural chaiacteristics of CFSJ floor 
systems with conventional residential floors, a wood-joist floor system was 
also constructed and tested in the laboratory. This conventional wood-joist 
floor also served as a "control" for comparative human response tests. Twelve 
floor systems of different configurations, including single and double spans, 
were built and tested. The span lengths ranged from 16 to 20 ft; all floors 
were 16 ft wide. The joists were spaced either on 16-in. or 24-in. centers. 
For one test series, the floor was constructed of corrugated steel centering 
with a 2-in. concrete fill, and all other floors were tongue-and-groove ply-
wood nailed to the joists. 
The structural characteristics of primary interest for this investigation 
are deflection, strength, and vibration performance. The static testing included 
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a single concentrated incremental load at the center of tl1e span, incremental 
uniform loading to design load, and finally, incrementa] uniform loading to thl' 
ultimate capacity of the floor system. The dynamic test.ing consisted of 
determining the natural frequency, dynamic deflections, a11d damping under 
vertical impact loadings. It also included measurement of deflections under 
walking excitation. For the latter tests, a person standing in the center of 
the span rated the perceived vibration on a relative scale of human perception. 
The test subject also compared the response of the test floor to a control 
floor. Finally, the subject rendered an opinion on the acceptability of the 
performance of the floor under walking vibration in his or her house. 
DESCRIPTION OF FLOOR SYSTEHS 
A total of twelve floor systems were fabricated d1Jring the test program. 
Using seven basic designs, the CFSJ floors were constructed in accordance with 
the recommendations of the joist supplier. Table 1 describes the structural 
components and general configuratio11 of the test floors, and Table 2 summarizes 
the structural properties of the joist and deck for the seven basic designs. 
Each floor is assigned a letter identifying the basic design and a number 
identifying the floor length. The Al Floor System, for example, is of basic 
design A with a floor length of 40 ft. The same floor system was reduced in 
length to 36 ft and is designated A2. 
Each floor system was fully supported around the entire perimeter on 
special reinforced concrete forms. The forms also permitted a seal to be developed 
for vacuum loading during static uniform load tests. Fig. 1 shows typical setups 
for testing the double-span A and B Series floor systems. The center support, 
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TABLE 1 































9 1/4 x 16 ga on 24-in. 
centers, 2 cont. 20-ft 
spans Al, reduced to J8 ft 
& 16 ft for A2 & A3 
7 1/4 X 16 ga on 16-in. 
centers, 2 cont. 20-ft 
spans Bl, reduced to 
16 ft for B3 
10 x 12 ga on 24-in cen-
ters, 2 cont. 20-ft spans 
2 x 10 Douglas Fir wood 
joists on 16-in. centers, 
2 16-ft single spans 
9 1/4 x 14 ga on 24-in. 
centers, 20-ft single 
simple-span, reduced to 
18 ft & 16 ft for E2 & E3 
3/4 in. T/G ply-
wood (Croup 1) 
5/8 in. T/G ply-
wood (Group 2) 
28-ga metal with 
concrete fill 2-in. 
thick deck 
5/8 in. T/G ply-
wood (Group 1) 
3/4 in. T/G ply-
wood (Group 1) 
8 x 18 ga on 16-in. 
single simple-span 
centers 5/8 in. T/G ply-
vlOod (Group 2) 
2 x 10 Douglas Fir wood 
joists on 16-in. centers, 
single simple-span 
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5/8 in. T/C ply-
wood (Croup 2) 
Joist 
Suppli r 
Fl r-Sys ._l)~s i_gr~ 









STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES OF JOISTS AND DECKS OF TEST FLOORS 
Joist Floor System 
-----Section 
A B c D E F G 
Property Series Series Series Series Series Series Serjes 
Thickness (in.) 0.0610 0.0598 0.105 1 1/2 0.0760 0.0478 1 1/2 
Depth (in.) 9 1/4 7 1/4 10 9 1/4 9 1/4 8 9 ] ILl 
om./Inertia (in. 4 ) 9.43 5.34 17.40 98.93 11.61 4.94 98.93 
Section Mod. (in. 3 ) 2.04 1. 45"< 3.48 21.39 2.51 1. 24 21.39 
rea (in. 2 ) 0.83 o. 71 1.15 13.88 1. 03 0.53 13.88 
eight (1b/ft) 3.03 2.4 4.31 2.9 3.73 2.0 2.9 
*With respect to the Lop face of the joist, neutral axis 3.576 in. from the 
top face, 3.674 in. from the bottom face 
Floor System 
Total Dead A B c D E F G 
Series Series Series Series Series Series Series 
------
Load, Including 
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Fig. 1 - Typical test setups for A and B Series Floors 
co ncr 
endwal] ete 
located midway between exterior headers, is a W6X20-wide flange beam. Two 
screw jacks are used to provide additional support for the beam. They are 
located approximately 5 1/2 ft from each edge of the 16-ft wide floor system. 
After completing tc_;ts on the longer span, the shorter floor systems are made 
by cutting 2 ft from the floor system at each header end of the floor. The 
design of the reinforced concrete form supports allowed for relocation of the 
end pieces for support of the shorter floor system. 
Basic floor system designs A, B, E and F, which were used to fabricate 
nine floor systems, were constructed witl1 cold-formed steel joists with plywood 
decking. Floor System C had 12-gage cold-formed steel joists with metal-deck 
centering and a 2-in. concrete fill. Floor Systems D and G utilized Douglas Fir 
wood joists with plywood decking. 
Tongue-and--groove (T/G) plywood panels were used for all floor systems 
witl1 plywood decking. Floor Systems A and E utilized 3/4-in. thickness Group 1 
plywood decking. Floor Systems B, F, and G util~zed 5/8-in. thickness Grotlp 2 
plywood decking. The American Plywood Association has assigned groupings on the 
basis of stiffness. There are over fifty different species of plywood, having 
various strengths and physical characteristics. The woods having tl1e greatest 
stiffness are classified as Group 1. Those with lesser stiffness characteristics 
are classified from Group 2 through Group 5. The Group 1 classification l1as the 
greatest structural rating and is specified for floor systems having joist 
locations on 2-ft centers. Floor Systems A and E were designed, therefore, with 
this grading of plywood. Floor System D was also fabricated with a Group 1 
grading of plywood. This floor system would have been fabricated with Group 2 
plywood, but it was not available at the time of fabrication. 
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Floor systems A, B, E, and F, which utilized cold-formed steel 
joists with plywood decking, used a casf'-hardened and phosphate-treated nail 
manufactured by the Steel Company of Canada for attacl1ing the plywood deck 
to the cold-formed steel joist. This nail has an overall lengll1 of 1 3/4 in. 
and a basic body diameter of 0.125 in., witlt a flat countersunk head and a 
spiral thread. It is identified by the Steel Company of Canada as a "Joistud" 
nail. The nails were driven through the plY'-·lOOd deck and into the joist by a 
hand-held hammer. Evaluation and testing of this nail have been reported 
previously during Phase IIA of this researclt program. 
Floor Systems D and G utilized an 8D common \-Jire nail for connecting 
the plywood decking to the wood joists. This nail had a typical length of 
2 1/2 in. and diameter of 0.131 in. 
The general sequence in constructing each floor hegins with the setu]l 
of the reinforced concrete forms. The sill plates and header supports were 
then secured to the forms. The joists were located on the sill plates, 
using the headers for initial support. Bridging/strapping were incorporated, 
as required by the individual design requirements. The plywood or metal 
decking was then secured to the joists. Fig. 2 shows typical f]nor systems 
during the early phases of construction, and prior to nailing the decking 
to the joist. 
A sketch of each of the seven basic floor systems, showing construction 




Fig. 2 - Typical floor system prior to installation of decking 
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Floor System A- Floor Al had an overall length of 40 ft. It used 
9 1/4 in. x 16-gage cold-formed steel joists on 24-in. centers. The decking 
was 3/4 in. T/G plywood. There were two continuous 20-ft spans for this 
floor system. The joists for the floor systems were supplied 40-ft long. 
An additional 5 ft-5 in. length of joist was attached to eAch joist at the 
center beam support. The joists were nailed to the sill plates at the 20-ft 
beam supports. End clips were used to locate the joists to the wood header. 
This system also included an 18-gage steel strap, which was attached to the 
lower side of the joist at each midspan location. The strap was also nailed 
to the 2 x 4 sill plate located along the perimeter supports. 
Following the testing performed on Floor System Al, a 2-ft section 
was cut from each end of the floor system. The end forms were relocated. 
This shortened system is designated as Floor System A2. The A3 Floor System, 
which had a total length of 32 ft, was modified in a similar nature. 
Floor System B- The Bl Floor System had an overall length of 40 ft. 
It used 7 1/4 in. x 16-gage cold-formed steel joists on 16-in. centers, and 
consisted of two continuous 20-ft spans. The decking was 5/8-in. T/G ply-
wood. The joists had a 25-in. overlap at the center supports, as shown in 
the sketch for the floor system in Appendix A. The joists Here secured to 
the sill plate at the center beam support with steel clips. End clips were 
also used for securing the joists to the wood header. 
After completing the tests on the Bl Floor System, a 4-ft section 
of the floor system was cut on each end, leading to the H3 Floor System, 
which had an overall length of 32 ft. 
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Floor System C - Floor C was constructed with 10 in. x 12-gage 
cold-formed steel joists on 24-in. centers, 28-gage corrugated metal 
centering, and 7-in. concrete deck. It had an overall length of 40 ft and 
was supported at the center, resulting in two 20-ft spans. The headers 
were steel members, which were welded to the joists. Bridging between 
the joists was installed over the center beam support. The 28-gage 
corrugated deck ~.,ras puddlc-\Velded to the joists. The joists were 40 ft 
long. A nominal 3000 psi (28-day mix) normal weight concrete was selected 
for the 2-in. deck. 
Sample cylinders were obtained during tl1e pour and tested at 7 days, 
28 days, and 91 days. Tests on the samples at 28 days indicated an average 
compression strength of 2340 psi (3 samples). The density of tltc three 
samples averaged 144 lbs per cu ft. 
Floor System D - Floor System D util1zed 2 x 10 Douglas Fir No. 1 
wood joists on 16-in. centers. It had an overall lengtl1 of 32 ft and con-
sisted of t\vO 16-ft single spans. The decking was 5/8 in. T/G pl]'\vood. 
The joist sizes and construction details for tl1is floor system were seloctvd 
by WJE, according to the guidelines of the American Institute of Timber 
Construction (AITC, 1974)*. 
This code indicated that the floor system could have used 2 x 8 
Douglas Fir joists rather than 2 x 10 Douglas Fir joists. Generally 
accepted construction techniques in the Midwest area indicated th.:1t a 2 x 10 
wood joist would be the more conventional design for a 16-ft span. This 
joist size was therefore selected. 
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;'> References arc lis ted alphabetically in the BIBLIOGRAPHY 
The codes also indicate that a No. 2 or better Douglas Fir joist 
can be used for construction of floor systems. Floor Systems D and G were 
constructed with No. 1-grRde Douglas Fir joist~. The grading system for 
timber is based on certain natural growth characteristics, which includes 
the number of knots and slope of the grain, as well as location of potentia] 
defects in the structural member. Recommended techniques for visually grading 
lumber are given in several American Society for Testing and Materials (AST~) 
Standards, including ASTM D 255-70 and D 245-70. 
The No. 2-graded joist is inferior to a No. 1-graded joist, as is 
reflected by the recommended lower allowable design stresses. Since timber 
does have relatively greater variation in the structural charactC'ristics, Rs 
compared to steel members, the use of wood-joist members with greater uniformity 
was considered desirable. Therefore, No. 1-grade joist was selected for tl1e 
Floor Systems D and G. Details for this floor system included a 4-in. lap 
at the center support, secured with four nails, and solid bridging at the mid-
support and at the 8-ft midspans. 
Floor ~stem~_- Floor System E was a single-span floor system. El 
had an overall length of 20 ft. It was constructed with 9 1/4 in. x 14-gage 
cold-formed steel joists on 24-in. centers. The construction was similar 
to that of Floor System A, both of which \vcre designed by the supp] ier of 
the joist. An 18-gage strap was secured to the underside of the joist at 
the midspan and to the perimeter sil] plates. This floor system was reduced 
in size from the initial 20-ft span to 18 ft and 16 ft for the E2 and E3 
test floors, respectively. 
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Floor System F - Floor System F was a single-span floor system. 
It utilized 8 in. x 18-gage cold-formed steel joists on 16-in. centers \vith 
a 5/8-in. T/G plywood deck. The overal1 length was 16 ft. This floor syste· 
utilized the lightest gage cold-formed steel joists used during the research 
program. It also incorporated steel bridging, which was located 5 ft-6 in. 
from each header support. The headers were 8 in. x 18-gage cold-formed 
structural members. 
Floor System G - Floor System G utilized 2 x 10 Douglas Fir wood joists 
on 16-in. centers in a single-span floor with 5/8-in. T/G plywood decking. It 
was fabricated during the initial phases of the testing program, and remained 
intact for the entire research program for use as a "control floor" for the 
human response testing. No. 1-grade Douglas Fir joist and solid bridging at 
the midspan were used. 
STATIC LOADING TESTS AND RESULTS 
Static loading tests within the design load range were performed on 
the floor systems. These tests included a concentrated load test up to a minimum 
of 400 lbs, and a uniform load test up to 40 psf. TI1is phase of the program 
had two objectives: to determine the behavior of tl1e floor systems with repre-
sentative types of static loading, and to obtain static loading test data 
which would contribute to an understanding of the essential dynamic clJaracter-
istics of the floor systems. 
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Description of Test Setup and Procedures 
Deflection measurements of the joists were recorded 11sing linear 
potentiometers with a range of 2 in. of movement. A regulated DC power supply 
was used for energizing the potentiometers. A digital voltm~ter was used as 
the readout device. Overall accuracy of the me;1suremenL system is_± 2 mils. 
The potentiomC?ters were mounted to \vooclen test stands henc'ath the 
floor system. Their spring-loaded movable core \vas then located in contact 
with the lo\ver flange of a joist. Fig. 3 shows a typical test setup. 
The joist deflection profill" in the vicinity of the midspan of the 
floor system was obtained with at least three Jlotentiometers. Fig. 4 shaHs 
the typical measurement location. The concentrated load test on double-span 
floors included an additional measurement at the centerline joist of the 
unloaded span. The location of the potentiometers for the single-span con-
figuration was at one-half of the span length referenced from the outside 
headers. For the floors having a double-span configuration (Floor Series A, 
B, C, and D), the location of the majority of the potentiometers for the 
uniform load test was detcr1uined after preliminary testing to determine if 
flexural continuity was developed at the center support. The maximum 
deflection with a uniform load, for a double-span floor system having continuity 
at the center support, will occur at 0.42 of the span length (L), referenced 
from the outside headers. A double-span floor system, Hhen subjected to a 
concentrated load at one of the midspans, will also exhibit appreciable 
upward deflection in the adjacent span at the midspan. Thus, the preliminary 
tests, including the results of tl1c concentrated load tests, indicated if 
significant continuity was developed at the center support and aided in 










on lab floor 
Fig. 3 - Typical potentiometer and DCDT installation 
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The concentrated load test was performed with the load applications at 
the center of the span (L/2) for all floor systems, whether it was a single 
or double-span system. A mass-loading tecl1nique was used to develop the con-
centrated load. An 8"x 8"x 1" steel plate was used throughout the research 
program as the loach ng areil. An additiona 1 plate, approxima tc>l y 2 6"x 14 "xl", 
was loc[lted on the 8-in. steel plate. Concrete blocks, Heighing approximately 
43 lbs each, were tl1en located on the second steel plate up to a minimum of 
400-lhs total mass-loading. Deflection profile measurements were recorded on 
a minimum of three joists, <Jt 0.5L or O.LI2L, \vith the addition of eoch concrete 
block. 
The uniform load tests were performed by developing a differential 
vacuum between the underside and the topside of the floor. This technique~ 
required that a plastic sheet be placed over the floor system aucl sealed 
around the perimrtcr of the concrete supports. A vacuum blower, which exhausted 
the air from the joist-side of the floor system, was used to develop the vacuum. 
A controlled "orifice" leak was used to control the mnount of vacuum. The 
deflection profile of the floor systems was measured at incremental levels 
of 1 in. of water (5.2 psf) to the predetermined limit of 40 psf. 
Test l\csults 
Appendix B coutflins tables and gr[lphs of the results of the concentratc•d 
load tests and uniformly distributed load test. The tabulated data, as well 
as the graphs, define the joist where mc.-:1sure.ments were recorded. The cpnter-
line joist, which is 8 ft from the perimeter joist for all floor systems, is 
identified as Joint No. 1, and adjacent joists on one side of the floor system 
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Fig. 4 - Typical floor plan for double-span floors 
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of the deflection measurement is identified by the joist number, follm.;red by 
the joist location. For example, a deflection measurement at a location of 
"1!2-0. SL" indicates that the measurement was o1'tained on the joist adjacent 
to the centerline joist, and the potentiometer was located one-half the span 
length relative to the outside header. 
Table 3 sununarizes the joist deflect ion measurements from the static con-
centrated load tests. The deflection data has been interpolated for a 300-lb 
concentrated load, based on the actual deflection at the peak concentrated 
load, which was at least 400 lbs. The stiffness of the floors under a con-
centrated load, also given in this table, is based on the maximwn joist deflec-
tion of the centerline joist, which was observed during the testing. 
Table 3 also contains the joist deflection expressed as a percent of 
the centerline joist deflection, and the percentage of the center-loaded 
joist deflection that was observed in the unloa4ed adjacent spa11 for those 
floor systems having a double-span configuration. 
Table 4 summarizes the joist deflections which were observed during 
the 40 psf uniform load test. A calculated span/deflection ratio is also 
given in this table and is based 011 the maximum deflection of the centerline 
joist observed during the uniform load test. The percentage of deflection of 
the adjacent joists in relation to the deflection observed at Joist No. l is 
also given in this table. Deflections at Joist No. 2, and in some cases, 
Joist No. 3, which are greater than the centerline joist, can be attributed 
to the location of the butt joints at the 4-ft end of the plyn.vood sheets used 
as decking. Individual floor systems are discussed below. 
Floor Systems A and_~ - Each of these floor systems incorporated 
















SUMMARY OF VERTICAL DEFLECTIONS 




















































































































Note: All deflections are in inches. 
Number in parentheses is deflection expressed as a percent of the center 
joist deflection. 
*Deflections for Floor B1 measured at 0.501 
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TABLE 4 
SUt1!'1ARY OF VERTICAL DEFLECTIONS 
DUE TO A 40-PSF UNIFOR:-1 LOAD 
Joist Joist Joist Joist 
Floor No. 1 No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 Sp;1n -.-
System @ O.SOL @ 0.42L @ 0.42L @ 0.42L De flee U on 
A1 0.450 0. L+62 0.487 0. !141 493 
(100) (105) (9 5) 
A2 0.267 o. 278 0.288 0.268 750 
(100) ( 1 OLI) (96) 
A3 0.192 0.208 0.206 0.184 923 
(J 00) (99) (88) 
B3 0.209 0.222 0.218 0.224 864 
(100) (98) (101) 
c 0.127 0.131 0.] 27 0.102 1832 
(100) (97) (78) 
----- ----
Joist Joist 
No. 2 ·No. 3 
0 0.50L @ O.SOL 
------- ------
D 0.336 0.343 0.345 555 
(100) (102) (103) 
El 0.828 0.838 0.789 286 
(100) (101) (95) 
E2 0.566 0.591 0.549 365 
(1 00) (10!+) (97) 
E3 0.367 0.394 0.375 487 
(100) (107) (102) 
F 0.669 0.661 0.657 287 
(100) (99) (98) 
Note: All deflections arc in inches. 
Number in parentheses is deflection expressed as a percent of the 
center joist deflection. 
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The reduction in span length generally decreased the relative deflection 
of joists adjacent to the centerline joist. Both floor systems have approxi-
mately the same stiffness characteristics at a given span length. They also 
exhibit similar defl£~ction characteristics in the adj8cent span \.Jhen subjected 
to a concentrated load. 
The behavior of these floor systems was also similar when subjected 
to a uniform load test, and have similar ratios of span/deflectio11 calculated 
for the 16-ft span. 
_l'~oo~ Sy~;tem _ _g_- The C }'loor System had a t\..ro-span configurntion 
Its behavior under the concentrated load and uniform load, l1owever, was signifi-
cantly different from the A and E Floor Systems. There was no appreciable 
difference between the deflection measurements of the centerline joist, whicl1 
was directly below the concentrated load application, and the adjacent joist. 
The effects on the adjacent joists \.Jere considerably greater than Here observed 
for the A and B Floor Systems. The stiffness characteristic under a concentrated 
load for the same span length was at least one order of magnitude greater than 
the stiffness observed for the Al and Bl Floor System with the same span. This 
floor system exhibited the highest concentrated load stiffness of all the fJoors 
which were tested. 
The upward movement of the adjacent span, during the application of the 
concentrated load, was approximately 17 percent of the downward movement in 
the loaded span. 
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Floor System C also exhibited a different behavior under the uniform 
load when compared to the characteristics of Floor Systems A and B. There 
was less relative deflection in adjacent joists than were measured for tl1e 
A and B Floor Sys.ems. The maximum deflection observed during the uniform 
load test occurred at 0.42 of the span length. This behavior confirmed the 
expected characteristics of continuity developing at the center support for 
this floor system. The uniform load span/deflection ratio of this 
floor system was the greatest of all floor systems evaluated during tltis 
program. It was approximately twice as great us any other floor system regard-
Jess of the span length. 
Floor_ Syst~m 12_ - Floor System D was a tHo-span woocl-j ois t pl y\vood-d eck 
floor system. Preliminary analysis of the uniform load test data indicated 
irregularities and variations in tl1e expected load deflection characteristics. 
Joist No. 4 exhibited an appreciably greater deflection than the center-
line joist. Although the testing of other floor systems did indicate 
that the centerline joist does not necessarily exhibit the greatest deflection 
under a uniform load, this variation from the norm was considered significant. 
An examination of the underside of the floor system and the condition of the 
joists was conducted in order to determine if any obvious defects existed. 
Joist No. 4, which exhibited the relatively large deflection, did have 
a split which was observed on both sides of the joist. A knot was located 
approximately midway along the length of the split and belmv the split. There 
was also a crack \vhich developed from the bottom face of the joist, which '"~1s 
approximately 1/4 in. wide and 3 in. in depth. 
of the condition of this joist. 
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\ 
All of the joists used in this floor system were graded as No. 1 or 
better, indicating that they had a superior rating to the No. 2 joists, 
which most codes will allow in fabricating a floor system of this type. 
Minor knotholes were observed in these joists prior to fabrication of the 
floor system. However, a serious defect characterized by the split and crack, 
as observed in Joist No. 4, would probably have been obs~rved dl1ring 
construction. Thus, the relrJ.tively moderate dynamic and static load test 
performed on this floor system must have caused the split and crack which 
were observed. The joist, however, was undoubtedly deficient prior to fabri-
cation of tl1e floor system, since the loading of the floor system for both 
the dynami~ and static tests was relativeJy light. 
There >vere t\Vo possible ol ternatives in dealing \·.7 i th the testing of 
Floor System D in light of the defect in Joist No. 4. The testing could 
continue using the dnta which was obtained in the loaded span, or, the con-
centrated and uniform load data could be repeated using the other span for 
obtaining representative data. The ultimate load test would then be performed 
on the floor system without correcting the defective No. 4 Joist. The second 
alternative was to repair Joist No. 4 and repeat tl1ese series of static lood 
tests. There is a credible, argument for using the former alternative. The 
use of a wood-joist floor system does involve less product uniformity than 
a steel-joist system. The observed defec_t may be representative of the expected 
character of wood-joist floor systems. TI1e defect also occurred to a No. 1-
grade \Vood-joist member, which is a rel:Jtively better grade than the norm 
which is acceptable by some codes. 
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The AlSI Committee was informed of the test status of the Floor 
System D and the defect of Joist No. 4, and the possible alternatives were 
discussed. The Committee's decision was to repa:i~r the defective joist in 
order to develop the behavior characteristics of the floor system under the 
most favorable conditions. The static load tests could then he repeated, 
and measurements made on the undistressed span. 
Based on these recommendations, a design \''as developed for the repair 
of Joist No. 4, shown in Fig. 5. It consisted of tv.ro 3/4-in. ply-.voocl flitch 
plates located on each side of the joist, which were secured to tl1e defective 
joist with 1/4-in. bolts and glue. The joist attacl1ment tn the plywood deck 
was not disturbed during the repair. The static load tests were then repeated, 
and the data obtained after the repair are those reported in Tables 3 and 4, 
and in Appendix B. 
The behavior of Floor System D under concentrated load differed from 
Floor Systems A and B, wh:ich also had two spans. A greater effect on adjacent 
joists was observed during the conce11trated load test. This f]oor system he1d 
solid bridging between tl10 joists, which had no equivalent in CFSJ floor systems. 
This apparent construction difference was a probable reason for the greater 
lateral distribution of the concentrated load. 
The upward movement of the adjacent span of Floor System D \vas approxi-
mately 6 percent of tl1e deflection observed of the same centerline joist under 
the concentrated load. This is approximately one-third of the relative 
deflection observed for the Floor Systems A and H. It indicated that the 
floor system was not developing continuity at the midsupport. The overlap 
at the center support was only a total of 4 in. The design and fabrication 
details for Floor System Series A and B were quite different than this floor 
system, and the test data confirmed expected lack of continuity at the mid-
support. 
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Since the concentrated load tests indicated that continuity was not 
developed at the center support, and the preliminary uniform load test 
confirmed this observation, the potentiometers were located at the midspan 
for the uniform load tests. The span deflection ratio of this floor system 
is less th.::m that exhibited for Floor Systems A and B for tlw same span, 
and approximately comparable to the E3 Series Floor System. 
Floor:_ ~)~s_~em ~ - The behavior of Floor Series E, \·Jh i c h \vas a sing] e-
span floor system, was similar to the A and B Floor Systems. The effoct on 
adjacent joists during the concentrated load test ch~creased as the span de-
creased. The uniform load testing also resulted in a similar behavior to the 
A and B Floor Systems. There was no appreciable difference in tl1e deflections 
of the adjacent joist under uniform loading. 
Floor System-~ - The F Floor System exhibited the least stiffness of 
all the floors which were tested. This was not necessarily a designed deficiency, 
since a wide range in structural parameters of the floor systems was a desired 
program objective. 
Floor System F utilized bridging between joists. This structural 
difference, in relation to Floor Systems A, B, and E, had an effect on the 
concentrated load test behavior. This floor system exhibited an appreciably 
greater effect on adjacent joists as compared to the other CFSJ plywood-
dec:k systems. The behavior of the floor system under a uniform load test, 
however, was similar to the other steel-joist plywood-deck floor systems. 
There was no appreciable change in the adjacenl joist dcflcc:tions \vlwn 
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subjected to the uniform load test. The bridging ul il ized for this floor 
system thus affectcrl the conccntrilted lo.:1d characteristics of the floor 
system, but did no; s·ignificantly affect the uniform load characteristics 
of the floor system when compared to tl1e other steel-joist plywood-deck 
floor systems having the same span. 
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ANALYSIS OF STATIC LOADING TEST DATA 
The objective in gathering the data sununarized and discussed previously 
is to usc tltese data in developing a mathematical model wltich will reasonably, 
but conservatively, rate cold-formed steel-joist floors relative to comparable 
wood-joist floors. To accomplish this in part, the static behavior under 
uniformly distributed loads and concentrated loads is investigated. The 
dynamic behavior under various impacts and initial excitations is investigated 
in a later section. The relationship betv;reen predictt'd behavior and subjective 
human response to dynamic loads is tl1en developed, and used in a rating system 
for evaluating designs of cold-formed steel-joist floors relative to comparable, 
and presumably acceptable, wood-joist floors. 
Floor Behavior 
There are several possible structural mecl1anisms by which a floor system 
may respond to loading. Understanding the general behavioral characteristics 
of the floor system is the essential first step in developing appropriate 
mathematical models. 
Slab action under uniform loAd - Under a uniform load, a floor system 
simply supported on four sides can respond as a one-way or a two-way slab. Tl1e 
deflected surface of a one-way slab can best be described by a cylindrical 
surface with all beams, except possibly the peripheral ones, undergoing 
approximately the same deflection. In such a case, the slab can be analyzed 
by isolating a single beam, uninfluenced by adjacent beams. A two-way slab 
responds more like a plate, with a deflected surface best described by a tl1rec-
dimensional trigonometric or parabolic surface. In this case, the floor system 
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possesses stiffness in the direction of the joists and perpendicular to them. 
If the stiffnesses in these directions are not equal, the floor is called 
an "orthotropic plate" (or, more properly, an orthogonally anisotropic 
plate). The joist deflections will decrease toward the perimeter of the flour 
as the load is carried in two directions to the reactions. In this case, the 
floor cannot be properly analyzed by isolating a single jc>ist. 
The nature of the slab action for the test floors under uniform loading 
can be established by examining a profile of joist deflections. Table 5 shm.;s 
the deflection of the center joist and the next two adjacent joists under 
uniform loading of 40 lbs psf. Also shown is the relative deflection of the 
third joist as a percent of the center joist deflection. The closer this 
value is to ]00 percent, the closer the deflected floor conforms to a cylindrical 
surface, and, therefore, a one-way slab. The average relative third joist 
for: all of the ply;vood-deck and cold-formed steel-joist floors is 98.8 per-
cent, with a stanuard Jeviation of 5.5 percent, strongly suggesting that tl1ese 
floor systems are behaving as one-way slabs. This is consistent with current 
design proce:cdurcs in Hhich a single joist is isolated for strength calcula-
tions. Wood-joist floor systems are also currently designed as one-Hay slnbs, 
and this is supported by the results for Floor D in ~vhich the third joist 
deflection is approximately equal to the center joist deflection. 
Floor C, \vith a concrete de>ck and cold-formed steel joists, had the 
lowest relative third joist deflection, suggesting tHo-Hay slab action under 
a uniform load. If a half-cycle sinusoidal deflection profile perpendicular 
to the joists is assumod, the predicted relative displacement for the third 
joist would be approximately 81 percent, very close to the 78 percent meastJrcd. 
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TAI\LE 5 
JOIST DISPLACEMENTS AT 40 PSF 
*''' 
Floor Deflections (in.) Deflect. of 
















Plyvwod CJ<SJ .462 .487 .441 
Plywood CFSJ .278 .288 .268 
Plywood CFSJ . 208 .206 .18/ • 
Plywood CFSJ No data 
Ply\•lOOd CFSJ .222 .218 .224 
Concrete CFSJ .131 .127 .102 
Plywood Wood .336 .346 .345 
Ply\·lOOd CFSJ .828 .838 .789 
Plywood CFSJ .566 .591 .549 
Plywood CFSJ .367 .394 .375 
Plywood CFSJ .669 . 661 .657 
Plywood Wood No data 
CFSJ - Cold-formed steel joist 
Measured at 0.42L for double spans, 0.50L for single span 
Joist f/1 is at the centerline of the floor. 
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This is consistent with many current design procedures \.Jhich treat these 
floor systems as orthotropic plates for both static and dynamic loads. 
The important point of this discussiotl is that wood-deck and concrete-
deck floors behave differently. Any mathematical model developed for cold-
formed steel-joist floors must either account for this fundament.:1l difference 
in behavior, or alternatively, be restricted to only one deck type. 
which contribute to the stiffness of the structure are accounted for. If the 
floor deck assists the floor beam in resisting hending moments, tlte floor heam 
is said to be "composite". Unfortunately, the concept of composite behavior 
is often misapplied. It is sometimes used to account for the lateral distribu-
tion of lortds betHcen beams \.Jhich are not real] y composite. The only totally 
reliable way to establish the existence and extent of composite beltavior is 
to instrument the beam with strain gages and accurately locate the neutral 
axis. An alternative, but not as reliable a method, is to compare measured 
deflections with cnlculated deflections in which composite action is assumed. 
This comparison can only be made for one-way slabs under uniform loading, 
thus eliminating questions as to lateral distrihutio11 or two-way slab action. 
Table 6 shows the predicted deflection of the floor systems which behave as 
a one-way sJab under a 40 lbs psf uniform load, based on a composite and non-
composite moment of inertia, and considering a single isolated joist. For 
















COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND PREDICTED DEFLECTION 
FOR STATIC 40PSF UNIFORH LOAD 
Vertical dis plac l'l11_f'::_ll_~__c::i__c_~_!~ l c ,2:_j_o_j~_t_(_j_r_l_~_)_ 
Predicted 
=--"'----
Measured Composite Noncomposite 
------
-----·------ ---
.462 • 2511 .437 
.278 .167 .287 
.208 .104 .179 
No data • 377 .515 
.209 .155 . 211 
.336 .289 .468 
.828 .526 .855 
.566 . 345 .561 
.367 .216 .350 
.669 .378 .549 
No data • 30{1 . 468 
-----------------
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For single-span joists: 
5Hl 3 
384EI 




total joist load (lbs) 
1 span (in.) 
(El) 
(E2) 
E modulus of elasticity of joist (psi) 
I -moment of inertia of joist (in. 4 ) 
The table reveals that an assumption of noncomposite action provid~s 
a better estimate of observed deflection for all of the floor systems acting 
as one-way slabs, except for Floor D. For Floor D, which consists of wood 
joists and a plywood deck, an assumption of full composite action le2ds to 
an underestimate of deflection, while an assumption of noncomposite action 
leads to an overestimate of deflection. Apparently, the actual behavior is 
some\vhere between the tHo. This is consistent \vith the idea of a "slip 
modulus" between wood joists and a wood deck recently developed by Vander-
hilt (1974). 
The floors with plywood decks and cold-formed steel joists are best 
modeled as noncomposite systems for uniform static loads. Composite action 
with respect to dynamic loads on these floors will be discussed later. 
Floor C, with a concrete deck, has been excluded in this discussion 
because it behaves as a two-way slab. A simple comparison, such as the one 
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above, will not lead to a valid conclusion. It would be impossible to 
separate the distinct effects of two-way action and composite action from 
each other in a single comparison. Further investigations \vith strain-gage 
instrumented joists would be necessary to conclusively determine the df'gree 
of composite action for this floor. 
_Gon~~nuity at intermediate ---'~llJ?JJ_?rt~ - If a beam over an intcnnvcl late 
support is capnble of developing a moment at that support, thL' beam is said 
to possess "continuity". There is interaction betHeen the spans on each side 
of the intermediate support, provjdinp, a system \vith grentcr stiffness t-h~m 
t\vo adjacent simply supported beams vlitb the same sect ion properties. For 
purposes of limiting deflections, continuity can be very desirabJc. 
The presence of continuity can be established in many \vays. The 
simpleL;t is to ex.:.1mine the interaction of the sp2ns. For a tHo-span system, 
a load on one s:~ :ie of the intermediate support, causing a dm,'m.Jard deflect_ion 
on the loaded side, will cause an upward deflection on tl1e adjacent unloAded 
span. Another method is to compare a measured deflection with a calcu]atod 
deflection in which continuity is assumed. Tlds comparison \vas implicit in 
the calculated deflections shown in Table 6. Continuity \vas assumed for nJJ 
of the double-span cold-formed steel-joist floors. Together \.J it h an o sstnnp t ion 
of noncomposite action, tlw assumption of conti.nuity led to reasonable 
estimates of the observed deflections. 
The presence of continuity for floor D, the double-span wood-joist 
system, cannot be determined directly from the comparisons in Table 6 because 
of the important effect of partial composite action. It would be impossible 
to separate the two effects in a single comparison. To determine tl1e presence 
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of continuity in this floor system, the interaction between thv spans 
was investigated. A downw~rd concentrated load in one span led to a down-
ward deflection in that span, and an upward deflection of only 6 percent 
in the adjacent span, as was shown in Table 3. Ther0 is very little 
interaction between the spans, and continllity is not present for all 
practical purposes. In performing the calculations for Table 6, Floor D 
was, therefore, considered as a single-span floor. 
For cold-formed steel-joist floors, detailed in a manner similar 
to tl1c test floors, continuity over intermediate supports may be assumed. 
For double-span '>vood-j oist floors, detailed in a m;:mner simi] ar· to Floor D, 
continuity should not be assumed. 
_Summa_r::..Y____C)L_g_~eral beh~~\l_ior ()_f..._J:e~t floors - Cold-formed steel-jolst 
floor sys lems with ply'>vood clecb; generally behave as noncomposite one-\vay 
slabs. Hhen detailed similar to the test fl..>ors, they provide continuity 
at intermediate supports. 
Cold-formed steel-joist floor systems with concrete deck generally 
behave as two-way slabs. They also probably exhibit composite behavior, 
although this cannot be conclusively established by this study. 
Wood-joist floor systems with plywood decks generally behave as 
partially composite one-way slabs. When det~iled similar to Floor D, 
two-span wood-joist floors do not provide continuity at the intermediate 
support. 
The response of the test floors to uniform static loading \vas discussed 
in the previous section in establishing the general behavior of the floors. 
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Traditional methods of analysis are adequate for pn·d ic t ing the response 
of cold-formed steel-joist floors with plywood decks und('r uniformly 
distrihuted static loading with the follmving hchctvioral constraints: 
a. One-way slab action 
b. Noncomposite beam action 
c. Continuity at supports where appropriately detailed 
Fig. 6 shmvs the comp<lrison hetwec·n the cnlcu1Dtcd and mc•asured 
deflections under a 40-psf uniformly distributed load. The agrvcmcnt is 
satisfactory, and does not require additional statistical analysis. 
It has been established that cold-formed steel-joist and pl~,r'i·lllod · 
deck floor systems behave essentially as a one-way, noncomposite slab. When 
the floor is subjected to a single concentrated load, there is a lateral 
distribtJtion of the load between the loaded joist and adjacent joists. This 
is demonstrated by the data in Table 3. The measured deflections indicate 
that the joists adjacent to the loaded centerline joist arc responding 
to the load, and tl1erefore contributing to the overall stiffness of the 
floor system. This is due to strain compatibility requirements in the 
vicinity of the loaded joist, and should not be attributed to orthotropic 
plate behavior. The measured deflections decrease more rapidly with 
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Fig. G-- Calculated vs measurL'c1 dC>flL'cLjon of 
cold-form0d steel-joist and plywood-deck 
floors under 40psf uniformly distributed 
static loading 
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A mathema~ical model for predicting the joist deflection due to 
a single concentrated load must account for this lateral distribution 
of load. The three simplest ways of attempting this are to develop a 
model which in concept either: 
action. 
a. Predicts an "effective" stiffness of a single joist 
somewhat greater than a single-joist stiffness 
b. Views the entire floor as an orthotropic plnte, Jeading 
perhaps to an "equiv.:1lent number of fully effective joists" 
c. Empirically predicts an equivalent number of fully effective 
joists 
Method (a) is suggestive of a misapplication of the concept of composite 
A portion of the floor deck could be assumed to contribute to the 
joist stiffness. This is contrary to the observed belwvior of the floor 
systems. Table 7 shows the predicted deflection due to a single midspan 
concentrated load. Where a single composite joist is assumed, in \vhich a 
width of plywood equal to the joist spacing is included with the joist in 
the calclJ].ated stiffness, the agreement between predicted and calculated 
deflections is unsatisfactory, particularly for Floors Bl, B3 and F. 
Methods (b) and (c) both involve the concept of an equivalent number 
of fully effective joists. This implies that the floor system responds to 
load witlt Jess deflection th.:1n would be predicted by considering the stiff-
ness of a single joist. It can be a useful concept to account for ortho-




JOIST DEFLECTIONS DUE TO A 300-LB CONCENTRATED LOAD 
AT HID SPAN OF THE CENTERLU\E JOJST 
-~·-----------
Measured deflections (in.) Calculated deflect i()_~~--U_n_~J--
Floor Single Single 
Ident. If l (cL) II 2 1!3 noncomposite composite 
--- --- ----
__ jo_~-~-- _j_o_j_ s t ____ 
------
Al .128 .029 .008 .227 .132 
A2 . 088 .038 .004 .166 .096 
A3 .078 .028 .000+ .116 . 068 
B1 .137 .076 .029 . 402 .295 
B3 .087 • OlfO .013 .206 .151 
El .116 .053 .012 .257 .158 
E2 .098 .041 .008 .187 .115 
E3 .075 .025 .003 .131 .081 
F .126 .083 .038 .309 .212 
---------------------- --------
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how many single, fully effective joists, acting together witl1 the load 
equally divided between them, should be ji.SSUMED so that the predicted 
deflections will match the measured deflection. This is a convenient 
mathematical device and is not the actual number of joists in a floor respond-
ing to the load. It makes it possible to accurately predict the deflection 
of a floor system by a simple three-step procc"ss: first, calculate the stiff--
ness of a singl£' joist; second, calculate hmv- many fully effective joists 
should be assumed, and consider the floor to have tl1c equivalent stiffness 
of that many joists; third, calculate the floor deflection based on this 
collective stiffness. This process is much simpler than a plate analysis ur 
an indeterminant structural analysis of lateral distribution, particularly if 
steps one and t\vo are straightforward. 
The idea of modeling a floor system as an orthotropic plate l1as been 
succe~;sful for concrete-deck floors (GaL.1mbos, 197/J, and :fcCormick, 1974). 
It is also a very promising model for Floor C of this study, which has a con-
crete deck. Although cold-formed steel-joist floors Hith plyvwod decks arE' 
not orthotropic plates, the floor characteristics Hl1ich determine the properties 
of an equivalent orthotropic plate could be useful i11 developing an empirical 
model. 
McCormick (1974) derived the folloHing expression for the equivalent number 






number of fully effective joists 
S joist spacing (in.) 
L span (in.) 
£ = stiffness ratio 
(E3) 
a = torsional constant, assumed close to zero 
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The stiffness ratio, E: is the ratio of stiffness perpendicular to the 
joists, presumably tl1e subordinate stiffness, divided by the stiffness in 
the direction of ·~he joists, presumably the dominEmt stiffness. It is 
calculated as follows: 
(E4) 
in which: t deck thickness (in.) 
I moment of inertia of the joist (Ln.) 
n ratio of modulus of elasticity of joist dividPd 
by modulus of elasticity of the dPck 
These two equations are very similar to the corresponding expression 
pres en ted by Galomhos, \·lith one import<m t cliff erence. NcCormick' s equation 
. 1 d 1 L ]· G ] 1 I . • 1 L 1nc u es t1e term~· w•ereas a .amJos equ~tJon conta1ns on y . 
The equations above contain most of the floor system p<.1rameters vlhich 
would be involved in an empirical study for the equivalent number of fully 
effective joists. A review of the classical structural mechanics relation-
ships for flexure, and building code requirements governing residential floor 
systems, indicates that the following parameters should be considered: 
1. Joist spacing and span 
2. Thickness of floor deck 
3. Material properties of joist and slab 
4. Support conditions 
5. Section properties of joist ond slab 
6. Span-to-depth ratio of the joist 
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Using multiple linear regression analysis, these parameters arc 
investigated indivi.clually and ln various combinations, to construct an 
empirical model to predict the number of fully effective joists. The dependent 
variable in these regression onalyses is an "observed" number of fully effective 
joists. This is determined by first calculc-tting the deflecUun of a single 
noncomposite joist subject to a midspan concentrated load, assuming continuity 
where appropriate. The formulas used for this are: 
for single spans: 
and for double spans: 
in Hhich: p 
PL 3 
0.0208 El 
PL 3 0.0150 El 
midspan concentrated load (lbs) 
(E5) 
(E6) 
This calculated deflection for a single joist is then divided by t!H' 
measured floor dcfJ.ection, creating the ratio: 
N 
stat 
Ca!culatcd deflection for,__on_~_j_o_i_~~ 
Heasurecl floor deflection 
(E7) 
A concentrated load of 300 lbs is assumed, and the measured deflections 
at this load are the ones reported in Table 3, and also used in the regression 
analysis. Tl1e load-deflection curves in Appendix B indicate that the floor 
systems behave linearly under a concentrated load Hithin this range, so tl1e 
value of N is independent of the load at which it is calculated. 
stat 
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Since N is a dimensionless number, tl1e first step in the rl'gression 
stat 
analysis is to combine f]oor system properties into nondimensiona] parameters. 
ln forming these parameters, properties which ~ffect the stiffness of the 
deck and tl1e stiffness of the joist arc selected. The individual properties 
of interest are shown in the table ])claw, together \vith their mean, standard 
d0viations and line;:n correlations Hith N 
stat 
Only floors with cold-formed 
steel joists and plywood decks arc considered. 








L 213.333 22.271 0.288 
s 21.333 4.000 -0.839 
d 8.667 0.901 -0.8!!6 
t deck 0. 708 0.063 -0.839 
E 0.237 0.014 -0.869 
There is an important observation to be made in the above table. The 
deck thicknc•ss and joist spacing both have exAcl:ly the sanw linear correlation 
coefficient with N • This results from S cmd t being perfectly corrcJatccl 
stat 
to each other. For tlte representative floor systems in this study, a change 
in the deck thickness is associated with a change in joist spacing, such that 
they are always related by the equation: 
s 
-24 + G4tdcck (E8) 
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This means that S and t arc virtually interchangeable in any regression 
analysis. More important, this relationship leads to a very narrow r;1nge 
of E, which has o standard deviation of only 6 percent of its mean. In 
addition to its narrow range, E is also highly correlated to joist depth d. 
The relationship: 
0.084 d 0 • 479 (E9) 
will predict E within 3 percent. For the development of a versatile model 
for predicting tl1e lateral distribution of concentrated loads, as wide a rang0 
of E as possible would be desirable. 
The table a] so shoHs similar correlations for t Hith N and d wj Lh 
stat 
N 
stat Analysis shcn'.'s that t and d are very highly correlated to each other, 
and by implication, so arc S and d. By usinL_; the equation bel m..r, t can be 
predicted within 6 percent: 
t 0.125 + 0.673d (ElO) 
As in the previous discussion, two very important floor properties are hi~l1ly 
correlated to each other. This, coupled Hith the correlation b0~t\vecn E ann d, 
and by implication with S and t, will lead to models severely limited 
in their range of application. The net effect of this strong intercorrelation 
between important independent variables reduces the sensitivity of the 
regression analysis to changes in the floor system, and limits its range of 
application to floors similar to the test floors. Fortunately, these test 
floors arc representative of residential construction. 
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The dimensionless parameters formed from the floor system properties 
are summarized in Appendix C, together with complete computer printouts of 
each regression analysis. The more promising models are summarized helm.;. 
Summary of Hathematical Hodels for N 
stat 
------~-~~----------
Hodel Stand.:nd error Naximum 
No. Eg~1 _ 0__tj,o_~ of estimate Fit 
.-, 
in % r<-- error 
----- ~------------- -------- --------
1 0.180 + 0. 181{ (L/ S) .143 .909 13.9 
2 1. 460 + 2.139 X 10-tl (L 3 /s 7 d) .188 .843 16.8 
3 1. 024 + 4.027 X 10- 3 (I/ /Sci) .183 .851 16.4 
4 -0.248 + 0.962 (L/S) E .199 .823 22.2 
5 0.952 (L/d). 711 E-:?,100 .030 (log) .916 (log) 8.0 
6 1. 084 (L/S)·G70 E-1.155 .030 (Jog) .915 (log) 9.0 
The similarity between Models 2 and 3, and between Models 5 and 6 
is due to the correlation between S and d. Substitution of t for S in any of 
the above \vould not change the final correlations. A surprising result is 
the difference between 1 and 4, in that the inclusion of c in the parameter 
does not improve the corrclotion. Also, thee: sign of the L'Xt-Junent in 5 and 6 
r~:lises questions. The studies by other investigators referred to previously 
indicate that N should vary directly with c, rather than inversely as 
stat 
indicated by these results. Even ot the 95 percent confidence limits, the 
exponent of c in Hodel 5 varies between -.810 ancl -3.390, both negative. 
This anomaly is attriht1ted to the correlation of d with c in the case of 
Model 5, and S with c in the case of Model 6. This correlation also explains 
the lack of improvement when c is added in Model 4. 
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In forming the models discussed above, and all of the alternative 
models in Appendix C, an effo1:t was made to minimize the number of independent 
variables. This is necessary because tl1cre are only nine pieces of data to 
work with. Under these conditions, incre:1sing the numiH:>r of voriables could 
increase the correlation without improving the model. It would be possible, 
for instance, to use nine variables and obtain a "perfect" fit for the dato, 
but it would not lead to a meaningful model. 
Because of tl1e intercorrclat ions discussed above, and the problems 
created by them, Model 1 is proposed as the appropriate predictor for N 
SUlt 
It is the simplest model, and doc's not contain correlated inclepcndc'nt vari:1hlcs, 
although it docs not lead to the lm..rest stnndard error of estimntc; or the 
lowest percent error. Fig. 7 sbmvs the comparison be t\..reen measured and 
calculated values of N using this relationship. 
stat 
The recommended model should only be considcrcd appropriate for floor 
systems with properties within the range of the test floors. Fortunately, 
this population represents current construction practices using cold-formed 



































Fig. 7 - Calculated vs measured N for 
stat 
cold-formed steel-joist floors with 
plywood decks 
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DYNAMIC LOADING TESTS AND RESULTS 
Dynamic tests were performed on each of the floor systems witlt the 
objective of obtaining test data which could be used to quantify the vibration 
behavior of floor systems. The test data obtained during this phase of the 
program was also used as a basis for formulating a model ~1ich would predict 
the dynamic cltaracteristics of floor systems using cold-formed steel joists. 
The vibration characteristics of floor systems meaf;ured during this 
phase of the program were the natural frequencies of the floor systems, the 
damping chi'tro.ctcristics of the floor systems, and the displacements due lo 
walking impacts recorded during the human response tests. Data was also 
obtained for joists adjacent to the center joist, and the movement of tl1e 
joists in the transverse direction. 
The vertical deflection of the joists were measured with direct current 
differential transformer (DCDT) inductive pickups. These gages have a speci-
fication range of +0.1 in. to -0.1 in. However, calibration tests performed 
at WJE indicated that the actual useful range was in excess of+ 0.2 in. 
Test stands were used to mount the fixed element of the DCDT under the floor, 
and the core of the DCDT was mounted to the web of the joist via an angle-iron 
clip which was cemented to the web of the joist. Several of the tests also 
incorporated a DCDT located between the joists. A small bracket was attached 
to the plywood decking, and the core of the DCDT was mounted to the bracket. 
Fig. 3 shows a typical test setup, including the wooden stancl for supporting 
the DCDT assembly. The DCDT's had a frequency range from 0 to 150Hz. 
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Inductive velocity pickups were also used for vibration measurements 
during the research program. These transducers were used for measurements 
dealing with the horizontal transverse motion of the joists. Pickups were 
mounted to the joists witl1 the use of a magnet. The transducers had a steady-
state frequency range from 5 Hz to 2000 Hz. 
A light beam galvanometer oscillograph was used to record vibration 
time history records from the DCDT or the velocity transducers, together 1vith 
signal-conditioning amplifiers. 
The dyn,1mLc tests were conducted both without live load and \vith <1 1 ive 
load on the floor of approximately 10 psf. Floor System Al w:1s also tested 
with a live load of approximately 15 psf. The live load of 10 psf was chosen 
on the basis of probable live load wl1ich might be expected in residential 
dwellings. Loading of the floor was accomplished with 36 concentrated loads 
for a single-span floor and 72 concentrated loads for a two-span floor. Con-
crete blocks, which had dimensions of 8 in. x 8 in. x 16 in. were used to 
obtain the mass loading. Fig. 8 shows a typical test setup with approximately 
10 psf live load on a two-span floor. 
Three types of impulsive loading were used to obtain the natural fre-
quencies and damping characteristics of each floor system. These tests were 
performed at the center of the span and directly above the centerline joist. 
These techniques are summarized as follmvs: 
a. .Weight release - A load of 153 lbs \vas suspended from the 
underside of the floor adjacent to the centerline joist and 
at the center of the span. The sudden release of this load 
resulted in the free vibration of the floor systems. The 
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Fig . 8 - Live load on t est floor 
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data retrieved from the test was the floor natural frequency 
and damping characteristics. 
a test subject on the floor. 
This test was performed without 
It was also repeated with a 
test subject located at the center of the span and directly 
above the centerline joist. 
b. ~andb<l_g_cl_r_()_E_- A 25-lb sandbag was released from a height of 
2 ft, resulting in the free vibration of the floor system. The 
natural frequency and damping characteristic's were obtained 
with and without a test subject, ns described in Paragraph a. 
Fig. 9 shmvs photographs of this test setup, Hith ancl wi tlwut 
a test subject. 
c. J~-~-l_:-_t:_o~-~I_C2E - A heel-toe impact \V.-:lS conducted on each of the 
floor systems \vith the test subject located at the center of the 
span, and directly above the centerline joist. The heel-toe 
impact consisted of a man, weighing approximately 200 lbs, 
standing erect on the floor and lifting his heels to a comfortable 
height of approximately 2 in., supporting his weight with thE 
toes and balls of his feet. He then suddenly dropped onto his 
heels, tro.nsferring the impulse load to the floor syste11t. Fig. 10 
shows a photograph of the test operator just prior to impact. 
This test was also used to obtain the natural frequency and dampin~ 
characteristics of the floor. 
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Fig. 9 - Sandbag drop test with test subject on floor 
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Fig . 10 - Heel-toe impact test 
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Ideally, with a simple single degree of freedom system, the three 
tests described above should give comparable results in terms of the natural 
frequency and flo •r damping characteristics. However, the impulsive type 
of loading is different for each of these three tests. Thus, the initial 
amplitudes \vill V.'1ry depending upon the dynamic characteristics of the floor 
systems. The reason for the three different test techniques w~s to determine 
if the variation in the impulsive loading techniques does affect the niltural 
frequency and damping characteristics. The use of only one of the techniques 
employed for obtaining the dynamic characteristics of the floor system would 
have simplified the program. However, there is a possibility of being misled 
since the impulsive loading technique can affect the subsequent free vibration 
and harmonic content of the dynamic characteristics of the floors. 
The walking vibration displacement recording during the human response 
test are summari;;~;ed in this section, as wc:>ll a~ the Human Response Tests 
section. The measurements were recorded directly beneath the test subject, 
who was located at the center of the span and above the centerline joist. The 
walker, weighing approximately 200 lbs, followed a path parallel to, and 2 ft 
from, tl1e centerline joist as is shm,,n in Fig. ll. These' measurements represent 
the average single peak vibratory displacement withln the test group, and are 
not the absolute deflection of the floor system. 
_Qynamic Test Results 
The initial series of dynamic tests conducted on Floor System A 
indicated that the response of a floor ci1n be complex. This \vi1S particuL1rly 
evident when the floor system did not have a live load. Fi~s. 12 through 7.0 
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Fig. 11 - Walking impacts during human response tests 
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shows typical oscillograph recordings from the series of dynamic tests 
on B3-0 and B3-10 floor systems. These include sandbag tests with and 
without test subj cc t, a Height-relei1se test Hi ·~h and without test subject, 
a heel-toe impact, and the Halking levels during the human response tests. 
These figures shmv the deflection profile recorded \vith the DCDT for the 
centerline joist ond the adjacent joist (2, 3, etc.), at the center of the 
span and in tl1e same span which received the impulsive~ loadi11g. Some of 
the floor systems had a more coherent decay of oscillation. However, in 
several instances, the oscillation was more complex. The B3-0 and B3-l0 
Floor Systems Here chosen as representative of the steel-joist pl~~ood-deck 
floor configuration. The complexity of the wavr'form and oscillations, \,,hich 
is principally observed in the oscillograph records of the B3-0 psf, appears 
to indicate that a complex response is exhibited without a live load, and 
is probably attributable Lo tl1e dynamic characteristics transverse to the 
joist,and the fact that the floor may be responding as a collection of inter-
dependent components rather tl1an as a unit because of the loH stress levels. 
Table 8 summarizes the natural frequency and dam ping clwrac terisl ic s, 
which were obtained during the tests of the floor systems \vith a sandbag 
impact, as well as sudden release tests. It also includes the average Halking 
displacements, which were observed beneath the test subject during the human 
response tests. Individual summary sheets for each floor system are given 
in Appendix D. These sheets give amplitude measurements for the sandbag and 
w<:>ight release tests, which were recorded \vith a test subj cc t. They also give 
tl1e natural frcqu<:>ncy for each type of test, the walking displacement which 
Has observed during the human response tests, and natural frequencies Hithout 
a test subject on the floor. 
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Without test subject 
With test subject 
Fig . 12 - Response of Floor B3-0 to weight release 
impact with and without test subject 
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Joist No . 3 
Joist No . 2 
Floor deck 
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Without test subject 
, 0.1 sec ,. -
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With t es t subject 
Fig . 1 3 - Response of Floor B3-0 to sandbag impac t 
with and withou t test subject 
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Joist No . 1 
Joist No . 2 
Jois t No . 3 
Joist No. 1 
Floor deck 
Joist No . 2 
Joist No. 3 
Joist No . 1 
Floor deck 
Joist No. 2 
Joist No. 3 
Fig . 14 - Response of Floor B3-0 to heel-toe impact 
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Velocity without test subject 
Velocity with test subject 
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Without t es t subject 
With t es t subject 
Fig . 16 - Response of F l oor B3-10 to weight release impact 
with a nd without test subject 
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Fig. 17 - Response of Floor B3-10 to sandbag impact 
with and without test subject 
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Jois t No . 1 
F loor d e ck 
J o ist No . 2 
Joist No. 3 
0.1 sec 
Fig. 18 - Response of Floor B3-10 to heel -toe impac t 
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Fig . 19 - Response of Floor B3-10 to weight release impact 
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No . 1 




Joist No . 1 





Sill!MARY OF DY:-iAmC TEST DATA 
With Test Subject Without Test Subject 
Sandbag l!r.pac t \\eight Release Sandbag Impact Weight Release 
Walk. 
Floor Freq. Damj2ing Freq. Darnj2ing Dis pl. Freq. Freq. 
System (Hz) 1/2 sec Overall (Hz) 172 sec Overall (mils) (Hz) (Hz) 
Al-0 9.2 7.6 2.8 15.2 6.6 6.6 11.5 9.4 15.5 
Al-10 5.8 5.5 9.7 - - - 9.1 5.9 
Al-15 5.0 5.6 9.0 
- - -
9.8 5.3 
A2-0 12.3 7.2 7.2 12.3 8.9 8.9 5.8 15.6 18.5 
A2-10 7.5 3.0 3.3 7.8 4.5 5.7 4.5 7.5 7.5 
A3-0 13.4 8.5 8.5 16.3 9.3 9.3 4.1 14.9 15.1 
A3-10 8.7 8.9 7.7 8.8 8.4 5.9 2.7 8.7 8.9 
Bl-0 9.6 11.9 11.9 10.0 8.0 8.0 6.5 14.2 14.3 
I B1-10 5.6 6.3 6.9 5.8 9.4 9.3 6.7 5.8 6.0 
"' IJ1 I B3-0 16.3 4.8 4.8 14.0 5.7 5.7 3.4 25.9 18.7 
B3-10 8.3 5.5 4.3 8.6 8.3 7.2 2.3 8.3 8.6 
c-o 10.6 2.5 2.2 10.5 2.0 2.5 0.8 10.6 10.3 
C-10 9.2 1.4 2.5 9.2 1.6 2.3 0.5 9.2 9.2 
D-O 22.2 5.8 5.8 22.2 4.6 4.6 3.9 23.5 18.3 
D-10 9.8 7.8 6.2 9.4 6.8 5.6 3.6 9.7 9.6 
El-0 19.2 14.5 14.5 10.0 8.6 8.6 8.0 16.3 16.2 
El-10 6.0 6.9 5.2 7.1 18.2 5.7 6.6 8.4 7.8 
E2-0 20.2 15.9 15.9 11.3 9.2 9.2 5.8 17.7 17.6 
E2-10 12.0 3. 7 3.7 8.6 12.6 8.5 5.0 11.9 8.8 
E3-0 21.1 13.2 13.2 21. 3 20.6 20.6 4.0 22.8 20.1 
E3-10 11.6 7.4 7.4 10.6 12.0 7.0 3.3 12.8 9.2 
F-0 19.4 11.8 11.8 11.3 8.2 8.2 7.7 15.1 16.4 
F-10 10.1 4.1 3.4 10.0 7.0 7.3 6.4 3.9 8.8 
G-O 17.7 6.0 6.0 19.0 8.7 8.7 4.6 19.7 19.8 
G-10 11.4 7.7 7.7 11.0 4.3 5.0 3.7 13.3 10.6 
Note: Damping is expressed as a percent of critical dnmplng 
,, 
Damping characteristics of the floor system cannot be measured 
directly from the oscillograph time-history records. It must be calculated 
from measurements of successive peak amplitudes. Using the assumption of 
viscous damping, a percent of critical damping can be calculated by least-
squares linear regression over a particular time interval. Two time 
intervals were chosen over which to calculate the damping: one-half second 
and overall. The one-half-second interval corresponds to a representative 
period between foot falls during walking. 
The preliminary tests on the floor system indicate that the damping 
of tl1e floor system is affected by the presence of a test subject on the 
floor. There was an appreciably greater damping level with a test subject. 
Since the ultimate goal of this phase of the program was to obtain data which 
would lead to a prediction model of the floor system vibrational behavior 
with a test subject on the floor, the tabulated damping characteristics are 
for tests with a test subject. Typical oscillographs shmvn in Figs. 12 and 
20 illustrate that the decay rate is greater when a test subject is on the 
floor. 
The natural frequency and damping obtained from records of the heel-
toe impact test have not been tabulated because more consistent results can 
be expected from the controlled sandbag impact and sudden weight release 
tests. The relatively complex time histories recorded for a heel-toe impact 
without a live load was also a factor which contributed to this decision. 
However, these records are on file at WJE and may receive additional evalua-
tion if considered relevant in future research activities. 
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The complex oscillations which were observed in the floor systems 
indicated that there are additional dynamic effects than would be anticipated 
from a simple homogeneous plate. Two possible additional effects are the 
horizontal rotation and translation of the joists. The horizontal movement 
of the joists was therefore measured on the floor systems, which were 
fabricated during the middle and later days of the program. To study the 
effects of the horizontal and rotational motion of tl1e joists, vibration 
transducers were mounted on the test floor and joist. Two vibration velocity 
transducers were mounted on top of the floor system. One of these transducers 
measured the vertical motion. The second transducer measured the horizontal 
transverse motion of the floor system perpendicular to the joists. A third 
velocity transducer was mounted on the web of tl1e joist directly below the 
floor-mounted velocity transducers, which was oriented to measure the horizontal 
transverse motion. All transducers were mounted on the centerline joist at 
the midspan. A sudden weight release was used to obtain the free vibration 
of the floor system. A test was performed with and without the test subject 
on the floor. 
Figs. 15 and 19 illustrate typical records, which were obtained on 
the B3-0 and B3-10 Floor Systems with a test subject. The sensitivity of 
the velocity transducers for the test on B3-0 is five times the sensitivity 
that was used for the B3-10. The joist motion for the test on B3-0 Floor 
System is relatively complex. A lower frequency, which is approximately 
comparable to the vertical floor frequency, can be observed on this record. 
However, the joist also has a higher frequency of approximately 80 to 100 Hz. 
This frequency results from the motion of the joist in the transverse direction. 
The testing with a live load of approximately 10 psf also resulted in a 
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predominance of this l1igher frequency on the joist. However, the lower 
frequency was primarily eliminated when the floor was loaded to 10 psf. 
Both of these records also show that the horizontal motion of the floor deck 
is relatively small and is characterized by a higher frequency. This charac-
teristic of a minimal vibration movement of the floor in the horizontal 
transverse direction was typical of all the records and tests performed on 
the floor systems. 
Table 9 summarizes the test data which was obtained from the weight 
release with and without a test subject on the floor systems. The data given 
in this table has been normalized. A frequency ratio was calculated on the 
basis of the dominant joist horizontal frequency, divided by the vertical floor 
frequency. A displacement ratio is calculated on the basis of the joist 
horizontal deflection, divided by the vertical floor deflection. 
The hori~ontal movement of the floor system has not been analyzed or 
summarized in this table, since the deflections were generally lm.;rer than 3/10 
of a mil and the frequencies observed were generally higher than 30 Hz for a 
steel and wood-joist floor system. Table 9 indicated tl1at the horizontal 
joist movement can be appreciable in relation to the floor motion. This was 
particularly evident in comparing the displacement ratio of the steel-joist 
plywood-deck systems to the wood-joist f]oor system. Generally, the steel-
joist systems show a greater relative horizontal joist motion. 
The normalized frequency data also illustrates two general classifi-
cations. Several of tl1e tests performed showed a joist horizontal frequency 
which was very close to the floor vertical frequency. This data would indicate 
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TABLE 9 
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JOIST TRANSVERSE HODE 
Without Han With Han 
Floor Freq. Disp. Freq. Disp. 
System Ratio "~• Ratio 
* 
Ratio ,., Ratio .,., 
Bl-0 3.0 0.31 3.6 0.56 
Bl-10 3.5 .34 4.4 0.29 
B3-0 1.0 1.0 0.6 0.74 
B3-10 11.8 0.14 11.8 0.09 
c-o 4.1 0.06 6.7 0.03 
C-10 12.7 <0.04 5.2 0.07 
D-0 1.2 0.04 1.5 0.04 
D-10 1.0 0.07 1.0 0.06 
E2-0 1.0 0.23 1.0 0.69 
E2-10 3.2 0.08 2.9 0.10 
E3-o 1.3 0.22 0.90 0.48 
E3-10 2.4 0.14 >4.9 0.07 
G-0 1.7 0.18 3.8 0.24 
G-10 1.5 0.01 14.9 0.01 
Freq. Ratio Joist freq. Floor vert. freq. 
Disp. Ratio Jois~isp. Floor vert. disp. 
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that the joist itself is not going through an independent rotational mode, 
but simply rotations due to movement around the shear center under vertical 
loading. Several other tests indicate a significantly higher joist horizontal 
frequency than floor vertical motion frequency. These data would indicate 
that tl1e joist is probably being excited at its transverse mode. The com-
plexity of the waveform, however, would not allow analysis of rotation 
effects on the vertical motion. However, these data from Table 9 indicate 
that the complex mode shape of the free floor vibration of steel-joist 
plywood-deck floor systems may be affected by the relatively low lateral 
stiffness of the joists. 
Discussion of Vi brat ion Levels of Adjacent Joists for Pl)'\vOod-Deck Floors 
The time histories in Figs. 12 through 20 illustrate the vibration 
levels on the centerline joist, as well as adjacent joists at the center of 
the span. The centerline joist is identified in the time histories as No. 1 
Joist. Adjacent joists east of the centerline joist are identified as 
Joist No. 2 and 3, respectively. A DCDT was also located between Joist No. 1 
and Joist No. 2, and is identified as Trace No. 5. The joist deflections 
were found to have similar displacement time histories. Joist No. 1 exhibited 
the greatest initial deflection. After the second cycle of the free vibra-
tion, there was no appreciable difference in the attenuation or phasing 
relationships between the joists. This was observed in tests with a test 
subject and without a test subject, as well as with a live load and \vithout 
a live load. These characteristics would indicate that during free vibration 
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the floor is responding as a one-way slab. The vibration motion between 
joists does not follow the same trend as the joists. Although the impact 
load was located at the centerline joist or adjacent to the centerline 
joist, a greater initial deflection in some instances was observed between 
the centerline joist and the adjacent joist (Trace No. 5 time history on 
the Figures). The subsequent amplitudes after the second cycle of vibration 
showed no appreciable difference from centerline joist. Sandbag and heel-
toe tests directly above this DCDT located between joists also result in 
greater initial deflection than recorded when the impact was at the center-
line joist. The mechanism of displacement between the joists, ltowever, does 
not appear to offer potential for development into a simple dynamic modeling 
effort. The motions observed between joists were not appreciably larger 
than the joist motions, and the structural dynamics are complex. They 
include the flex.tral characteristics of the plyn.vood, the joist spacing, and 
the location of the impulsive loading relative to the perimeter of the plywood. 
Floor Systems A, B, C, and D were of a double-span configuration. The 
location of displacement transducers for the uniform static load test was 
determined on the basis of whether continuity was observed at the midsupport. 
If continuity was observed at the midspan for these floor systems, the 
potentiometers were located at 0.42L relative to the perimeter support. 
However, the location of the transducers for all of the dynamic tests was 
located at the midspan, regardless of whether it was believed continuity 
did or did not develop at the midsupport. There is no appreciable difference 
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in the dynamic deflection at the midspan as compared to 0.42L, regardless 
of whether continuity is developed or not developed. The expected peak 
deflection, assurr"ng 100 percent development of continuity, will occur 
between 0.42L and O.SL, and is a function of the dead load. A subsequent 
design model \vould also be simplified if the·dynamic behavior is obtained 
at the midspan. For the first mode of vibration, there is also no difference 
in the frequency, whether the continuity is developed at the midsupport 
or not. 
Discussion of Vibration Time Histories Recorded During Human Response 
Tests 
The vibration time histories, which are shm·m in Fig. 20 for the tests 
during the human response evaluation of the floor systems, are representative 
for most of tlte floor systems. Both of these records show the displacement 
motion directly beneath the test subject. The movement of the \valker is 
also recorded. For several of the tests, a velocity transducer was also 
located on the test floor adjacent to the test subject. The data reduced 
from these tests were the motions imparted to the test subjects through their 
feet. Deflections for all of the test subjects were averaged and used as 
representative of the floor system. The deflection observed beneath the 
walker is greater than at the test subject location. However, the more 
relevant information is the motion which was observed beneath the test 
subject. The DCDT's record the absolute deflection, as well as the change 
in deflection, as shown in Fig. 20. As the walker approaches the center of 
the span, the absolute deflection of the floor is increased. This 
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characteristic is a function of the static behavior of the floor system. 
Only the relative movement about the static mean deflection during a 
typical walking period was analyzed and report~d. Generally, this movement 
was at a maximum when the walker was at the center of the span, and 
adjacent to the test subject. The peak-to-peak motion was measured during 
this phase of the walking, which was then divided by 2 to compute the single 
amplitude of displacement. 
It may also be observed from these records that the motion itself 
is complex. The step of the walker is in the range of 0.5 sec to 0.7 sec 
between foot impacts. The dynamics of the floor system are superimposed 
on this basic motion. The frequencies observed during the walking were 
also of a complex nature. 
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ANALYSIS OF DYNAMIC LOADING TEST DATA 
The general behavior of the test floors and their response to 
static loads '"as developed in a previous section. Discussed in this 
section is the response of the test floors to dynamic loading. Models for 
dynamic response will be used in evaluating human response data. 
Natural Frequency 
Since cold-formed joist floor systems with plywood decks are basically 
one-way slabs, the most logical approach to a model for predicting the 
natural frequency of the floor is to consider a single joist. Three questions 
arise. First, w~ich of tl1e measured frequencies, i.e., from weight release, 
sandbag, or heel-toe impacts, is to be considered the actual long-term 
natural frequency of the floor? Second, what is the existence and extent 
of composite behavior under dynamic loading? Third, what mass should be 
used in the calculations? 
Since the frequency, due to an impact from a sandbag dropped from a 
known height, or due to an initial displacement created by a hanging weight, 
are reproducible measurements, these two frequencies will be considered in 
the development of a matltematical model. These measurements are shown in 
Table 10, and in general, there is agreement between the two. Floors Al-0, 

























NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF COLD-FORNED STEEL-JOIST FLOORS 
WITH PLY~·JOOD DECKS (H_Z,) 
Measured frequency with Calculated frequency 
man on floor without weight of man 
Sandb~_g_ Weight Release Composite Noncomposite 
9.2 15.2 16.3 11.3 
5.8 8.6 5.9 
5.0 7.3 5.1 
12.3 12.3 20.1 13.9 
7.5 7.8 10.2 7.1 
13.4 16.3 25.5 17.6 
8.7 8.8 12.3 8.5 
9.6 10.0 13.8 10.5 
5.6 5.8 7.2 5.5 
16.3 14.0 21.6 16.5 
8.3 8.6 10.3 7.9 
19.2 10.0 16.7 11.9 
6.0 7.1 9.1 6.5 
20.2 11.3 20.6 14.6 
12.0 8.6 10.9 7.7 
21.1 21.3 26.1 18.6 
11.6 10.6 13.1 9.3 
19.4 11.3 22.6 16.5 
10.1 10.1 10.4 7.6 
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Floor behavior - Previous investigators have determined that 
concrete-deck floors behave as composite systems under dynamic loading, 
regardless of their behavior under static loa~~ng. To quote Galambos 
(1974): 
"Joist-slab floors act as a composite system insofar as 
vibration response is concerned, even though no intentional 
shear connection in fact exists, and the static strength is 
~verned by the bare joists. The reason for this is, that 
under the relatively small and rapidly changing excitations, 
friction between the slab and the joist provides essentially 
composite behavior. This fact of composite action results 
in a great increase in the stiffness of the floor system. 
Positive verification of the composite behavior under vibratory 
loads was provided only for normal weight concrete, although 
the same should also be true for lightweight concrete slabs." 
Frequencies calculated with the assumption of composite and noncomposite 
behavior are shown in Table 10. The equation used for these calculations 
is: 
in which: f 
f 3.52 
r;;::-
first natural frequency (Hz) 
(Ell) 
~ dead load deflection for a single span (in.) 
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In calculations for natural frequency, no adjustment needs to be made 
for continuity in multiple-span floors since the intermediate support is at 
the axis for odd symmetry for the fundamental frequency. 
An interesting pattern becomes evident in the table. For Floor Al-0, 
the weight release frequency, which is substantially higher than the sandbag 
frequency, is best approximated by a calculated frequency in which composite 
behavior is assumed. Conversely, the sandbag frequency is best approximated 
by a calculated frequency in which noncomposite behavior is assumed. Tl1e 
opposite is true for Floor El-0, where the sandbag frequency is substantially 
higher than the weight release frequency. Also, this difference occurs mainly 
for the unloaded floors. 
For floors where the sandbag frequency and the weight release frequency 
are in agreement, an assumption of noncomposite behavior leads to a better 
approximation of the measured frequency. Typically, these are floors with 
some superimposed load in addition to the dead weight of the deck and joists. 
The mathematical model for frequency should deal with the long-term 
bel1avior of the floors, and with floors which would normally have some super-
imposed load on them. Therefore, it is proposed that noncomposite behavior be 
assumed in calculating the natural frequency of cold-formed steel-joist floors 
with plywood decks. 
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The effect of a man on the floor - The measured frequencies listed 
in Table 10 were made with a man on the floor. The calculated frequencies 
in the table do not include the weight of a man on the floor. The effect of 
including this weight is shown in Table 11. 
In order to combine the concentrated weight of a man with the distributed 
weight along a joist in the calculation of natural frequency, the following 
equation is used: 
(El2) 
in which: W total uniformly distributed load per 
joist (lbs) 
P midspan concentrated load (lbs) 
N number of joists 
When P = 0, and N = 1, this equation degenerat·.s to the frequency equation 
(Ell) discussed previously. 
The table shows two measured frequencies: the minimum of the sandbag 
frequency and weight release frequency, with and without a man on the floor 
during the measurement. As would be expected, the measured frequency without 
a man on the floor is slightly higher than with a man on the floor, except for 
Floors E3 and Al-15, where the two measurements are close. The influence of 
the weight of a man is greatest on the unloaded floor, where a man's weight 
is a greater percent of the floor weight. Since the two measured values are 
very close to each other for floors with realistic residential loads on them, 
























NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF COLD-FORHED STEEL JOIST FLOORS 
WITH PLYWOOD DECKS 
Lmvest measured 
freguency Calculated frequency 
With man With 
With Without Without on one man 
man man man joist distributed 
9.2 9.4 11.3 5.8 9.7 
5.8 5.9 5.9 4.4 5.6 
5.8 5.3 5.1 4.1 4.9 
12.3 15.6 13.9 6.9 11.8 
7.5 7.5 7.1 5.3 6.7 
13.4 14.9 17.6 8.4 14.7 
8.7 8.7 8.5 6.3 8.1 
9.6 14.2 10.5 4.6 9.0 
5.6 5.8 5.5 3.7 5.2 
14.0 18.7 16.5 6.6 13.7 
8.3 8.3 7.9 5.3 7.5 
10.0 16.2 11.9 6.4 10.3 
6.0 7.8 6.5 4.9 6.2 
11.3 17.6 14.6 7.6 12.6 
8.6 8.8 7. 7 5.8 7.3 
21.1 20.1 18.6 9.2 15.7 
10.6 9.2 9.3 7.0 8.7 
11.3 15.1 16.5 6.4 13.5 














for human response measurements, it is proposed that a man be included 
on the floor during frequency measurements. 
The influence of the weight of a man on a calculated frequency is 
more pronounced than on a measured frequency. Table 11 shows four calculated 
frequencies with the following assumptions: 
Without man - only the weight of the deck, joists, and superimposed 
uniform load where applicable, are considered in 
the calculations 
With man on one joist - the entire weight of a man is considered 
to act on one joist 
With man distributed - a man's weight is distributed over the 
total number of joists in the floor system 
With man T N - the weight of a man is distributed between the 
stat 
equivalent number of fully effective joists measured 
during the static concentrated load test 
As in the static concentrated load tests, the extent of lateral distribution 
assumed in the calculations leads to very different results. 
When the weight of a man is assumed to act on a single joist, the 
calculated frequency is too low. This is also an unrealistic assumption for 
lateral distribution of the man's weight. Also, distributing the weight of 
a man over the number of fully effective joists, measured during the static 
concentrated load test, leads to calculated frequencies which are too low. 
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The difference in calculated frequencies when the weight of a man 
is neglected or distributed over the total number of joists in the floor 
system is small, ~xcept for the unloaded test floors. For the unloaded 
floors, including the weight of a man, in this manner leads to a slightly 
closer estimate of the measured frequency, e~cept for Floor EJ-0. Since 
a calculated frequency for a floor with a realistic residential loading 
is of greater importance in predicting human response, it is proposed that 
the weight of a man can be neglected in calctilations for natural frequency. 
Fig. 21 shows a comparison of measured and calculated frequency con-
sistent with the proposed technique of considering a single, noncomposite 
joist without the weight of a man included in the calculation. A classical, 
rather than empirical, relationship is used for the purpose of simplicity and 
familiarity. The complexity of the vibration response also makes the measure-
ment of a fundamental frequency very difficult. and a sophisticated analytical 
technique for predicting the frequency unwarranted. 
Concrete-deck floor - Floor C, with cold-formed steel joists and a 
concrete deck, was not included in the previous discussion because it behaves 
differently from the plywood-deck floors. The measured and calculated fre-
quencies for this floor are summarized below. 
Natural frequencies for cold-formed steel-joist floor 
with concrete deck 
C-0 C-10 
Live load 0 psf 10 psf 
Measured frequency: Sandbag 10.6 Hz 9.2 Hz 
Weight release 10.5 Hz 9.2 Hz 
Calculated frequency: Composite 10.4 Hz 8.8 Hz 

































Heasured Frequency (Hz) 
Fig. 21 - Calculated vs measured frequency for 





The measured frequencies for the sandbag impact and the weight 
release are in good agreement for each of the test floors. For the calculated 
frequencies, it was assumed that the floor stiffness could be represented by 
the stiffness of a single joist. The table clearly shows that an assumption 
of composite behavior leads to an acceptable estimate of natural frequency. 
This is consistent with the recommendations of Galambos (1974), quoted 
earlier in this chapter, for concrete-deck floors. 
Wood-joist floors - The measured and calculated frequencies for the 
wood-joist floors included in the testing program are shown in the table 
below. 
Natural frequencies for wood-joist floors 
with plywood decks 
D-0 D-10 G-0 G-10 
Live load 0 12.1 psf 0 12.1 psf 
Heasured frequencies: Sandbag 22.2 Hz 9.8 Hz 17.7 Hz ]1.4 Hz 
Weight release 22.2 Hz 9.4 Hz 19.0 Hz ]1.0 Hz 
Calculated frequencies: Composite 24.2 Hz 12.1 Hz 23.5 Hz 11.7 Hz 
Noncomposite 16.3 Hz 8.1 Hz 16.3 Hz 8.1 Hz 
The measured frequencjes for the sandbag impact and weight release are 
in good agreement with each other. The calculated frequencies for composite 
and noncomposite sections bracket the measured values. As in the case of 
static loading, the proper assumption for wood-joist floors is somewhere 
between composite and noncomposite. The reader is referred to the work of 
Vanderbilt, et al. (1974), mentioned previously, for a discussion of "slip 
modulus" between wood joists and a plywood deck. 
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Damping 
Dynamic damping in floor systems is dependent on many things. 
Certainly, the material properties of the floor components and the connection 
and support conditions are important. Equally, or perhaps more important, 
are tlte type and distribution of load, the presence and location of parti-
tions, and the influence of floor coverings and ceilings. The effects of 
this latter group of important factors is not within the scope of this study. 
Therefore, developing a mathematical model to predict damping on the basis 
of this study could lead to misleading conclusions about typical residential 
floor systems. 
It is, therefore, proposed that a characteristic value of damping 
be established for each construction type represented in this study. This 
value would be subject to future revision based on further tests. However, 
it would characterize the damping of the floor during the subjective human 
response tests, and will be useful in developing a model for floor ratings. 
The measured damping values, as a percent of critical damping, are 
shown in Table 12. A summary, by floor type, is shown in Table 13. 
Table 13 suggests that there is little difference between damping in 
cold-formed steel-joist floors with and without a superimposed load, when 
subjected to a weight release. These same floors exhibit a higher damping 
when subjected to a sandbag impact if there is no superimposed load on the 
floor. 
The wood-joist floors exhibited lower damping on the average than 
the cold-formed steel-joist floors with plywood decks. Hmvever, Floors AZ-10, 
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TABLE 12 
VISCOUS DAMPING MEASURE~ENTS AS PERCENT OF CRITICAL DAHPING 
Sandbag Impact Weight Release 
Floor 
Ident. 1/2 second Overall 1/2 second Overall 
Al-0 7.6 2.8 6.6 6.6 
Al-10 5.5 9.7 
Al-15 5.6 9.0 
A2-0 7.2 7.2 8.9 8.9 
A2-10 3.0 3.3 4.5 5.7 
A3-0 8.5 8.5 9.3 9.3 
A3-10 8.9 7. 7 8.4 5.9 
Bl-0 11.9 11.9 8.0 8.0 
Bl-10 6.3 6.9 9. /f 9.3 
B3-0 4.8 4.8 5.7 5.7 
B3-10 5.5 4.3 8.3 7.2 
c-o 2.5 2.2 2.0 2.5 
C-10 1.4 2.5 1.6 2.3 
D-0 5.8 5.8 4.6 4.6 
D-10 7.8 6.2 6.8 5.6 
El-0 14.5 14.5 8.6 8.6 
El-10 6.9 5.2 18.2 5.7 
E2-0 15.9 15.9 9.2 9.2 
E2-10 3.7 3.7 12.6 8.5 
E3-0 13.2 13.2 20.6 20.6 
E3-10 7.4 7.4 12.0 7.0 
F-0 11.8 11.8 8.2 8.2 
F-10 4.1 3.4 7.0 7.3 
G-0 6.0 6.0 8.7 8.7 




SUMMARY OF VISCOUS DAHPING HEASURE::-1ENTS AS PERCENT OF CRITICAL 
Superimposed Sandbag Im_eact Height Release 
Joist Type Deck Type Load Damping Average Std. Dev. Average Std. Dev. 
Cold-formed steel Plywood No 1/2 second 10.5 3.7 9.5 4.4 
Overall 10.1 4.5 9.5 4.4 
Cold-formed steel Plywood Yes 1/2 second 5.7 1.8 10.1 4.2 
Overall 6.1 2.4 7.1 1.3 
I Cold-formed steel Concrete No 1/2 second 2.5 - 'ic 2.0 
- * (X) 
"' I Overall 2.2 
- * 2.5 - * 
Cold-formed steel Concrete Yes 1/2 second 1.4 
- * 1.6 - * 
Overall 2.5 
- * 2.3 - * 
Wood Plywood No 1/2 secane 5.9 0.1 *;'< 6.7 2.9 ** 
Overall 5.9 0. 1 ;'c* 6.7 2. 9 ~~* 
Wood Plywood Yes 1/2 second 7.8 0.1 ~<* 5.6 1.8 ** 
Overall 7.0 1.1 *''c 5.3 0.4 ** 
* From one test case 
** From two test cases 
B3-0, B3-10, E2-lO; and F-10 had damping values lower than the wood-joist 
floors. The concrete-deck floor had the lowest measured damping of all the 
test floors. 
In order to facilitate calculations of human response ratings, 
which may require an estimate for damping, the values in the table below 
are suggested. It is emphasized that these values are characteristic of a 
particular type of construction, based on measuren1ents from the test floors. 
Further studies on test floors in occupied buildings with representative 
contents and partitions would be required before a mathematical model for 
predicting damping in a rational manner can be developed. 
Proposed dampin_g values for use in 
hl!_~~n ___ !'espons~at ing calculations 
Floor type 
Cold-formed steel-joists 
with plywood deck 
Damping (percen_t: critical)_ 
Cold-formed steel-joists 
with concrete deck 





A mathematical model, capable of estimating the dynamic stiffness 
of the floor, is necessary for the development of a human response rating 
model. There are several options available. Some investigations have 
focused tlteir attention on the displacements caused by falling sandbags, 
falling steel balls, heel-toe drops, and even people jumping off of tables. 
It is the opinion of the writers that occupants make special allowances for 
unusual impacts, such as people jumping off of tables, when evaluating the 
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acceptability of a floor system. Occupants, however, should not be expected 
to accept anything more than a minor disturbance from ordinary, relaxed 
walking. Therefore, an estimate of the displ~:ernent due to ordinary, 
relaxed walking will be developed. 
In order to develop as simple a model as possible, an empirical approach 
is taken. A calculated static deflection is modified to account for the 
lateral distribution of the weight of the walker, and the dynamic response 
to the walking impacts. The approach is similar to the one discussed in 
connection with the concentrated static load. First, the deflection of a 
single noncomposite joist under the action of a midspan concentrated load is 
calculated. For this, the classical relationship used for single-span floors 
is: 
PI) 
/1, "" 0. 0208 EI 





in which P, the concentrated load, is assumed to be 200 lbs. This calculated 
deflection is then divided by the measured peak displacement of the centerline 
joist under an adjacent walking displacement. This leads to the ratio: 
N = 
eff 
Calculated deflection for one joist 
Measure peak displacement from walking impact (EJS) 
The value of Neff' the equivalent number of fully effective joists, indicates 
how many joists should be assumed to be acting to support a 200-lb static 
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load distributed equally among them, such that the calculated static 
displacement is equivalent to the measured walking displacement. The 
equivalent number of fully effective joists, as defined above, is formulatecl 
to account for two distinct phenomena: tl1e lateral distribution of the load 
due to the walker, and the difference between tl1e static and dynamic effPcts 
of the walker. As such, Neff is a mathematically convenient device, and 
should not be interpreted as the actual number of joists in the floor respond-
ing to a dynamic load. It is likely that Neff will often exceed the number 
of joists in a floor system, due mainly to the difference between a 200-lb 
static load and walking impacts. Table 14 shows the measured walking displace-
ment and "observed" number of effective joists for the cold-formed steel-joist 
test floors with plywood decks. The tabulated values indicate that, in general, 
the Neff can be expected to increase with increasing superimposed load and 
with decreasing ~ength of span. 
Since Neff is a dimensionless number, the multiple regression analysis 
for an empirical model to predict Neff will contain dimensionless parameters. 
The intercorrelation between floor properties for the test floors was 
discussed in connection with the development of N in a previous section. 
stat 
The difficulties caused by this intercorrelation will affect the range of 
applicability of the model for Neff as it did Nstat" In addition to dimen-
sionless parameters related to the static properties of the test floors, 
the dynamic properties of the. floors must also be accounted for. Because 
frequency has the dimensions of cycles per sec, it should not be used directly 
in the regression analysis. Two parameters are considered in the analysis, 
which can account for the difference in dynamic properties between the floors, 
























MEASURED WALKING DISPLACEMENTS AND "OBSERVED" Neff 
FOR COLD-FORMED STEEL-JOIST FLOORS \HTH PLYHOOD DECKS 
Heasured Walking "Observed" 






















DL/TL ratio of dead weight of the floor system to the total 
weight. For floors without superimposed dead load, 
this ratio would be 1.0. 
DEL F ratio of the calculated natural frequency without a 
superimposed dead load to the calculated natural 
frequency. For unloaded floors, DEL F would be 1.0. 
The dimensionless parameters formed from the static floor properties, 
and the above two dynamic parameters are summarized in Appendix E. Also con-
tained in Appendix E are the complete computer printouts of the regression 
analyses for Neff' The more promising of these models are summarized below. 
Summary of Mathematical Models for N 
eff 
-------------
Log Standard Log Maximum 
Model No. Equation Error of Estimate fit_(r 2 ) Error i_n % 
-----
1 0.0075 £-5.655 0.0915 0.705 39.1 
2 0.0059 £-5.757 DEL F -o.321 0.0834 o. 770 30.3 
3 0.0060 t:.- 5. 7Ltlt (DL/TL) -o. 13 G 0.0829 o. 772 32.6 
4 0.0038 (L/S)-0.405 c.-6.787 0.0916 0.722 34.3 
The term E is present in all of the above models because it is the 
single best-correlated parameter with Neff" Models 1 and 4 are based only 
on the mechanical properties of the floor, and are therefore insensitive to 
changes of the mass of the floor. Models 2 and 3 contain parameters which 
are sensitive to changes in the floor frequency, and offer an improvement over 
Model 1. Model 3 involves much simpler calculations than Model 2, a slight 
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improvement in fit, and only a small increase in tl1c maximum error. For 
these reasons, Model 3 is proposed as an acceptable nredictor for Neff" As 
with the model for N , the range of applicability of the model for N ff 
stat · e: 
should he limited to floors similar to the test floors because of the narrow 
range and intercorreJ.ation of important independent floor properties. 
Therefore, the calculation of an empirical walking displacement is: 
1. Calculate the deflection, 6, of a single, noncomposite 
joist due to a 200-lb static concentrated load, 
using Equation (El3) or (El4) 
2. Calculate Neff using: 
where: 
Neff= 0.0060 E- 5· 74 (DL/TL)- 0 • 14 
E is defined by Equation (E4) 





Fig. 22 shows a comparison between the measured walking displacement 
and the calculated displacement. 
Because the mathematical modeling of walking displacements is corn-
pletely empirical, there is insufficient data from this study for meaningful 

























































Fig. 22 - Calculated vs measured walking displacements 




HUMAN RESPONSE TESTS AND RESULTS 
The performance of a residential floor systen1 under anticipated 
dynamic loading is an important design conside1dtion, requiring study in 
addition to the behavior and strength under static loading. One of the 
purposes of the testing program was to evaluate the human perception of, 
and response to, vibration of CFSJ floors due to \val king impacts. Three 
human response tests, for a group of test subjects, were conducted for eacl1 
of the test floors: the perceptibility of walking vibration of the test floor 
was evaluated; a comparison between tl1e perceptibility of walking vibrations 
of the test floor with a conventional 16-ft span wood-joist floor; and a 
subjective evaluation of the general acceptability of the test floor if it 
were in the hmne of the test subject. 
Testing Techniques 
For these tests, the subjects were employees of WJE and included 
engineers, technicians, and clerical staff. For all tests, there were between 
11 and 18 subjects. Floor G, which was a conventional single-span lvood-joist 
floor, was the first floor constructed, and was retained throughout the test 
program and designated as the "Control Floor". When the human response tests 
were conducted for each of the other floor configurations, they were also 
conducted on the control floor. 
The test conditions for the human response test require a consideration 
of the "floor" environment, as well as the live load. Investigators conducting 
previous human response vibration tests have commented that the lack of a 
normal residential room environment (i.e., walls and furniture) might infl.uence 
the response ratings. 
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The use of furniture and walls around the test floors would create 
a normal setting for the human response tests. However, the resulting complex 
loading distribution on the floor system would prove difficult to analyze, 
particularly the effect on tl1e walking vibration level. Since the human 
response tests will include a comparative evaluation by tl1e test subjects 
with Floor G, the local environmental considerations of the test floor should 
not overinfluence the test results. The human response tests will therefore 
be performed with the same loads and techniques used for the dynamic test 
series described previously. The change of floor natural frequency, amplitude, 
and damping characteristics with the variation of live load should give 
adequate data for the analytical model requirements. 
The centers of the test floor span and the control floor were marked 
so the test subjects all stood at the same position on the f]oor. This position 
was always above q joist. A line marker was also placed parallel to the joists 
at a distance of 2 ft from the position of the test subject. \;~en the test 
subject was in position, the walker would walk in a relaxed and natura] manner 
along the line marker behind the test subject over the entire length of the 
span, turn around, and walk hack to his starting point. The same walker was 
used for all tests on all floors. In all cases, the human response tests were 
conducted on the control floor first, then repeated immediately thereafter on 
the test floor. The tests were conducted when there was no superimposed load 
on the test floor, and again when a 10-psf uniform load was placed on tl1e 
floor. Except for the tests on Floor System Al-10, the control floor had no 
superimposed load for any of the subsequent tests. 
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After experiencing the walking vibrations on a floor, the test 
subject recorded his evaluation of tl1e relative degree of perceptibility of 
the vibration by placing a check mark in the appropriate box of the Human 
Response Test Data Form shown in Fig. 23. After experiencing the vibration 
on both floors, he compared the vibration response of the test floor as 
"better than", the "same as", or "worse than" the control floor. He finally 
indicated the acceptability of each floor, if it were in his home. 
While the human response test wos being mode, the deflection of the 
joist immediately belmv the test subject \vas being recorded hy means of a DCDT, 
as described previously in this report. A typical recording of the dynamic 
floor response at the location of the test subject, resulting from the closest 
footfalls of the walker, is shmm in Fig. 20. 
In order to summarize the results of the degree of perceptibility of 
the vibration of the various floors, a numerical value was assigned to each 
of the boxes on the Human Response Test Data Form. The basis of the numbering 
system was the rating numbers used in "Human Perception of Transient Vibrations" 
(Wiss and Parmelee, 1974). Ratings of 2, 3, and 4 were used for the mean line 
of the barely perceptible, distinctly perceptible, and strongly perceptible 
ranges, respectively. The center box of the three, contained under each 
perception category on the Human Response Data Form, was therefore considBred a 
2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 ratingconsistent with the rating system of the above reference. 
The boxes on each side of the center box were assigned numbers so that the 
progression was in equal steps; for example, 1.66, 2.00, 2.33, 2.66, 3.0, etc. 
The "severe" category was arbitrarily assigned a numerical value of 5.00, and 
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HU}~N RESPONSE TEST DATA 
ON 1'1IF: VIBRATIO~ CIIA!~ACTERlSTICS OF FLOOR SYSTE."'S 
AISI PROJECT 73345 DATE: ________________ ___ 
TEST SUBJECT: ____________________________ ___ FLOOR SYSTEM CODE: ____ __ 
llow would you rate the standard (control) floor system in terms of the 
vibration level? (Checkone box) 
Barely Severe Distinctly Strongly Perceptible I Perccptil•le Imperceptible Perceptible 
--~F:C~-~J ;;~~~·:r:-:-~r;::::=-:=~r::~::r~~~-=;;_·o; 
llow would you rate the te~JJ-'-o_QJ:. system in terms of the vibration level? 
(Check one box) 




11).66) I(;.QO) I (L.))) i . I ! 
Scvr2re 
0 Better than 
0 About the same as 
0 \~orse than 
the standard (control) floor system in terms of vibration characteristics? 





Control (standard) floor 
Test floor 
Walker _________________________ __ 
We ieh t ______________________ __ 
No. of test subjects 
on the test floor _________ _ 
Note: Numbers in parentheses are rating numbers corresponding to the 
descriptive subjective rating. 
Fig. 23 - Rating form for Human Response Tests 
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the "imperceptible" category was assigned a numerical value of 1.00. 
The Human Response Test Data Form \vith the assigned numerical V3lucs is 
shown in Fig. 23. 
Test Results 
Results of the tests on the control floor are shm.m in Table 15. The 
average and standard deviation for each test series is included, together with 
the "acceptability" rating if the control floor \vas in the home of the test 
subject. Table 16 is a similar presentation for the l1uman response ratings 
on the test floors. In addition, Table 16 contains the results nf the com-
parison between the test floor and the control floor. For both Tables 15 and 16 
the "acceptability" and "comparison 1' ratings are reported as the number of 
responses in each category. 
The unloaded control floor was tested for human response evaluation 
on 23 different occasions. The average rating of the control floor during 
test series of CFSJ plywood-deck floor was 2.89, with individual test scores 
ranging from 2.64 to 3.14. A summary of the "acceptability in homes" 








The acceptability rating for the individual test floors, expressed 
in percent of total responses, is given in Table 16A. 
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TABLE 15 
SUMMARY OF HUMAN RF.SPONSE TF.STS 0:-i CONTROL FLOOR 
Number o~ _jl_('_2lllc at eac·h rating level Average Standard Test 
Series 1.00 1.66 2.00 2.33 2.66 3.00 3.33 3.66 4.00 4.33 5.00 rating deviation Yes ~!arginal :-<o 
Al-0 1 1 1 4 4 1 2 3.14 0.57 6 7 1 
Al-10>'< 1 3 4 5 1 1 2.49 0.55 8 7 0 
Al-15 1 4 5 5 2.95 0.38 4 9 2 
A2-0 1 3 7 2 2.92 0.28 5 8 0 
A2-10 1 1 5 6 1 2.78 0. 34 7 6 
A3-0 1 6 7 3 1 2.96 0.47 7 10 1 
A3-10 2 5 6 3 2.87 0.32 4 10 2 
Bl-0 1 1 2 3 4 1 2.64 0.48 6 6 0 
Bl-10 1 3 2 5 2.66 0.37 5 6 0 
B3-0 1 2 3 5 4 1 1 2.64 0.51 8 9 0 
B3-10 1 2 1 4 4 1 1 2. 71 0.60 7 6 1 
c-o 1 1 5 5 1 3.10 0.58 3 6 4 
C-10 2 4 5 1 3.19 0. 44 2 6 4 
D-0 3 4 5 1 1 2.85 0.45 5 7 2 
D-10 2 1 8 1 2.89 0.30 5 7 0 
E1-0 2 2 5 2 1 1 3.02 0.48 2 8 3 
E1-10 2 1 8 1 1 2.90 0.38 2 11 1 
E2-0 1 3 5 5 1 1 3.10 0.42 2 11 3 
E2-10 2 2 7 3 1 3.00 0.42 1 12 2 
E3-0 2 1 1 6 3 2.84 0.46 5 7 1 
E3-10 1 1 7 3 1 3.00 0.43 5 7 1 
F-0** 1 4 1 3.00 0.21 3 3 
F-0 1 2 6 3 2.97 0.30 3 8 1 
F-18 1 6 4 1 2.83 0.33 4 8 0 
Notes: * 10 psf on control floor 
** AISI committee members as test subjects 
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TABLE 16 
SU~\RY Of HUXAN RESPO~SE TESTS ON TEST FLOORS 
Com?arison with 
Test Number of 2eo2le at each rating level Avern~e Standard Acce2tabilit;t cc-n:rol floor 
Serie9 1.00 1.66 z.oo 2.33 2.66 3.00 3.)) 3.66 4.00 4.33 5.0'.) Rating Deviation Yes Marginal No Better Same Worse 
Al-0 1 5 2 2 3 1 3.43 !).51 3 7 4 2 3 9 
Al-10 1 5 2 3 4 3.06 0.51 3 5 7 1 1 13 
Al-15 2 4 2 4 3 3.24 0.62 3 6 6 3 5 
A2-0 4 2 5 2 3.12 0.37 3 9 1 2 6 
A2-10 3 6 3 2 3.09 0.13 4 6 4 1 6 
A3-0 1 3 7 4 2 1 2. 77 0.41 11 7 0 9 8 
A3-10 2 2 3 4 2 2 1 2.60 '), 64 9 6 1 10 5 
Bl-0 1 2 3 4 2 3.66 0.60 4 3 5 0 2 10 
Bl-10 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 3.66 ~.75 1 3 7 0 1 10 
83-0 1 1 1 4 4 5 1 2.84 o.M 8 7 2 4 8 5 
53-10 1 4 4 1 2 1 1 2.~5 0.68 8 5 1 5 5 4 
I c-o 1 4 5 2 1 1. 95 0,4 7 12 1 0 13 0 0 .. 
0 
0 
I C-Hl 1 5 2 2 1 1 2.0') O.GO 12 ') I) 12 0 0 
D-0 3 8 1 1 1 2. 76 0. r,~ 7 5 2 2 10 2 
D-10 2 4 2 3 1 2.91 0.43 5 6 1 1 9 
El-0 2 2 1 5 1 2 3.51 0.55 1 5 7 1 2 10 
E1-10 3 1 3 3 2 1 1 3.52 0.~9 0 7 7 0 5 9 
E2-0 2 3 4 3 2 1 3.39 0. (,l 1 8 7 3 4 9 
E2-10 1 1 1 4 4 2 1 1 1. 'i3 0.70 1 8 6 1 3 11 
E3-0 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 3.02 0.63 
E3-10 1 2 4 4 2 1.05 0.52 4 7 2 4 5 4 
F-') 1 4 5 1 1 3.25 0.35 1 7 4 2 2 8 
F-0* 2 4 3.44 0.34 3 1 2 0 
F-10 1 2 4 4 1 3.E 0.50 4 6 2 2 2 8 
Note: * AISI cocmittee members as test subjects 
TABLE 16A 
S~lliARY OF ACCEPTABILITY FOR 
FLOOR SYSTEH CONFIGURATION 
0 psf load ] 0 psf load 
Config. Joist Accept Hargin Not accept Accept Hu.rgin Not accept No. of 
(Percent) (Percent) sul1jects 
Al CFS 21 so 29 20 33 47 14/15 
A2 CFS 23 69 8 29 42 29 13/14 
A3 CFS 61 39 0 56 38 6 18/16 
B1 CFS 33 25 42 9 27 64 12/11 
B3 CFS 47 41 12 57 36 7 17/14 
c CFS 92 8 0 100 0 0 13/12 
D wood so 36 14 42 so 8 14/12 
E1 CFS 8 38 54 0 so so 13/14 
E2 CFS 6 so 44 7 53 40 16/15 
E3 CFS 39 39 22 31 54 15 13/13 
F CFS 8 59 33 33 so 17 12/12 
G wood 34 57 9 53 47 0 309/15 
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The numerical rating system and the comparison (better than, etc.) 
category are considered the most reliable indicators since the ratings are 
based on subjecti.e perceptions, and upon comparisons of the response of 
two floors within a matter of minutes. The acceptability criteria is based 
on projecting the vibration experienced into the specific and different 
environment of the subject's home. Further, during the test, the subject's 
attention is focused on the vibration, while in his horne he would normally 
be preoccupied with some activity at the time that he might be subjected 
to the floor vibration. 
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ANALYSIS OF HUMAN RESPONSE TEST DATA 
The wide variations inherent in human response data requires that 
careful statistical studies be made in the process of analyzing the results 
and drawing conclusions. The results of the human response tests in tl1is 
study were analyzed with the following objectives in mind: 
a. To compare the human response rating of tl1e control floor 
with the test floors 
b. To determine the effects of the live load on the human 
response rating 
c. To determine the effects of the span length on the human 
response ratings 
d. To quantify the human response data in a relation-
ship which can be used for a mathematical prediction model 
The statistical analysis on the human response data was performed 
using the test subject's evaluation of the control and test floor systems, 
with the five general categories of ratings ranging from imperceptible to 
severe. These data are well suited for statistical treatment because of the 
smaller values of incremental rating. 
A total of 23 subjects were involved and participated in the program. 
There were 14 males and 9 females ranging in age from the early 20's to 
early 60's. A total of 25 floor systems were evaluated in the human response 
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testing program, including the control floor, nonloaded floors, and loaded 
floors. The total number of observations Has approximately 600, including 
the ratings for the control floor. These data were the basis for the ~tibsequent 
statistical analysis. 
Analysis of Resp~mses for Control Floor 
A control floor was u~ed to obtnin a "base line" measurement that would 
allow comparisons relative to the test floor. A statistical analysis Has 
performed to evaltiate the variations whjch were observed by the test subjects 
in rating the control floor. If the variation between test subjects' rating 
of the control floor is insignificant, the absolute ratings of the test floors 
can be assumed to be unbiased. However, if there are ~ignificant variation~ 
between subject~ regnrding the rating of the control floor, the rating of the 
test floor by a particular subject must be compared with the corresponding 
rating of the control floor. The analysis would al~o be simplified if all the 
23 test subjects participated or gave their opinion regarding each test of 
floor. It would then be probable that the overage control floor rating would 
show little variation betHeen test series. However, not all subjects 
participated in every test. Generally, 12 to 15 people were available and 
participated in the tests. These test subjects were not necessarily the 
same for each floor. Thus, the use of a control floor is an important 
factor in analyzing the human response data because of the potential varia-
tion of opinions which might be expected from subject to subject regarding 
a given test floor. 
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The statistical evaluation of the human response data obtained from 
the control floor consisted of examining the variations of the rating each 
test subject gave the control floor. If the rating of all the subjects shmv~d 
no significant differences, tl1e average ratings of the test floors could then 
be considered to be unbiased. A one-way analysis of variance test was chosen 
to examine the control floor ratings. This statistical technique is discussed 
in many statistical textbooks. Th '' n " · d · bl e o e-way 1n 1cates one varia e is under 
study. For the specific objectives of tl1is analysis, the test subjects are 
the variables. The objective was to determine if there are significant 
differences in the ratings. Each subject has the potential of giving his 
opinion a total of 22 times regarding the unloaded control floor. The analysis of 
variance tests examine the variance within groups, as well as the variance 
of the means. The variance within groups quantifies the random error of the 
tests. The vari&Jce of the means, for the analysis to follow, quantifies the 
variation of the average ratings of each subject relative to the other subjects. 
If there are relatively large variations within the means, as compared to the 
variance witltin groups, it can be concluded that a significant difference 
exists between test subjects. However, if the variation of the means is small 
relative to the variation within groups, the statistical inference would be 
that the group of test subjects for each test series represented a consistent 
population. The analysis consisted of the following: 
a. Compute the sum of the squares of the difference between 
the means and the grand mean, and divide by the respective 
degrees of freedom, giving the variance of the means. 
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b. Compute sum of the squares of deviations within groups 
and divide by the respective degrees of freedom within 
groups, giving the variance within ~roups. 
c. The F statistic is computed by dividing the variance of 
the means by tl1e variance within groups. This F statistic 
is compared to the critical values in the F distribution 
table found in statistical handbooks. Table entry is 
based on the appropriate confidence level, the degr~es of 
freedont in the numcrRto~ and the degrees of freedom in the 
denominator. 
d. The critical F statistic from the table is compared with the 
F statistic calculated in the variance analysis. If the 
calculated value of F is equal to, or smaller than, the critical 
value of F, the hypothesis that there are no significant 
differences between ratings of different subjects is accepted. 
If the critical F value is smaller than the calculated valt1c, 
the hypotl1esis follows that there is a significant difference 
between the ratings of different test subjects. 
Table 17 gives the ratings of the test subjects, the average rating for 
each test subject and standard deviation, and the statistical relevant para-
meters which were calculated from the one-way analysis of the variance. One 
of the test subjects was not included in this analysis since there was no 
variation in the test subject's rating of the control floor. Without immediately 
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average subjective rating for the test subjects vary from a minimum of 
2.35 ± 0.17 for Subject 18 to a maximum 3.9 ± 0.37 for Subject 14. The 
subsequent analys~s of variance shows the sum of the squares of the means 
within groups, the total sum of the squares, the respPctive degrees of freedom. 
lt also gives the calculated F statistic equal to 13.97. A 95 percent con-
fidence range critical value was used for the hypothesis test. This con-
fidence level is used and considered appropriate for many statistical studies. 
The tabulated critical value of the F statistic 95 percent confidence level 
is 1.59. Since this critical tabulated F statistic is smaller than the 
calculated F statistic, the hypothesis can be accepted: that there is a 
significant difference between subjects. The effect of the subject bias ~1st 
therefore be considered for any subsequent analysis. 
Since the one-way analysis of variance test did show a significant 
difference in the subject's responses to the ~ontrol floor, an adj11strnent for 
this variation must be included in subsequent analysis. One or more of the 
subjects may have an extreme effect on the statistical results. A one-way 
analysis of variance tests, eliminating the subject(s) which show rather large 
variations with respect to the average subject rating, may show that the 
remaining group is homogeneous and no significant differences exist between 
the subjects. This is a legitimate statistical treatment. However, it may be 
argued that the variations between test subjects in rating a specific floor 
is a "typical population" characteristic. It was also considered inappropriate 
to reduce the quantity of data because of the smaller degree of confidence 
which must be placed on the conclusions . 
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Comparative Ratings Hetw~en Control Floor and Test Floor 
An alternative approach for evaluating the human response data is 
to analyze the comparative rating of each test subject's opinion of the test 
floor relative to the control floor. This technique should minimize the varia-
tions which are exhibited between test subjects. This statistical analysis is 
quite frequently used, and is discussed in many textbooks. (Weinberg and 
Schumaker, 1974, and Ostlc and Mensing, 1975). It is generally used in analyses 
dealing with "matched groups", particularly when subjects are each tested two 
or more times. The change in the subject's opinion is the key statistic relevant 
to the analysis. 
The initial procedure used in analyzing the human response data on the 
basis of a "matched group" technique consisted of subtracting each test subject's 
control floor rating from the test floor rating. Before proceeding with the 
direct analysis dealing with the objectives, a preliminary statistical study was 
performed in order to determine if this data can be assumed to have a normal 
distribution. This question was considered important since test data can follow 
many distributions. The validity of the statistical analysis is only credible 
if the presumption of the distribution is correct. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 
for the "Goodness-Of-Fit" was therefore used to determine if the hypothesis of 
a normal distribution can be presumed. Fig. 24 shows a typical frequency 
distribution, as well as the cumulative distribution for a normal distribution 
type. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test examines the calculated cumulated frequency 










Fig. 24 - Typical frequency distribution and 
cumulative frequency distribution 
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the maximum deviation is less than the critical table value, the hypothesis 
of the presumed distribution type can be accepted at the chosen significance 
level. In order to perform the K-S Goodness-of-~it test, the response data 
was transformed as follows: 
a. The "comparative rating" of each floor for each subject 
was calculated by subtracting the rating of the control 
floor from that of the test floor. 
b. Calculate the average comparative rating for each test 
floor 
c. Normalize the data for each test floor by dividing the 
average rating into each individual rating 
d. The analysis can now proceed regarding the distribution 
type,using test data from all the floors. The average 
rating, which must be 1.00 because of the normalizing 
procedure, was calculated, as well as the standard 
deviation. 
Appendix F gives the statistics which were calculated from the 
Goodness-of-Fit tests. The calculated relative cumulative distribution [SN(X)], 
as well as the expected relative tabulated values [F(X)], are shown. The 
difference between the two is also tabulated [SN(X)- F(X)]. The expected 
relative standard cumulative distribution [F(X)] was obtained from a statisUcs 
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table after calculating the standardized normal variate. The standardized 
normal variate is defined in the following form: 
X - u (El8) z s 
X Variation from the mean 
u = Mean 
s Standard deviation 
The Goodness-of-Fit test was performed using a 1-percent significant 
level. A more severe rating could have been selected. However, the relatively 
small amount of data, which was available in terms of verifying the distribution 
type, would suggest that a reasonably wide tolerance would be appropriate. The 
initial statistical analysis was performed on all floors, with the exception 
of Al-10 psf test floor. This floor was not incJuded in the statistical treat-
ment, since the control floor had a 10-psf superimposed load during the human 
response test. The human response data for all other floors was performed 
without a superimposed Jive load on the control floor. The results of the 
Goodness-of-Fit test indicated that there was a significant difference from a 
normal distribution at the 1-percent level. An evaluation of the data base 
suggested that Floor D-10 appeared to have large variations within the group 
average. The evaluation also indicated that Floor C, which was the cold-formed 
steel-joist/concrete-deck floor, showed wide variations as compared to other 
floors tested. The Goodness-of-Fit test was therefore repeated without Floor D-10. 
An hypothesis at the 1-percent significance level can be accepted, that the 
distribution of the floors is normal by eliminating Floor D-10 from the test 
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sample. The Goodness-of-Fit test was repeated a third time using only the 
steel-joists/plywood-deck floors. The deviation decreased with this third 
analysis, and a normal distribution can be presu1ned on the basis of a 5-percent 
significance level. 
The Goodness-of-Fit tests performed op the comparative human response 
data indicate that the data can be considered normally distributed. Incon-
sistencies were observed during the anaJysis, primarily in the D-10 Floor. 
However, the majority of the human response data, including the data obtained 
from all the cold-formed steel-joist/plyHood-deck systems, did satisfy the 
Goodness-of-Fit test for a normal distribution at the 1-perccnt significance 
level. On the basis of this analysis, the folloHing statistical treatment Has 
performed presuming a normal distribution for all floors. 
The "Student t test" Has used to study the difference of the test 
subject's opinion betHeen the control and test floors. The t distribution is 
generally used for a prediction of a population mean, knowing the sample mean, 
when the population standard deviation is not knoHn and the sample size is 
small. Most statistical textbooks discuss the distribution in considerable 
detail, and it is Hidely accepted and used for various statistical studies. The 
use of the statistics dealing Hith the t distribution alloHs an estimate of the 
range of the mean within a population at a predetermined confidence level. With 
regard to tl1e specific human response data, the objective was to determine if 
the rating difference betHeen the test and control floor is significantly 
different from 0. The NULL hypothesis and procedure used in performing the 
test follows: 
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a. Test the NULL hypothesis - The population mean, 
estimated by the 23 sample subjects, having a mean 
comparative rating and standard deviation, is not 
significantly different from 0 at the 95-percent 
confidence level. 
b. Calculate the difference of each test subject's rating 
between the test floor and the control floor (i.e., 
test floor rating minus control floor rating) 
c. Calculate the mean for a] J subjects for a given test 
floor under analysis, as well as the standard deviation 
d. Calculate t statistic as shown belmv: 
where: X 
X - j.lO 
s ;n 
Comparative sample mean 
J..IO = Specified population mean 0 
s = Standard deviation 
n Number of samples (subjects) 
e. Compare the critical tabulated t statistic with the 
(El9) 
calculated t statistic. Reject the hypothesis if the 
calculated t statistic is greater than the critical 
tabulated value, otherwise accept the hypothesis. 
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The above procedure was followed for each floor under analysis. A 
similar approach to the same hypothesis wotJld be to determine tl1c 95-percent 
confidence range of the 23 sample test subjects' mean. If this range at a 
predetermined confidence range includes 0 (i.e., -2 to +2), the t test would 
indicate that there is no significant difference between the calculated mean 
and a mean equal to 0. The NUI.L hypothesis, as stated, is a two-tale test. 
This means that tl1e hypothesis can be rejected by variations in two directions, 
and the value of the confidence limits are determined at a/2 and 100 - ~· 
in which a is 5 percent. 
Table 18 gives the results of these tests. It identifies the test floor, 
comparative mean and standard deviation, the calculated as well as critical t 
statistics, and the conclusion that can be presumed from the t test at tl1c 
95-percent confidence level. Since the control floor rating was subtracted from 
the test floor ratj,g, a mean value for the test floor which is negative indicates 
that the test floor has a better human response rating. A positive mean com-
parative rating indicates the reverse. If the absolute magnitude of the calculated 
t statistic is greater than the critical tabulated valtie, the NULL hypothesis is 
rejected, i.e., there is a significant difference at the 95-pcrceJJt confidence 
level between the test floor and the control floor. 
An analysis of the A Series Floor indicates mixed results. The test 
subjects showed a significant difference for the Al-10 and A2-10 tests. 
In both cases, a superior rating was given to the control floor since the mean 
is positive. However, the A3-0 and AJ-10 Floors did not sl1ow a significant 
difference between the control and test floors. It should also be observed that 
theAJ Series Floor showed superior ratings as compared to the control floor, 
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TABLE 18 
SUMMARY OF T TEST STATISTICS TO DETERrHNE THE SIGNIFICANCE 
OF THE HU!-1AN RESPONSE RATING OF THE CONTROL FLOOR. VS THE TEST FLOOR 
Floor Human response t Statistic Accept 
----·--
system comparative Standard Calculated Critical hypothesis 
mean deviation table value 
Al-0 0.29 0.66 l. 61 2.160 
Al-lO>b'< 0.58 0. 61+ 3.52 2.145 
Al-15 0.29 0.68 l. 65 2.14 5 
A2-0 0.21 0.46 1.60 2.179 
A2-10 0.31 0.36 3.24 2.160 
A3-0 -0.19 0. L16 -1.71 2.110 
A3-10 -0.27 0.51 -2.14 2.131 
Bl-0 1. 03 0.41 8.61 2.201 
Bl-10 1. 00 0. 71 4. 64 2. 228 
B3-0 0.20 0.51 l. 57 2.120 
B3-10 1).14 0.64 0.84 2.160 
c-o -1.15 0.32 12.90 2.179 
C-10 -1.19 o.so 8.25 2.201 
D-0 -0.10 0.28 l. 30 2.160 
D-10 0.03 0.39 0.25 2.201 
El-0 0.49 0.35 5.02 2.179 
El-10 0.62 0.43 5.38 2.160 
E2-0 0.29 0.42 2.78 2.131 
E2-10 0.53 0.47 4.41 2.145 
E3-0 0.18 0.40 l. 62 2.179 
E3-10 o.os 0.27 0.69 2.179 
F-0 o. 28 0.49 l. 97 2.201 
F-10 0.28 0.49 l. 97 2.201 
* There is a significant difference between tl1e control and test floors 
at the 95-percent confidence level. 


























wltich is indicated by the negative average mean. The Al-10 psf Floor, which 
shows a significant difference and ltas a positive rating indicating an inferior 
test floor, had a 10 psf load on tl1e control flo •r. This was the only floor 
that had a live load on the control floor, and the limited amount of comparative 
data in tcnns of the overall human response phase of the program would suggest 
that less statistical inference should be placed on the data analysis and t 
statistic calculations. Over ~11, eliminating Al-10 from the statistical analysis, 
there does not appear to be too much difference between the test and the control 
floors when the span is greater than 16 ft, which is tlte case for the Al and 
A2 Series Floors. 
The results of the t statistical tests for the B Series Floor are 
quite evident. The Bl Series Floor, which had a span of 20 ft, was inferior to 
the control floor, which is indicated by the positive average mean difference. 
The B3-0 and B3-10 floors both show a smaller average mean difference (less 
than 1 rating level), and the t statistic test indicates no significant dif-
ferences between the test and control floor at the 95-percent confidence limit. 
The t statistical tests performed on the Floor System C indicated that 
there was a significant difference at the 95-percent confidence level between 
the test floor and the control floor for both the unloaded 0 psf condition, 
as well as the 10 psf condition. This floor demonstrated superior human response 
vibration characteristics in comparison to the control floor, as illustrated by 
the negative average mean. These means were approximately 3 perception level 
blocks on the rating questionnaire better than the control floor, which was tl1e 
greatest relative difference of all floors evaluated during the research program. 
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The t tests performed on the D Series Floor showed no significant 
difference between the control floor and the test floor at the 95-percent 
confidence limit. The D Series Floors for both the 0 and 10 psf loading 
did show slightly superior human response ratings, but the differences are 
small. This might be expected since this floor resembles the control floor 
quite closely in terms of structural characteristics. The D Flc1or was a 
double-span floor, but the structural analysis indicates that continuity acruss 
the midsupport was not developed. Therefore, Floor D and the conrrol floor 
had similar structural characteristics. 
The results of the statistical t test on the E Series of f]oors showed 
a significant difference between the control floor and test floor for the El 
and E2 Floors at the 95-percent confidence level. In each case, the contra] 
floor has ratings superior to the test floor. The human response statistical 
t tests on the E3 Series Floor, which has a span comparable to tl1e control 
floor, indicates that no significant difference exists between the control and 
test floors at the 95-percent confidence limit. This is confirmed by the 
relatively small difference in the ratings between the control and test floor, 
leading to a comparative mean very close to 0. 
The statistical t tests performed on the F Series of floors indicated 
that there was no significant difference between the control and the test floor 
at the 95-percent confidence limit. The ratings for botl1 the F-0 and F-10 
Floors, however, are inferior to the control floor by approximately one level 
of perception. Apparently, the large variations of the test subjects' opinions 
resulted in the statistical test showing no significant differences. 
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The results of this analysis, based on the t statistical tests in 
comparing the test floor to the control floor, are: 
a. There appears to be no significant difference between the control 
and test floors for the A, B, E, and F Floors, which represent 
cold-formed steel-joist/plywood-deck floors, at the 95-percent 
confidence level when the sp~ns are comparable. This statistical 
inference exists when the test floor has no live load or a 
10 psf live load. Hht:'n the spans are not comparable and the 
test floor has a longer span, there is a significant difference 
between the control and test floors, with the control floor 
generally having the better rating in comparison to the test 
floor. 
b. The C Series Floor exhibited the t~st human response rating 
and greatest relative difference in contrast to the control 
floor. There was a significant difference at the 95-percent 
confidence level between the control and C Series Floors for 
both the 0 psf as well as the 10 psf conditions. The C Series 
of fJ.oors had a longer single span than the control floor 
(20ft versus 16ft, respectively). However, the construction 
and design is quite different. The C Series of floors has a 
relatively massive deck, with an average weight per ft five 
times greater than that of the control floor. It also exhibited 
continuity at the midspan support, as well as two-way slab 
action during the static uniform load tests. Apparently, these 
structural differences result in a significant effect in terms 
of human response evaluation. 
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c. The D Series of floors showed no significant difference in 
comparison to the control floor. This might he expected 
because of the similar constructio~ techniques. 
Effect of Floor Load~ on Human Response Rati~ 
A one-way analysis of variance tests was performed on the data in 
order to determine if the live load variations have a significant effect on 
the human response rating. The comparative rating data \vas used for this 
test. The respective control floor ratin~s were subtracted from the test 
floor ratings for each subject and the floor under analysis. Appendix F 
summarized the statistical treatment and shoHs the individual statistics 
relevant for each floor under consideration. The tests were performed on 
the floors shown in Table 19. The results of the one-\vay analysis of 
variance is also summarized in this table. 
The statistical hypothesis used for this test follows: There is no 
significant difference in human response between the test floor with no live 
load as compared to the test floor with a live load at the 95-percent con-
fidence level. The results of the one-way analysis of variance indicate 
that there was no significant difference between the test floor with no 
load and test floor with live load. Over all, there appears to be no 
significant difference between the test floors at the 95-percent confidence 




SUMMARY OF THE ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TESTS 
TO DETERMINE THE SIGNlFICANCE OF THE HUMAN RESPONSE RATINGS 
OF FLOOR SYSTEMS WITH AND WITHOUT A LIVE LOAD 
Floor Hypothesis True 
Systems (>'<) 
Al-0 VS Al-15 No 
A2-0 VS A2-10 No 
A3-0 VS A3-10 No 
Bl-0 VS Bl-10 No 
B3-0 vs B3-10 No 
c-o VS C-10 No 
D-0 VS D-10 No 
El-0 VS El-]'J No 
E2-0 VS E2-l0 No 
E3-0 VS E3-10 No 
F-0 VS F-10 No 
* There is a significant difference in human response ratings between 
the test floor without a live load vs a floor system with a live load 
at the 95-percent confidence level. 
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Effect of Span on Human Response Ratings 
The effects of span lengths was evaluated, using a one-way analysis of 
variance test. The comparative human response data, which was obtained by 
subtracting the respective control floor rating from the test floor rating for 
each test subject, was again used as tl1e basis for this statistical study. This 
statistical analysis was limited to a comparison of Al Series to tl1e A3 Series, 
the Bl Series to the B3 Series, and the El Series to the E3 Series. Each 
analysis of variance tests consisted of comparing human response dnta of the 
shorter-span floor to the human response data for the longer-span floor at the 
nominal respective live load (i.e., 0 or 10 psf, respectively). There is a 
slight variation in the actual live load for the longer- nnd shorter-span floors. 
llm·lever, this variation was less than 25 percent, and the previous statistical 
studies would tend to support the conclusion that the live load does not affect 
the human response rating. HO\vever, because of the potential bias of the test 
data resulting from a variation in the live load, it was not considered appro-
priate to group all of the data for a given span together, regardless of the 
live load. 
Table 20 summarizes the results of this one-way analysis of variance 
testing. The statistical analysis and data are shown in Appendix F. A com-
parison of the human response data at the shorter span with the longer span 
does show a significant difference at the 95-percent confidence level. This 
condition was true for the 0 psf loading, as well as the nominal 10 psf live 
load for all floors under evaluation. This data is not surprising in terms 
of the improved human response rating as the span is decreased. In summary, 
the statistics of the one-way analysis of variance tests supports the conclusion 
that the human response rating is improved as the span is decreased. 
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TABLE 20 
SUMMARY OF THE ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TESTS 
TO DETERHINE THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE HUHAN RESPONSE RATINGS 























* There is a significant difference between the ratings of the test 
floor as the span is decreased at the 95-percent confidence level. 
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Mathematical Model for Human Response Ratin__g_ 
The objective of this phase of the analysis was the development of tl1e 
mathematical model, which can be used in conjunctlon >vith the floor system 
properties, to predict the human response ratings. Several parameters were 
investigated using regression analysis. These included: 
a. The subjective human response test data 
b. The measured response of the floors 
c. The calculated dynamic characteristics of the floor system 
(natural frequency, deflection, and damping), using the 
empirical prediction models developed previously in this report 
The initial analysis consisted of comparing the subjective l1uman response 
data to a calculated empirical rating. Previous research by Wiss and Parmelee 
(1974) has shown that the human response is a function of the frequency and did-
placement of vibration and damping characteristics. They developed a rating 
system similar to the system used for the human response tests of the present 
study, which is calculated from the following empirical relationship: 
[ 
FA I0,2G5 
R = 5.08 . J 
d0,217 
(E20) 
where: F Frequency of vibration (Hz) 
A Single amplitude of vibration (inches) 
d Damping ratio (re: critical) 
R Rating number 
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Regression analyses were performed to relate the subjective human 
response test data to the empirical calculated rating defined above. The 
natural frequency of the floor system for the respective live load under 
consideration was calculated using Equation (Ell). The static deflection o[ 
the floor system, due to a single concentrated load of 200 lbs, was calculated 
using Equations (El3) or (El4), depending upon the floor system type of 
support (single-span or double-span). The empirical dynamic deflection was 
then calculated after determining the effective number of joists defined by 
Equation (El6). A damping factor (fraction of critical) of 0.1 was used for 
the steel-joists/plywood-deck floor systems, as recommended previously in this 
report. 
The desired result from these regression analyses is a predictor of the 
human response rating of CFSJ floors, calculated as a function of the empirical 
rating of Equation (E20). Either an absolute rating number or a comparative 
rating between CFSJ and a control floor would satisfy the designer's need for 
a rating system. Both the absolute and comparative ratings from the human 
response tests were studied as the dependent variable. Complete printout of 
these analyses is contained in Appendix G. 
The results indicate that the absolute rating has a better correlation 
(R = .203) with the empirical rating than does the comparative rating (R = 0.021), 
even though the comparative rating is less "biased" by variations between test 
subjects. Several additional analyses were made to determine wl1ether a 
particular floor system was dominating the conclusion, but in general, the 
subject absolute rating was better correlated than the comparative rating to 
the empirical rating. However, the results of these regression analyses also 
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indicate that the correlation, with respect to the subjective absolute human 
response ratings, is not good and would be unsuitable as a design criteria. 
This may be caused ~y the limited range of the dynamic parameters (natural 
frequency and displacement), or the wide variations in the test subjects' 
subjective ratings of the floors. 
A review of the subjective human response data and the empirical parameters 
calculated for the regression analyses discussed above indicated that the absolute 
dynamic deflection of the floor systems showed the greatest correlation with 
the subjective human response ratings. A linear regression analyses was per-
formed between the absolute subjective rating as the dependent variable, and 
the empirical dynamic walking deflection as the independent variable. The 
results of this analysis indicated that using the dynamic deflection alone does 
lead to a better correlated prediction model for the absolute subjective human 
response rating than does the empirical rating Pystem discussed above. Fig. 25 
shows a graph of tl1is data. The correlation coefficient was 0.618. The estimated 
regression slope was 111 with a slope error of + 34.4. A student t test, 
performed at the 95-percent confidence limit, indicated that a slope equal to 0 
could not be accepted because of the relatively "tight" set of data. This 
analysis suggests that the human response rating is most sensitive to the 
dynamic deflection for the steel-joist/plywood-deck systems. 
The analysis of the absolute subjective human response ratings and the 
empirical human response rating showed a relatively poor correlation. However, 
this evaluation was limited to floor systems having steel-joist/plywood-deck 
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Fig. 25 - Subjective rating vs. calculated walking deflection for CFSJ pl~~ood-deck floors 
subjective absolute human response data in comparison to the calculated 
rating. For this analysis, the calculated rating, using Equation (E20), is 
based on the measured dynamic response of the floor since empirical predictior. 
models for concrete-deck or wood-joist floors have not been developed. 
Two sets of regression analyses were performed based on dynamic properties 
measured during the 2-ft sandbag impact test and those measured during the 
weight release tests. Appendix G shows the results of these regression analyses. 
An improved correlation was obtained for both analyses over initial analysis 
which used the empirical calculated rating. The correlation coefficient 
using the sandbag test data was 0.65. The correlation coefficient using the 
weight release data was 0.57. Thus, the analysis indicates that the sandbag 
data does show the greater correlation. Fig. 26 shows the subjective rating 
versus the calculated rating based on the sandbag test data, as well as the 
estimated regressiun line and standard error of the estimate. The calculated 
regression slope, using the sandbag dynamic test data, was 0.62. Ideally, a 
calculated slope equal to 1.0 would be optimum in terms of confirming the 
relationship between the subjective human response rating and the calculated 
human response rating. A Student t test was, therefore, performed to determine 
the range of the calculated slope at the 95-percent confidence level. The 
results of these tests indicate that a slope of 1.0 cannot be accepted at the 
95-percent confidence level (range equals 0.309 to 0.935). The relatively 
good correlation resulted in a relatively small slope error at the estimate 
range. However, a slope relatively close to 1.0 could be accepted at the 
90-percent confidence level. The regression analysis also indicates that the 
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Fig. 26 - Subject rating vs. calculated rating based on sandbag test data for all test floors 
-indicates that the Wiss, Parmelee (1974) model may well be a valid model 
particularly when evaluating floor systems having dynamic characteristics 
outside the limits ~f the steel-joist/plywood-deck systems. 
Additional multiple regression analyses were performed in an 
effort to develop a new model for human perception ratings, based on the 
floor frequency, floor displacement, and damping characteristics. Here again, 
the best correlation was found between the subjective ratings and the dynamic 
deflection. The inclusion of additional independent variables in a multiple 
regression analysis lead to an insignificant improvement in the correlation 
between the subjective and empirical ratings. 
The test data and analyses of the human response data lead to several 
conclusions, which are outlined below: 
a. The subjective human response data measured during this program 
appears to show the best correlation with the dynamic deflection. 
A regression analyses of the absolute subjective human response 
data versus the empirical deflection showed an R correlation 
coefficient in excess of 0.6. 
Providing that a designer anticipates a floor system having 
structural and dynamic characteristics similar to the steel-
joist/plywood-deck systems tested in this program, it is 
recommended that the use of the dynamic deflection be used to 
define the vibration performance for the human response rating. 
This equation takes the form: 
R = 2.57 + lll(d) (E21) 
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where: d Dynamic deflection (inches) 
R Rating factor 
Equation (E21) for the steel-joist/plywood-deck floor systems does 
not include the parameter of vibration frequency. Previous researcl1 
has shown that the frequency of vibration does affect the human response 
rating. Hmvever, limited to the floor systems under investigation, the 
natural frequency does not appear to be a significant variable. It 
should be emphasized, however, that the rationale in recommending a 
model that does not include the frequency of vibration, is primarily 
due to a lack of correlation in the test data. lt must also be 
recognized that the frequency of vibration is a variable when considering 
the human response ratings over a wide range of frequencies. 
b. An empirical comparative rating (CR) between the steel-joist/ 
plywood-deck floors and the central floor can be obtained by 
subtracting the grand mean rating from the control floor tests 
from Equation (E21), leading to: 
CR 
-0.32 + lll(d) (E22) 
When CR is greater than approximately 0.25, the control floor 
would probably be rated as better than the test floor, as is 
indicated by the results of the t tests given in Table 18. 
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c. If the floor system characteristics are outside the bounds of 
the steel-joist/plywood-deck combinations \vhich were tested 
during this program, it is recommended that the subjective human 
response ratings equation developed by Wiss and Parmelee (1974) 
be used (Equation E20). Specifically, this equation should be 
appropriate for a steel-joist/concrete-deck floor system. It 
should also be selected for other floor systems utilizing steel 
joists that are outside the bounds of the characteristic properties 
of the floor systems which were tested during this research program. 
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ULTIMATE LOAD TESTS AND RESULTS 
The last test performed on each series of floor systems was an ultimate 
static load test, using a uniformJy distributed load. This test;:, performed 
on the A3, B3, C, D, E3, and F Floor Systems, had t\vO purposes: 
1. To determine the ultimate load capacity of the floor systems, 
which are considered representative of residential type of 
construction 
2. To determine the behavior of the floor systems, including the 
failure modes, when each system is loaded beyond the design 
load to its ultimate capacity 
The CFSJ floor systems exhibited several types of failure modes. ThePe 
include a buckling of the compression flange of the joist at the midspan, a 
web crippling and buckling at the two-span midsupport, or single-span end 
supports. These types of failure modes, as well as others, are discussed in 
tltis section of the report. It is beyond the scope of this study to determine 
the sequence of failure of events, or the critical element which precipitated 
the ultimate load failure. 
Description of the Test Set~ 
The vacuum loading test setup for the uniform load testing in the 
elastic range, as discussed in Static Loading section of this report, was 
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also used for the ultimate load testing of each floor system. A profile 
of the deflections of the joists was obtained using linear potentiometers 
located based on a preliminary measurement performed during the static load 
tests in the elastic range. 
The joist deflections were generally measured at increasing incremental 
load levels of approximately 5.2 psf (1 in. of water differential presstJre). 
In addition to the joist deflections, which were obtained with the potentiometers 
located beneath the floor system, the floor system deflection was also measureJ 
with gages located on top of the floor system. These gages were linear scales, 
which were mounted perpendicular to the floor deck and located directly above 
a joist, and at the same location as the potentiometer. A transit, located 
adjacent to the floor system, was used to obtain the relative deflection of 
the linear scales. The purpose of these measurements, which were essentially 
redundant with the linear potentiometers, was to provide assurance that deflec-
tion measurements would be available if excessive deflections beyond the capability 
of the linear potentiometers were observed. The potentiometers, in many 
instances, had a limiting deflection of approximately 2 in. of motion. Thus, 
deflections beyond this range were measured using the linear scales located or1 
top of the floor system. 
The AISI Committee reviewed the results of the initial ultimate static 
load tests which were conducted on the A3 Floor System. They suggested an 
additional load cycle during the ultimate load test. The increasing uniform 
load test would be performed with measurements recorded as described above, up 
to a uniform static load of 66 psf, which is equivalent to 1.65 x 40 psf, the 
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nominal design capac{ty of the floor system. The uniform load would then be re-
duced to 0 psf, and tl1e potentiometer and gage measurements would be recorded. 
The uniform load te~t through the ultimate load test would then begin. The 
purpose of this technique was to obtain the residual deflection measurements after 
applying a load up to the design limit of the floor system. Any indications 
of distress would possibly be represented as a relatively large residual 
deflection of the floor system. 
Test Results 
Appendix H gives the load and respective joist deflections, which were 
measured during the ultimate load test on each floor system, together with 
load deflection graphs. Table 21 gives the ultimate load capacity of each floor 
system and the observed residual deflections of the joists. A discussion of 
the results of the ultimate load test on each fJ0or system is given below. 
A3 Floor System - The A3 Floor System, which had a 16-ft two-span 
steel-joist/plywood-deck configuration, demonstrated an ultimate load capacity 
of 135.2 psf. Fig. 29 shows two photographs which typify the failure mode. 
A combination of flange buckling and web crippling was observed at the mid-
support. There was also evidence of distress of the midsupport 2 x 4 sill 
plates, witl1 approximate deflections up to 1/16 in. at the center of the span 
midsupport. 
The compression flange of the joists, approximately at the midspan, also 
showed evidence of buckling. This type of failure mode was observed in both 
spans. All of the compression flanges of the joists at the 8-ft midspan 
location had some form of distress in one or the other spans, or both, with 
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TABLE 21 
SU!1MARY OF ULTH1ATE LOAD TEST RESULTS 
Residual Joist Deflection 
Ultimate after 66 :esf Load A:eelication 
Floor Capacity 
System (psf) Ill @ 0.50L If 1 @ 0.42L lf2 @ 0.421 If 3 @ 0.42L If 4 @ 0.42L 
A3 135.2 
B3 236. 3>'< 0.012 0.009 0.006 0.009 
c 248.6 0.009 0.008 0.009 0.007 
1!2 @ O.SOL #3@ 0.50L #4 @ 0.50L 
----- ---~--
D 213.2 0.029 0.026 0.028 0.035 
E3 161.2 0.013 i.J. 009 0.016 
F 109.2 0.216 0.216 0.197 0.161 
Notes: All deflections are in inches. 
* Not an ultimate load. Test was terminated due to failure 
of floor supports. 
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Fig . 29 - Failure of A3 Floor System 
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one exception. ~1e of the joists, which was located adjacent to the perimeter 
joists, did not show any evidence of a distress. 
B3 Floor ~stc:_!_!!_ - The ultimate load capacity of the B3 Floor System, 
which had a two-span 16-ft steel-joist/pl)'\·JOod deck configuration, was not 
obtained because of a test setup failure which occurred during the ultimate 
load test. This condition developed at a load of 236.3 psf. It consisted of 
a buckling failure of the two screw jacks which are used to provide addition:1l 
support to the >vide flange member, which is used for the midsupport. Fig. 30 
shows the scre1.v jack and the floor system after removing the ply\vood decking. 
The excessive load on the screw jacks resulted in the buckling failure. This 
condition resulted in additional and excessive load on the wide flange mid-
support beam, Hhich then failed. 
After removing the plywood deck, the floor system was examined for 11ny 
evidence of distress, which may have occurred during the load tests. The exposed 
joists are shown in Fig. 31. There appeared to be no significant indication of 
failure modes, which are attributable to the floor system design or construction. 
There was no indication of a crippling failure mode or excessive bearing stress 
at the 16-ft midsupport. There was also no indication of the distress at the 
perimeter headers or buckling action of the compression flanges of the joists 
at the midspans or midsupport. 
The maximum residual deflections, which were measured after the initial 
load application of 66 pst, was 0.012 in. This deflection occurred on the 
centerline joist. 
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Fig . 30 - Failure of B3 Floor System Midsupport 
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Fig. 31 - Joists of B3 Floor System after failure of midsupport 
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It is unfortunate that the failure of the test setup prevented a 
measurement of the ultimate load capacity of tl1c B3 Floor System. However, 
this test provided valuable information regarding a typical steel-joist/ 
plywood-deck floor system. This floor system showed the greatest ultimate 
load characteristic of all the steel-joist/plywood-deck systems whicl1 were 
tested. An examination of the floor system after the test sl1owed no evidence 
of distress which could he attributable to the floor system. 
C F~oor ?yst~Tl!_ - The C Floor System, Hhich had a 20-ft two-span 
steel- joist/ concrPte-deck configuration, demonstrated an ultimate load capacity 
of 248.6 psf. This was the highest ultimate load capacity which was measured 
of all the floor systems tested during this program. 
Fig. 32 shows photographs of the floor system after the ultimate load 
test. A severe buckling and crippling condition was observed at the midsupport. 
This failure mode was also characterized by weld failures betHeen the joists 
and the steel bridging at the midsupport, as shown in Fig. 33. 
The centerline joist and two adjacent joists on each side of the 
centerline joist showed evidence of buckling of the compression flange in the 
north bay at the midspan. There was no evidence of this type of failure mode 
in the south hay, where the deflection gages Here located. 
There were several indications of a failure of the welds, which were 
used to fasten the corrugated deck to the joists. Fig. 34 showed two typical 
photographs of this type of failure. An examination indicated that the 
failure mode was characterized by the sheet corrugated metal tearing away 
from the deck with the weld remaining intact. Apparently, the welds were 
not deficient and the excessive shear stress developed in the corrugated 
steel deck at the weld location precipitated the failure. 
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Fig . 32 - Failure of C Floor System 
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Fig. 33 - Failure of bridging in C Floor System 
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Fig. 34 - Failure of deck-to-joist weld in C Floor System 
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The connections between the joists and the steel header members 
were examined for any evidence of distress. There was no indication of a 
failure mode at t~1ese connections. 
The maximum residual joist deflection, after applying a load of 
66 psf to tl1e floor system, was 0.009 in. There was no appreciable variation 
in the deflection which was measured on any of the joists. 
Floor:_~ystcm 12_- Floor System D, \vhich had a 16-ft t\vo-span \vood-
j oi stjplY\vOod-deck configuration, demonstra tecl an ultimate load of 213. 2 psf 
at the failure condition. 
The failures were probably due to excessive flexural shear stress 
occurring in the joists in the south span. At approximately the midspan, it 
was characterized by a diagonal tear and crack developing from the lower 
face of the joists (tension flange). The north span of the floor system, 
which was also utilized for locating the deflection gages, showed no evidence 
of distress or any indication of a failure mode. 
Fig. 35 shows typical photographs of the failure condition in the 
south span. The flexural shear failtrre mode was observed in the centerline 
joist, the two joists west of the centerline joist, and the three joists east 
of the centerline joist. Joist No. 2 also had a tension failure originating 
at a knot on the tension side of the joist. The third joist east of the center-
line joist (Joist No. 4) had been structurally reinforced during the initial 
uniform load and static load test phase, as was discussed in the Static 
Loading section of this report. This joist exhibited the typical fail_ure mode 
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Fig. 35 - Failure of D Floor System 
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discussed above. However, it occurred north of the midspan bridging. The 
repaired part of the joist, >vhich was located south of the midspan bridging, 
showed no evidence of distress. Fig. 36 illustrates the performance modific~.­
tion and reinforcement splice incorporated for this joist, as well as the 
flexural shear failures which occurred north of the bridging. 
The maximum residual joist deflection, >vhich \vas observed after a 
66 psf load application, was 0.035 in. All of the residual deflections, 
which were measured on the joists, were in excess of 0.026 in. The joist 
residual deflection, however, decreased approximately 0.009 in. after a11 
additional 5 minutes without load. 
Floor System E3 - Floor System E3, which had a 16-ft single-span 
steel-joist/plywood-deck configuration, demonstrated an ultimate load capacity 
of 161.2 psf. The failure mode was characterized by a buckling of the com-
pression flange of the joists at the midspan. Fig. 37 shows photographs of 
the floor system after the failure, with and \vithout the plywood decking. 
Fig. 38 shows photographs of the joists and the characreristic failure mode, 
as viewed from the west as well as the east side of the floor system. 
Several of the connections between the joist and the header also failed, as 
is shown in Fig. 39. 
The maximum joist residual deflection, which was measured after 
developing a 66 psf load on the floor system, was 0.016 in. This deflection 
occurred on the second joist east of the centerline joist. Tl1e first joist 
east of the centerline joist demonstrated the minimum residual deflection, 
which was 0.009 in. 
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Fig . 3 6 - Performance of repaired joist in D Floor System 
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Fig. 37 - Failure of E Floor System shown before 
and after removal of plywood deck 
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Fig . 38 - Joist failure of E Floor System 
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Fig . 39 - Failure of header connections of E Floor System 
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Floor System F - Floor System F, wl1ich had a 16-ft single-span steel-
joist/plywood-deck configuration, demonstrated an ultimate load cap~city 
of 109.2 psf. F1Js. 40 and 41 illustrate several failure conditions, which 
were observed after removing the plywood decking. They can generally be 
categorized into three conditions: 
1. A buckling failure mode of the compression flange of the 
joists at the midspan 
2. A Heb buckling/crippling failure mode of the joists at the 
header supports 
3. Distress of the bridging in the form of buckling failure, 
as well as failures at the connection to the joist. 
The maximum residual deflection of the joists, which was measured 
after the initial load application of 66 psf, was 0.216 in. The minimum 
residual deflection, which occurred on the third joist Hcst of tlte centerline 
joist, was 0.161 in. These deflections are appreciably greater than thnt 
which was measured on other steel-joist floor systems. This deflection 
measurement, as well as the cltange in the load/deflection slope at approxi-
mately 66 psf, which is shown in the plot of the load test results in 
Appendix H, would tend to indicate that the elastic range of the floor 
systems had been exceeded with the initial load application up to 66 psf. 
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Fig . 40 - Joist failures of F Floor System 
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Fig . 41 - Failure of bridging and header connection of F Floor System 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMHENDATlONS 
The twelve floor systems investigated in this study have been tested 
to determine their behavior under static uniform and concentrated loads, 
dynamic response characteristics under sandbag, weight release, l1eel-toe 
and \valking impacts, and the ultimate load capacity. In addition, each fJoor 
was rated subjectively for the perceptibility of vilJrations due to walking 
impacts. A subjective comparison with a conventional wood-joist floor was 
also obtained. The span length and live load on the floor were varied so 
that the effect of these parameters could also be studied. 
The static uniform load tests showed that CFSJ floors with nailed 
pl)'\vood decks should be considered as one-way noncomposite slabs. Proper 
detailing will lead to continuity in multiple-span floors, thus reducing deflec-
tions. The CFSJ floor with a concrete deck behaved more like a two-way 
composite slab. The wood-joist pl)'\vood-deck floor responded to static uniform 
loading as a one-way, partially composite slab. The usual detailing for 
multiple-span wood-joist floors did not lead to continuity at the intermediate 
support. 
All of the floors tested displayed a lateral distribution of concen-
trated load. An empirical relationship for calculating the equivalent number 
of fully effective joists for predicting deflection due to a concentrated load 
has been developed for CFSJ pl)'\Vood-deck floors. 
Dynamic tests indicate that, in some cases, the measured natural 
frequency of a floor can be influenced by the type of impact. The dynamic 
response of the floors is characterized by a complex waveform. The natural 
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frequency of CFSJ floors can be predicted using classical metl1ods. Floors 
with plywood decks should be considered as noncomposite, and floors with 
• 
concrete decks should be modeled as composite in calculating tl1e frequency. 
The damping, assumed to be viscous, was found to be influenced by the super-
imposed live load on the floors. Values of damping for each of the floor 
construction types have been recommended, but further study of the effect 
of typical residential loading is clearly needed. An empirical relationship 
for an equivalent number of fully effective joists has been developed for use 
in predicting the floor deflection due to walking impacts. Equivalent static 
loading \vas used, and the resulting calculations are simple and straight-
forward. 
The subjective rating of perceptibility of vibration due to walking 
impacts was measured in three d iffcrent \vays. Test subjects rated the percep-
tibility of the t.-..st and control floor from "imperceptible" to "severe", on 
a scale of 1 to 5. A comparison was made with a wood-joist control floor, 
with test subjects rating the test floor as "better than", "about the same as", 
and "worse than" the control floor. Finally, the test subjects rated the test 
and control floor as "acceptable", "marginal", or "not acceptable" if it were 
to be used in their horne. Statistical analyses of these data have led to the 
following conclusions: 
a. There is no significant difference in the human response 
rating between the control floor and CFSJ floors with 
plywood decks \vhen both have 16-ft spans. 
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b. There is no significant effect of superimposed live load 
on the human response rating of the floors. The variations 
observ~d for a floor with and without the live load were found 
to be statistically insignificant. 
c. The span length was found to have a significant effect on the 
human response rating. A reduction in the span typically led 
to an improvement in the human response rating. Of course, the 
dynamic characteristics of the floor also changed with decreasing 
span lengths: an increase in frequency and a decrease in dynamic 
deflection due to walking impacts resulted. 
d. The best empirical relationship for the human response rating 
of a floor was found to be the dynamic deflection, measured 
from the mean static deflection, during walking impacts. 
Relatively poor agreement was found between existing design criteria 
for human response to walking vibrations, and the subjective ratings recorded 
by the test subjects. This is probably due to the wide variability in human 
responses to transient vibrations, as well as only a partial understanding of 
the complexities of the interaction between structures and people. 
Within the narrow band of natural frequencies for CFSJ plywood-deck 
floors, the best predictor for human response rating was found to be the peak 
amplitude of vibration under walking impacts. CFSJ floors with a peak ampli-
tude of less than approximately 0.005 in. were rated in the mean, comparable 
to or better than the control wood-joist floor in terms of httman response . 
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The ultimate load tests indicated that all the CFSJ floors had 
reserve capacity in excess of 1.65 times the design live load. The residual 
deflections after imposing this load were insiL.tificant, except to Floor F. 
In general, the cold-formed steel joists failed by flange buckling in the 
positive moment area, and by web buckling and web crippling at the supports. 
The static and dynamic structtrral characteristics of CFSJ floors 
have been studied and discussed. Empirical relationsl1ips for floors with 
properties within the range of parameters of the test floor have been developed. 
The human response to walking vibrations has been measured by subjective evaltla-
tions by test subjects, and a statistical study of these data have been 
discussed. 
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APPENDIX A 
Floor System Construction Details 
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APPENDIX B 
Results of Static Concentrated and 
Uniform Load Tests 
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APPENDIX C 
Detailed Results of Regression Analyses 
for N for Static Concentrated Loads 
stat 
Note: The model identification numbers used in the text are 
different from the identifications used in this appendix. 
The table below gives the appropriate conversion. The 
other regression analyses are parameter tests and 
excursions. 
Model Identification Numbers 
In Text In this App~ndix 
1 1 Linear Transformation 
2 45 Linear Transformation 
3 10 Linear Transformation 
4 3 Linear Transformation 
5 21 Logarithmic Transformation 
6 14 Logarithmic Transformation 
This appendix contains the full computer printouts of the regression 
analyses of the static loading data. Because of the unique behavior of 
plywood decks and ~oncrete decks, as discussed in the text, only plywood-
deck floors with cold-formed steel joists are included in the analysis. 
Regressions labeled "Linear Form" lead to expressions of the 
type: 
y 
Regressions labeled "Logarithmic Transformation" lead to expressions 
of the form: 
y 
Nomenclature: 
The symbols on the printouts are: 
N STAT number of fully effective joists for static 
concentrated loads; same as N in text 
stat 
L span (in.) 
s spacing (in.) 
D = depth of joist (in.) 
T thickness of deck (in.) 
t = power operator, i.e., Lt2 is L ''squared" 
EPSILON = deck stiffness ratio, same as E in text 
I= moment of inertia of joist (in. 4 ) 
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-1. 26:34906:::·::a 
--l. 4 ?9'34:?.:636 
DURBIN-WATSON STAT.= 2.666886739 
C-16 
I t·lD. '·/fiF-:#:3 
T --f?f:T l 0 
:~: • ~~:; ~.:~ :::; c::;: :i :=: ? '-·1 
-~·· :_~: . 9 :~; :~-:: '~14 1::: 3 ::::: ') 
0. o::::oo 
I t·l D • '·,·' n R tl 't 
D. F.= 









1 • 7'51:::2 
2 I 4~5(16:3 
\lfiP I HE:LF 










COPF:C:L.f!T 1 01·1 t·ii-1TF: I:: 
-0.839397638 1 
VAPIANCE-COVAR MATRIX 













1 I 13 0::::::: ~~~ 
1.751:::~:: 
2 I 4506::: 
-·0. 011 oc: l ?::::;5 






1 I :::3?94 
~::. :i:::2:~~:::6t:67 






0. 44:::::::::::14 '-1 0 
:::Tn Er.:r:::or::: 
0. 4'~13?1347'1 
0 • Ci 2 :~ ? / 1 0 0 ·:) 
::; T D EF: i;: OF:,.. E ::;; T == 
F'F:ctH D 1 F 




··-·:). ::::::::1 ·~::;:t;;:::::'.S 
16.'31762461 
::::. ?16:::19?20 
--4. ·::~ 160301:::9 
--5. 3?0?101 t_::::::: 




::: , 2 ~) ? 3 1 ::: ·;c• 4 4 
-4. o:::(0,1 ::::'_ilj·1 
I HD. \lf"JF:U4 
D. F."' 
1·1Ul. T I PLE f.:ECF:r.::::;::;:; I Otl AllfiL'r':;:; I::;; tlU1·1E:LF: 37 L HlEfH·: FORt·l 
t·l STAT '.,.•::;;. L 
DEP. \·'AP. 
1.77715 
1 • ::: ::':4 4 :3 
1.4'3::::16 
:::. 93:~ 14 
2. :;::6404 
2.?1219 
1 • 90::::::9 
l. 7':d :::2 
2. 4:'506::: 
'·,·'t:ll? I fiE:L.F 











0. ;~S?9C~~4 ?9 
0. ;:::::?9624 ?') l 
VARIANCE-COYnR MATRIX 



















F'F.:ED I CTED \' 
2.101:34:::2,::6 
1. '36::=:?~541'33 
::=:. 1 o 1 :>n:-:::26 
1. 96::::?54193 
1. 96 :.:7541·::~:::: 
I t·l D • '·,·' Fl F:: H 2 
1. ~~~l4t:.·:~1 s:;:::6 
'?. ?0'~·9·1E --0:::: 
:::;TD LRFOI? . ..-E:::;T,, 
Pt.::Ctn DIF 
-1l.51C<:l::-.:66 
- ::::1. :; 1 t:::::6;?21 
;::3. 641 (;'}'3'::•::: 
16" '3:·:::~?;'7;:::3 
--1. ?0::;-::~:!901 [1 
-10. 0::::1944:?6 
-- 1 ;:: • u ·~ ? .:, 4 ::: 4 ::::: 
1'3. :::t~:·::too:::o5 
DUF::BHl-·L·lAT::;Otl ::;nn. = 1. ~569142666 
C-18 
ItlD. '·/tiRjt3 
0 . ~j ~~~' ::~: 7 1 ::: ~:: ? :::: 
(.1 ~ ("' ·~· 5 :; 7 c :·:: "? :::~ 
Itm.· ... ·fwlH 
7 
t·1UL T I PLE F.:FCPE::;::;; I 1Jtl f'ltiFIL.\'S I:;:; tlUNE:EP 3::: 




1 • •l':J:~: 16 
2. SI32H 
C.: • :;: fA CH 
2.2L:::1·9 
1 • 90::::::·9 
1. T51 ::::2 
2. 4506::: 
'·/Hk I fiE::LE 


















--1. '5(;,;. 3960?4 
? I 12:::::::53:=~ 1 
I t~D. '·i F!F.: tt- 2 
~J. o~:::?~:i 
0 . ·~ '-1 ::::: :.: 1 4 4 [1 
STD EFT:UR 
I tiD. \lfiF~#:3 
0 6.304019998 1.035851505 6.0858337 
7 -5.954773331 1.451344575 -4.086043582 





1. 49::::: u:: 
2. ::.::6404 
;:::.21C.:19 
1 • '3 0 ::: ::: '3 
1.?~31S2 
2. 4506::: 







1 • ::: ::;: 7' ·:.q 
:::TTl Ef:POF:.,.E::;T:: 
--::::. 4<::of.::4:;4 ::=:o 
2. 46?(1~j':) 
·-2::::. 0':010(:~::6\:.0 
11. ·;:::·:: 167'2~~ 
-·:.:1, ~':319362::::2 
16.917'62461 
:::. (' 1 i_;::: 1'371 ::: 
-4. 9160:::::0 1 ·:::l 
--'5. :::::?021 o1c:. 
DURBIN-WATSON STAT.= 3.098707562 
. C-19 
II. F • ,.., 
t·1ULT I PLE PEGt.:E::;:;:; I OH flll!:ll..'I'S I::; tlUI·IE:ER :;:·;~ 









I llD. '·/Fil?if 1 
q ·:•c 






·:~ . ~~ ~5 
9.25 
8. 6GC(I:;(:t;6? 
2 II 0 ::: (; 0 ~::; ~:; ~~~; ~5 G 
CORRELAfJON MATRIX 
VARIANCE-COVAR MATRIX 
o. ?4c~:.o 12:::;·) 







? . :::: u:~ 1 ·::~ 
1 • -::ro:::::::-:J 
1 • "?51:::;:: 
2.4506:::: 
-0. 0:::•:;::::: 14·130 
'} . ::: 4 :=; ·:) ? [ -.. 0 :::: 
E: 
5. 6'3112('•:;r9=:~~·~~ 
--0. 41 ::.·:):::?436 
f<~ o.: 0 • :::: 4 ~3 ;:· 
PPED I CTED \' 
1. 84::.=::::962'1:::: 
1. :::4::::::·::J621 :::: 
1 • ::: 4 :~::::: •:.j 6 ,:: 1 ::: 
c~. 6'?~5:37' 1 o9o 
2. 67~~·3?1090 
1. :::4::::::·::.16:? 1::::: 
1. :::4::::::::·36? 1:::: 
1. :::4:33'36:::: 1:::: 
ItlD. '•/fil?lf2 
0. ·~~0 1":::::?:~: 1 ':! 
0 . '~ 4 :::: :~: :::: i 4 4 ~j 
STD EF:F:Of;: 
0. :=::6 4 0 Cl3 (1·1 :~: 




2 . l ? ? ~j l c; 9 l 4 
-;:::::.:. ·l~'iCCi·l0?5 
::; • 7::570,1::::1 o·::j 
- 1 :::: • 1 i.:: ·::q :; 1 
1 c. c?o·:~:::: 1 ::.=::::: 
:::::. 4 :?0(~:::?74 f~. 
-- ~::;. 2?1'' 4 ·=.~o 1 ~:; 4 
DUPBIN-NATSON STAT.= 3.2?5328884 
C-20 
ItlD.'...'nF:H3 IHD. '·/fiPt~4 
0. 25~:0 D. F.== 7 
DEP. \iHF.:. 
o. 24'37?4 









I tm. '·/f!r-:w 1 
-0. 124'33::: 
·-0. 1.~:4 ":)J::: 




-[1. 1 ?·1-9::::::: 
-0. 12•l'::l:::::::: 
-0.<::0411':01 
-0. 1 :; 1 :::::~; J 66? 
0. ::.=: 1 ~)·:) 13::::::=:9 
COF:Fo::F.LnT J. Oil t·1nTI? I:: 
'.,.'f!F<:IHi!C[··CO'·/HP t·IHTF:I:-: 
5. ?O?::::;E ·---o::.: 





2. 9::.::!;? l ::::~5~~~~it; 
? . :364(13~5::i::::::.: 
c.~ . ;:~ 1 ~=: 1 ::: ? ::: :·:: 6 
1 . ·3 ~:t ::: :=: :>~:. en ? 
1. '?5H:l:::063 
2. 45(H;.7(:~5?7 
0. o::.: ·;:;~:;:;.j46 ," 
[i. ::::::,1 ·:1,!39':-l? 
[1, O?C.-;:'3:::::.t.::? 
-1. 87'?864:~1::: 
PF::ED I CTED 'r' 





1 . :::;::: ~;::::Gt:::::::::: 
1. ::::?'.:0:?.:1:)6:::::::2 
2. 5?0C404:?::: 
LOGAF.: I HH·1 I C n::nt·I::::FOHlfiT I Otl 




0 . 0? ~5 ::I !~:~ (1 ·:: :~: ~~ 
o. 4:::.~.'?:1.02?0 
PF:CilT D IF 
·-·2.? l :~: l ??9::::c: 
::::, 1 34? C ;· r~; (:4 
12. ::::2::::?2~::=::? 
~- :::. 7 3'} ~500 4 0 7 
1?. 48'5')01)0::: 
4. ::::"?::2:=::216·+ 
-· 4. 1 ·::1::::4??':! ?•1 
·-4. :3'~1 ~51 :=: 1 ::::=:(: 
lt1D. '·,·'fik#3 I tHI. \IAR~t 4 
T-Rf"iTIO 
o. ::::r::3:::'51 o::::'-1 
D. F.'" 
DURBIN-WATSOI-l STAT.= 2.925297082 
C-21 
MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS NUMBER 43 LOGfiP I THt·1 I C TF::flt~~:;FURt·lfiT I Oil 
DEP. '·/F1F:. 
0. 24'::1;:'24 
0. 2/ :; 1 ::: 
0.11''4106 




~::1. ~::·1-::::4 ::::·} 
0. :;::::92:::6 
'·/fiF: I nE:l .. E 
6 
I tlD. '·,·'FIP# 1 
1.38021 
1. ::::::::021 
1. :;::::o:::: 1 
1.20411 
1.20411 
1 . :~:::: 0::: 1 
1. ::;::::o:: 1 




0. ::::1 0'} 1 :;::::::::;.:~ 
CORRELRTION MAlRIX 
'·/nf?IAI/CE-CO'·/IIF: t·1f!TPI>: 
0. 0:::: ::;:: ;:: 7' ·:::16 ~=· ,:: 
-.. 0 a oc~~:"?'"?0:::5? 
----o. 06???o:::~:i7 
0. 04 ?,1•:)•)::;:.1.:: 
I t·lD. \IAF::H~:: I t-lD. '·/AF:#:~: am. ··.·'tiF:#4 
~::TD DE'.,.':'~::: 
o. o::::::n:':. 





Rt-:~== 0. 6:::20 
FiC T Ufll_ \'' 





--o. :::4•1 :;::.:;r:4::~c 
PREDICTED \' 
1. :32;:'i36t:::::::::2 
1 • ::: ~~ :: 3 6 t_:; :::: :~: ::: 
,~: • 57' 0 6 4 0 4? :=: 
;:: . '5706·104?::::: 
1 • ::::2~:.366::: :::? 
1 • ::: c~ ~~·~ :::: t_:. t: :::~ :~:: 2: 
1 . ::: ~? ~.~;3 6 c ::::::::2 
:3TD Er::r::OP 
0 • ~:: :;:: ;;: ~:; :;:: ? 1 4 (1 
0.21?94:~:441 
::;T II F F:P U!? . .- r:::::T =--
F'F.:Ct·lT D IF 
-2.71::::1 ??':)'~12 
:3.13·1~~6?'::i~)·::1 



















1. T'5 1:::2 
::::. 4~506::: 
\'nF: I nr:LE 






l :::·::l1. 4:~; 
132:::. 43 




0. 91 ::::::::?:::OCt~:; 
o. 91 :::;:::;:=·:::uo::::; 
1 
'·i nr;: J 1:111 CE ·· C 0 '.,.' nr::: I·IFI·r F: 1 >: 







2. •;L;:;::: 14 
2. ::.::64~34 
C~.C~1Z:19 
1 . ·~ [1 !:: ::: ~::~ 
1 . ?51 :::2 
2. 4~5tJ6::: 
··3. :_:.::)?JOE ··fi(; 
1. 21 '~; 1 iT··o·:! 
1. 45'3:::?4;?26 
2. 13'~1 03[·-04 
F.::" 0. ·::·1 ::::::: 
F·F:ED I Cl.E D \' 
2. 01 <t:::t.::3??'::: 
1.€:64460303 
1 • 74 4l12::::::;:r~O 
:3. 05:;:o?:::~5t:; 
2. 0 14:::63??::: 
1 '86•1460303 
1 . 74 40~:::::::;:(.0 
c: • 1 9 ·:n ;::: 1 6 1 ·:) 
l I HEnP FOF:t·1 
l '30::::. ·=1 ::::•1::.: t:. 
0. 4"1·3:::::.:: 1 'i· 40 
STD Fl?f:OF: 
0. 11 ·:J6'):~=;::: 1 ·::J 
:::. 4::::~:;9::::!::--o:.:. 
F'f?Ctl T D I r: 
·- 1 ::=.: • :;:: ? ,~; 1 ~=· ::: ·1 ::::: 
1. ~:;~;9;:-::::o::::::: 
·· 1 G . ::;: 0 l ~~ 0 4 l 4 
-4' 1 ;::4:5::::::::4 ::.:5 
::::. ?41 ::::u9:::t:::: 
:::. 91 '~l'=J·~· 9 0? ·~J 
0. 444 ?·1::54:::4 
10. <".::t::4:::4 




DURBIN-WATSON STAT.= 1.202521465 
C-23 
rtm. \'AF:#4 
D. F. c:: 
l·lUL T I F'L E F:EGPE ::; ::;; I 0 tl fit lfll.. \'::;;I:;:; tlUl·IE:E f~: 4 1) L I tlEm:: FOPl·l 








1 . '30 ::: :~: '3 
1 . 7 ~i 1 ::: :~ 
2. 45010:::: 
\.'nF: I nE:LE 
I t·lD. '·,•'nF.:tf 1 





c. 1 '3::::c·::. 
5. ~i7::;:::2 
4 I '35:::·:j~~; 
5 I :~:6625 
~5 . ::: 6 f; ~~; 1 f t~ (; ·,.:t 
2. o::::6o::J~.~~~:;~,::;(: 
COFRELATION MATRIX 
1. ~:~03~::? ::.14CO 











-::!. ?0::< 1 :.4:::·12 
0. 03<il::i 1 ~::11 ;:::::: 
-·0. 151':!J)·<i'.5·l2 
0. 38 1.4904~5::~: 
F.:'" 0. 61::.:~:: 
PF:ED I CTETI \' 
2. o:::·01::::::::: 1/6 
1 • :::4 0 ;:-::::::: ':01:::: 6 






I tiD. '·/flf.::it:: 




0. 1 ::: '5 ·,·I;·:; 0 1 :~: 
- 3 1 . t.: l :::: ') ~:; ::: 0 ·::~ 
--1 o. 90c:c:t:.·:):;::: 
-Z3. ;::::::: 1 ·l~~·~ 02 
1 0 . 7 :~: ? ? .; 3 ~~~ '3 
1~::. ?l:i4331'~ 
--~~1. (126'5l2C?6 
0. (:::::<1 '.5 ~·· 1 6 :::; 0 
2~=:. t~t..GO 1 J 1 3 
DURBIN-WATSON STAT.~ 1.001?46359 
C-24 
I t·lD. '.,.'fiP#:::: 
··- 0 . 1 :~: :::: '5 ::·I::~: •1 .:· 
::. 0~):::•::;;'•11 ·11 
I t·lD. 'v'AF.:H4 
D. F."-' 
t-l :;::TnT 'y'::;:, (L-t-::::)·iT.····I 
1.???15 
1. :::::::44:3 
1. 4·:.~:~: 1 G 






VfiP I Fl[!l...[ 
4 
1 








::.: ·:.~ ~~ 4 ::: 1 
::: 6 7 4 .:.l :::; . ~5 ~i ~:~, 6 
~:~ • [1 ::: 6 0 ~:5 ~~:; ~=; ::~1 (: 
COkr:::LI .. fi'T I OJj IIFITF: J :: 
0. ??2::=.:61 ('('::::: 
'o/Hk I fi i lC f.:::- C 0\.'fi F: r·1fi T I? I;:; 
o. o::::.:::=:::::::: 16Z 











1 • ·;t [1 ::: :::: ·:) 
1 • 7' ~=::; 1 ::: <7: 
2. 4 ~506::: 
-· :::: " 4 3 ·1 l z [ ·- 0 :~: 
·::1 • ? ::;: ? ') :~: [: - 1 4 
B 
1. 21 ~;:::(::·:1?3'5 
1 • 0 0 3 lt:: E ·· 0 C 
J?:::: 0.7724 
F'PED I CTED '/ 
2. :;::::.::::9494?<-:: 
::::. 04 c::::::91.:::::? 
2.111 ?12?::n 
1. :::c::::·3:::::::41 
1 • 6 7 4 ~54 u :::: ~; ;::: 
:::·. 1141 (':::~3·1::; 
I tlD. 'o/F1F:112 
::=.:TD DE'.,.''':=:: 
:~:41 ::=.:-;:·:::: .. 6?? 
0 • •14 :::: ::: ::·: l 4 4 Ci 




·-JO. 4 ?:::6?636 
·-7. 1!:.:'36411 02 
···1·:). ?4:::·;.:-::::?::::7 
J . 1 7 :~: 2 •12 ;• ::: 9 
1::::. •11 ~~;t;;oc:::::: 
4. :i•11 '3~''9( 1 0 
2. o·::·::·~~::::-:~543 
4. 411 :::·<:o 1::: 
1 :::: . (' 3 ~) ') 4 2 :::: 4 
D UP[: I t l- (·1 n T ::; 0 t·l :;:; T A T • = 0 • 7' 'J 1 :; ::: C 4 5 9 
C-25 
11-lD. '·/f'lr<:#3 
T ·-F.: fiT I 0 
4 • <? l 4 4 ~=: :~:: ::: ·t 3 
:::: • 2 1 ? 1 4 ? / 9 'f 
0. ::::o 11 
Hm. '·/AP#4 
D. F.:::: 
t·l S T FiT '·,•' ::;; L 






0. 34 4::::,::~~ 
0. 2::::0?::: 
0. 243•1 :::::·? 
0. ::.:::::9;?::;:6 






.-.:. •'') ·=· ··:··-) 
.:._ . .:_. ,_, ·-··-· 
~~. :::::::021 
::::.33445 
.-, .-, ,-, .-, .-. 
.:: • .::. ·=··;··~' 
t·IEfit-l:;:; 
COF:F:ELfiT I UtJ t·1fiTF:: I:=: 
1.000000003 
0. ;:::::: 1 ::::~:;:::::~::? 1 
o. ,::::::1 :::s:::2? 1 
1 
VAF:IANCE-COVAR MATRI~ 





R ·t·? =: 0 • 0 ? 9 2 
fiCTUFiL 'l 
1.?77149649 
1 . :;::::::4 4 ::~·) ') ·::; 9 
1. 4')::_:: 1 ~5:::::::06 
2. ~)J2~ 1 :~:~)25t.:: 
2. :::6~l03~5~:)33 
l . ':!0:~:::;:::-:::6032 
1. ?~; 1::: l ::::063 
c~. 45(16?t:;~st:o7 
-1. 221 ·:!026?4 
0. ~::;2~~; 1 O·~C l Cl 
B 
-0. ·~19(' 15~-;(, 1:::: 
0. 56~~134236 
PF::ED I CTED '/ 
2. 1 ·~~ 2006:::·=:13 
':: . u 6 ~; ·::t ·14 ~:: l :.:: 
? . 19200(::~:·~:::: 
l. 93:~=:~~;·)4::::?? 





I l·lD. '·.·'I~ I? It 2 
c1. O·t ~:;o~:;oG 11 
o. u·::,uu;::?·~, ?'? 
1. t;.:~:C·t':l::::·} 1::::: 
0 • ? 2 4 c ·l 1 0 ::: 1 
:::TD Ef:::F~:OF.:.-c::;T::::: 
PF::Ct·lT DlF 
--::~:;: .. :::4 3 ·:~6? 9::: 
.... f~ I 6::::~::3:3~=:~:: 1 :) 
--2'::1. 4':1c;-:;,;::.f? 2 
;:: :; • ~: 4 1 ·:I~~::: 4 4 
I t·lD. '.,.'ftF-:#3 I t·lD. \IFIF:H4 
T-f':fi1IO 
0. 7?:.:;?41 C6'i' 
0. 0')24 
DURBIN-WATSON STAT.= 1.6085?4894 
C-26 
APPENDIX D 
Results of Dynamic Loading Tests 
TEST FLOOR A 1- 0 PSF 
SAND BAG IMPACT DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL IMPACT= 143.0 MILS 
NAT FREQUENCY MEASURED BETWEEN i.e AND 5.0 CYCLES= 9.2 HZ 
INITIAL DAMPtNG MEASUREMENT AT 1.0 CYCLES 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-<MILS) 
1 c C1 1 L 1. 1 4 t:: 1 OM,:. [;:' 
·-' 
. . 
·-' ·-· ' 
. •• I 
c ::: .-· ' 4 .-, 9 .-, ':I 
·-' 
. -' . 
.;. . ,;I . 
-
.. 
6 .... , 5 ::: t:• ::: 4 .-, . . :.1 . ._I . . .,: . 
c 
·=· 





. · .-, 
.. · .:::. DAM?ING(R[:CRITICAL)= 
OVERALL DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= .-·, ,-1 r.,. ~:: .• a::·.··. 
WEIGHT RELEASE DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL DEFLECTION = 14 .. 5 MILS 
NAT FREQUENCY MEASURED BETWEEN 1.0 AND 5.0 CYCLES= 15.2 HZ 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 8.0 CYCLES 
SINGLE AM~L)TUDES-<MILS) 
14. ~i 5. ::.: :~:. 1::-
::~: . .:~. 
1.0 1.0 1.4 1.4 
1 ... -, .. · .:: DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= 
OVERALL DAMPING<RE:CRiTICAL)= .··· .- ... tr 1 '::,,.·~ 
WALKING LEVEL(O TO PEAK)= 1 1 • 5 t·1 I L ::; 
D-1 
TEST FLOOR A 1- 10 PSF 
SAND BAG IMPACT DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL IM~ACT= 78.3 MILS 
t·~ A T F F~: E G! U E r··l C \' t·1 E Ft ~:; U Fo:: E D E: E T L·J E E t ·I 1 .. 0 f:t t ·I D ~~:. • 0 C \' C L E :::;; :c: 5 • :::: f i Z 




:~: 4 1 o:, .. · 1.0 
DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= 
OVERALL DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= 9.7% 
WALKING LEVEL(0 TO PEAK)= 
D-2 
TEST FLOOR A 1- 15 PSF 
SAND BAG IMPACT DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL IMPACT= 48.3 MILS 
t·lfiT FF:EC!U[ijC\' t·1Efi:::;UF:ED E:ET~·lE[Il 1.. U fiiiD ·=1·. 0 C'r':.:LE::;;:::: ~=:;. 0 i·l::~ 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 1.0 CYCLES 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-(MILS) 
2~:; 1 20 . .:' 1..,.1 1 ::: . ::: l 4 . ~5 





·-·' . .::• . 
•'"'.:• ·=~ c.~ ·=~ 1 4 .:.. . . -· . 
1 ... -, ,•' .:: DAMPING(RE:CRITICAL)= r.::: .::·::,.-·-·II '-' •'r; 
OVERALL DRMPING(RE:CRITICAL)= 9.0% 
WALKING LEVEL<O TO PEAK)= 
D-3 
TEST FLOOR A 2- 0 PSF 
INITIAL IMPACT= 164.3 MILS 
NAT FREQUENCY MEASURED BETWEEN 1.0 AND 4.0 CYCLES= 12.3 HZ 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 1.0 CYCLES 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-CMILS) 
1 ·;a .... , 1 1 F -, 2 .... -.:· . _, ( . I •' . 




j .· .-• . · .-
• 0 '-· DAMPING(RE:CRITICAL)= 
. ~=~ 
. ·:~ 
-::• ·:· "'.·· 
I t1 ,:.,.··a 
O'.,.'EF:F:l_L DHI·iF' I r·iG 0:: FE: Cf? IT I CfiL) :::: ? . ;;::::.; 
WEIGHT RELEASE DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL DEFLECTION = 
t·ifiT F'F-::EOUEI!C\' 1·1Ef:;:::t.tF:ED E:E::T~·iEEi··! (), 5 f!HI.: 3. 5 C't'C:L[::;::::: 1:::.3 ii::~ 












.:::. . 2 1 . 6 1 . (1 l . :::~ 
1 ... -. . ·· a:: DAMPING(RE:CRITICAL>= 
OVERALL DAMPING(RE:CRITICAL)= 8.9% 
l·~ALf::: I tiG LE'·,·'EL ( 0 TO PEril<>= . 5 • ::: t•l I L.. ::; 
D-4 
TEST FLOOR A 2- 10 PSF 
SAND BAG IMPACT DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL IMPACT= 56.1 MILS 
NAT FREQUENCY MEASURED BETWEEN 1.0 AND 6.0 CYCLES= 7.5 HZ 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 1.0 CYCLES 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-<MILS) 
1 1 t3 -::' 7 t.) .-. c: .-. . I . . · .. ') . .. ) 
6 .-. t: ::: 6 .-~, t::" :::: . ..... . . • ... 1 • ... I . 
t.::' ::: ·:a 4 2 4 ._I . 
·-· 
. . 
1/2 SEC. DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= 3.0% 
OVERALl DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= 
WEIGHT RELEASE DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL DEFLECTION = 14.5 MILS 
OHOI .-1 •,• 
•. ) • •• ) ,·'u 
NAT FREQUENCY MEASURED BETWEEN 1.0 AND 6.0 CYCLES= 7.8 HZ 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-<MILS) 
1 4 t::• 6 -::' ·:· t::" - -. -· . .._I . I • ... • . ._1 .... • 
' 
.::. 




. .;. . .. ) . • ... • .:+ . 
.-. 
.::. . Ct .. 2 . 1 1 . 6 1 . .-. .::. 
0 . i;t 0 . 7 
l/2 SEC. DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= 4.5% 
01•,·1 EF.:ALL Dflt·IF' I t·~G ( F:E: CF:: IT I Cf=IL > = 
WALKING LEVELCO TO PEAK>= 
D-5 
t:.,'" _,II • 
._1 • f' .··~ 
·:·-
·-· 
SAND BAG IMPRCT DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
NAT FREQUENCY MEASURED BETWEEN 1.0 AND 4.0 CYCLES= 13.4 HZ 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 1.0 CYCLES 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-(MILS) 




l/2 SEC. DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= 
0 'v' [ F:: r:i L. L. D fi r·1 F' I t 1 C ( Fo: t:: : C F: I T I C fl L ) ::::: 
WEIGHT RELEASE DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL. DEFLECTION = ? . 6 r·1 I L.:::; 
::; I t·~ G L. E Fl i· l F' l... '· TUDE:::: -·- < r1 I L ::;; ) 
7 ( .-. t:.4 c~ 6 .-· .::. .-. 
-· 
. . ..... . 
1 . .-. . .:. 1 . l. 1 . 1 




<)II ._i _.'II 
I ::t t~:: lo ••• 
'··' " ·-·' .·. 
OVERALL. DAMPING(RE:CRITICAL.>= 9.3% 
WALKING L.EVEL(0 TO PEAK)= 4 • 1 t'II L. ::; 
D-6 
TEST FLOOR A 3- 10 PSF 
SAND BAG IMPACT DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
NAT FREQUENCY MEASURED BETWEEN 1.0 AND 5.0 CYCLES= 8.7 HZ 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 1.0 CYCLES 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-<MILS) 
1.4.4 11.7 
2. i' •'"'I w•;t ~=. II t' 
l ... -. . ··· ~ DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= 
OVERALL DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= "''1 -, ... { . { .··~ 
WEIGHT RELEASE DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL DEFLECTION = 12.8 MILS 
NAT FREQUENCY MEASURED BETWEEN 1.0 AND 5.0 CYCLES= 8.8 HZ 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 0.0 CYCL~S 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-<MILS) 
1 ::. ::: 7 f.) 4 '3 ,wol 4 . . .:.1 a 
c~. 6 .-. ·:· 1 -:~ l ('; .::. . 
·-· 
. I . 
1 
' 
4 1 . r. ·.,1 l. . .-.:. 
·-· 
1 . 1 
~~1 ::: 0 . .., 0 6 0 c:: . I . . .... 1 
0.4 
l./2 SEC. DAMPING(RE:CRITICAL)= 8.4% 
OVERALL DAMPING<RE:CRITICRL)= 5.9% 
WALKING LEVEL(0 TO PEAK)= 
D-7 
TEST FLOOR 8 1- 0 PSF 
SAND BAG IMPACT DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL IMPACT= 172.0 MILS 
t·~FIT FPEC!UEtiC\' t·1E:f-:~::ur.::ED E:FTl·JEEI1 ~.1. '5 ilt1D J .. 5 C\'Cl...E~:;:;:::: '3. 6 liZ 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 1.0 CYCLES 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-(MILS) 
··~··") ·:1 
,_J •-1 II ._1 1:3. 5 
1/2 SEC. DAMPlNG(RE:CRITICAL)= 11.9% 
INITIAL DEFLECTION = 19.7 MILS 
INITIAL DA~PING MEASUREMENT AT 8.8 CYCLES 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-(MILS) 
5. :~: :;: • '3 
5. (: 2 .. (1 2. 1 
1 ..... 
J. • .:: 1.1 
1 . ...- 2 ~:: E C • D :::i t·1 F' I t·l G ( F-:: E : C F I T I C f'i L ) ~: :;:: • 0 :; 
OVERALL DAMPING(RE:CRITICAL)= 8.0% 
WALKING LEVEL(0 TO PEAK)= 
D-8 
TEST FLOOR B 1- 10 PSF 
SAND BAG IMPACT DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL IMPACT= 146.9 MILS 
NAT FREQUENCY MEASURED BETWEEN 1.0 AND 4.0 CYCLES= 5.6 HZ 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 1.0 CYCLES 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-(MILS) 
1-::· .;:'~ I • .. • 14.0 ·~ 7 ... II I 
_, -· ( . ,.. 6.:::: 
2. '==' 
l/2 SEC. DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= 6.3% 
OVERALL DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= 5.9% 
WEIGHT RELEASE DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL DEFLECTION = 22.0 MILS 
NAT FREQUENCY MEASURED BETWEEN 1.0 AND 4.0 CYCLES= 5.8 HZ 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 0.0 CYCLES 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-(MILS) 
2~2 0 1 ·:I ::: 10. r. ::: ~:.; . 
·-' . 
._1 . 
6 . 4 '-1 . 6 ·:· 
·-· . 0 ;,~: . 1. 
1 . 5 1 . 1 1. . 1. 1 . l 
0 . -· { 
1/2 SEC. DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= 9.4% 
OVERALL DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= 9.3% 
WALKING LEVEL(O TO PEAK)= 
D-9 
TEST FLOOR 8 3- 0 PSF 
SAND BAG IMPACT DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL IMPACT= 181.7 MILS 
NAT FREQUENCY MEASURED BETWEEN 0.5 AND 5.5 CYCLES= 16.3 HZ 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 1.0 CYCLES 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-<MILS) 
14. ~3 
1 ~5. 9 11. 1. 4. ::: 
::.: • .::f. 
1/2 SEC. DAMPING(RE:CRITICAL)= 4.8% 
OVERALL DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= 4.8% 
WEIGHT RELEASE DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
I 1·1 IT I fll.. DEFl_E:CT I 01·1 = ? . J t·1Il...~::; 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-(MILS) 
·::· ··;. 
·-· . .:_ 
1 ... -• . .. ·.::. 
:~:. :::: 
.... , .-
.::.I t• 1. 6 
.-l t::' 
... ). ·-· 
DAMPING(RE:CRITICAL)= 
OVERALL DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= 5.7% 
WALKING LEVEL(0 TO PEAK)= 
D-10 
TEST FLOOR 8 3- 10 PSF 
SAND BAG IMPACT DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL IMPACT= 174.0 MILS 
NAT FREQUENCY MEASURED BETWEEN 1.0 AND 4.0 CYCLES= 8.3 HZ 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 1.0 CYCLES 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-<MILS) 
1 .• ... , .. ·.::. 
::: . -·· ( 
1 . 4 
f;EC. 
.-·, 4 .-, 4 .-, .;. . .;t . .:~ . 





OVERALL DAMPING(RE:CRITICAL)= 4.3% 
WEIGHT RELEASE DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL DEFLECTION = 15.3 MILS 
t·~FiT FkEOUEi·1C\' t·IEf1~~:;1.Jf~:t::D B[:~T~·IE[ri 1 .. 0 flt·!J) ·?.0 C\';::L.t:::=.:;::: :::.t.:. HZ 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 0.0 CYCLES 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-(MILS) 
1 0::: .-, 
_, 
::: c.· .-, •') 0::: .. 
·-' 
. .,:. I . 
·-




;~ 6 ·:1 7 . -. "-1· .-, 0 . '- . I .::. . .::. . 
1 .-, 1 1 0 ,-, 0 ? . .. ) . . 
·=· " 
0 . 7 0 . 7 
1/2 SEC. DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= 8.3% 
OVERALL DAMPING(RE:CRITICAL)= 7.2% 
WALKING LEVEL(0 TO PEAK)= 
D-11 
TEST FLOOR C 1- 0 PSF 
SAND BAG IMPACT DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL IMPACT= 16.2 MILS 
t-lAT FREC!UEt-lC\' t·1EA::;Uf<:ED BEHlEDl 1. 0 ntm 11. 0 C'/CLE::>= 1 •::). 6 HZ 
INITIAL DAMPING MEf"JSUREMENT AT 1.0 CYCLES 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-<MILS) 
Co 
..... 1 6. ~ 
-· 
r= 
·-'. 2 4 
4 :::: 4. ·? -..J 4 2 4 




·;.r .-. 6 .-, ·:· 2 ...:. ...:. . .. -. . ~· 
·:· 1:::1 1 ·:;r 1 ::: 1 '- . 
1 . 6 1 6 1 . 4 1 
1 .-. 1 ·:• 1 1 1 ...:. . '- . 
1 . 1 














.-. I::"' •• 
.::. . ·-····. 
OVERALL DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= 2.2% 
WEIGHT RELEASE DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL DEFLECTION = 1.8 t·1ILS 
NAT FREQUENCY MEASURED BETWEEN 1.0 AND 11.0 CYCLES= 10.5 HZ 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 0.0 CYCLES 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-(MILS) 
l.E: 1.7 1.5 1 .... • ·=· 
1. 1 1. 1 1. 1 1 1 
1. 1 1.0 1.0 ~~1. 8 
0 C• 
. '"' 
1], 7 0.6 t1. 6 
(1, 5 0.5 0.4 0.4 
(1, 4 (1, 3 0.:3 ~J. :3 
1/2 SEC. DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= 2.0% 
OVERALL DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= 2.5% 
WALKING LEVEL<O TO PEAK)= 
D-12 
TEST FLOOR C 1- 10 PSF 
SAND BAG IMPACT DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL IMPACT= 14.5 MILS 
t·lFiT FF.:EC!UENC'( t·1EF1::;UF::ED E:ET~·lEEtl 1.0 F"itlD ·:!.0 C':'CLE::;= 9.<? H~ 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 1.0 CYCLES 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-<MILS) 
"' o' 4 F ·:· 9 4 ·:· ._1 . . _, ·-·. ·-· 




:~: 4 .-, 4 2 ? 1 ·;a . .::.. I . 
2 ~. 1 ::: 2 .•, l 6 . .::. . .::. 
1 '? 1 4 1 2 
1/2 SEC. DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= 1.4% 
OVERALL DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= 2.5% 
WEIGHT RELEASE DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL DEFLECTION = 2 • 1 · tn u:; 
NAT FREQUENCY MEASURED BETWEEN 1.0 AND 11.0 CYCLES= 9.2 HZ 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 0.0 CYCLES 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-<MILS) 
.-, 1 1 7 1 .• , 1 1 .::.. . . .;,a . 
1 . 1 1 . 2 1 . 4 1 2 
1. 2 1 lj o. '3 1). "? . I 
(1, 7 o. 7 (1.::: o. 7 
0. 6 0.5 (1. "' ._1 I) • "' ._1 
0.4 (1. 4 o. 4 €1.:::: 
o . ..... .:.. 
1/2 SEC. DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= 1.6% 
OVERALL DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= 2.3% 
WALKING LEVEL<O TO PEAK)= 0.5 t'IILS 
D-13 
TEST FLOOR D 1- 0 PSF 
SANl BAG IMPACT DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL IMPACT= 149.8 MILS 
NAT FREQUENCY MEASURED BETWEEN 1.0 AND 5.0 CYCLES= 22.2 HZ 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 1.0 CYCLES 
SINGLE RMPLITUDES-(MILS) 
20 ::: 2 1 . (1 1 4 . .-, .;1 "" 
·-' 
2 . 2 1 . 8 c:' 
·-' . 1 6 
4 ·:. 
·-· 
2 . 4 2 . .-, .::.. .-, .::. 







L:' ,-. •.· 
_,. (:1 .. ·• 
0'·/ERt-=jLL DAt·1F'lHG<F.:E: CF.:ITICAL)'' :5. :::~; 
WEIGHT RELEASE DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL DEFLECTION = 
NAT FREQUENCY MEASURED BETWEEN 1.0 AND 5.0 CYCLES= 22.2 HZ 









.; .. 1 
·:· 
·-·. 
7 -:· ._1 I ~: 1 . 0 0. 4 
0. 4 1 2 1 1 0. ·=· . ,_, 
0. ';l (1. ,-, 
·=· 
o. 6 
1/2 SEC. DAMPIHG<PE:CRITICAL)= 4.6% 
OVERALL DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL>= 4.6% 
WALKING LEVEL<0 TO PEAK)= 
D-14 
TEST FLOOR D 1- 10 PSF 
SAND BAG IMPACT DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL IMPACT= 143.0 MILS 
NAT Ff':EOUEtlC'r' t·1EA::C:;IJF:ED BEHIEEtl 1. D r:-H·lD f..::. 0 C'r'CLE::::;= 9. :;:: HZ 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 1.0 CYCLES 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-(MILS) 





·=· 4 ·:· •') :;: 




'-- . .:.: . 
2. 4 1 . '3 1 '3 1 . 1 
1.4 
1 ... ··2 SEC. Dnt•1P I HG ( RE: CRITICAL :• = 7. ::::.; 
OVERALL DAMPING<RE:CRITICRL)= 6.2% 
WEIGHT RELEASE DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL DEFLECTION = 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 0.0 CYCLES 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-<MILS) 
9 . (1 C' 
·-'. 1 4. 4 ·-:· ...... .-. .; . 
2. C' ~· 2. (1 2. 0 1 . 
.-. 
·=· 
1 . ':! 1 .0 1 . ~~1 1 . 1 ~· 
(1 • . -.
·=· 
(1.6 (1. 5 o. t:' 
·-' 
1/2 SEC. DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= 6.8% 
OVERALL DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= 5.6% 
WALKING LEVEL<O TO PEAK)= 
D-15 
TEST FLOOR E 1- 0 PSF 
SAND BAG IMPACT DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL IMPACT= 172.0 MILS 
NAT FREQUENCY MEASURED BETWEEN 1.0 AND 4.0 CYCLES= 19.2 HZ 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 1.8 CYCLES 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-<MILS) 
16. '31 
1 ... -, .· .-...... DRMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= 
WEIGHT RELEASE DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL DEFLECTION = :;: • '3 t·1 I L::::; 
NAT FREQUENCY MEASURED BETWEEN 0.5 AND 2.5 CYCLES= 10.0 HZ 




·=.- 4 . 7 c:.· · • .1 . 9 .-, .,:1 . t:=: 
1 . (1 1 . (1 1 . E; 0 . q .. 
1 ... -. .. · .:: ::;EC • DAMPING(RE:CRITICAL)= 
OVERALL DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= 8.6% 
WALKING LEVEL(O TO PEAK)= ::: • 0 t·1 I L ::;; 
D-16 
TEST FLOOR E 1- 10 PSF 
SAND BAG IMPACT DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL IMPPCT= 128.5 MILS 
NAT FREQUENCY MEASURED BETWEEN 1.0 AND 4.0 CYCLES= 6.0 HZ 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 1.0 CYCLES 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-(MILS) 
1?. 1 :::. 2 6.:3 
r:" .-. 
·-·. · ..) .:.1 .• ::: 
1 .• .-. .. · .:..·_ ~::Ec. DAMPING(RE:CRITICAL)= 
OVERALL DAMPING(RE:CRITICAL>= 5.2% 
WEIGHT RELEASE DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL DEFLECTION = 17.2 MILS 
NAT FREQUENCY MEASURED BETWEEN 1.0 AND 4.0 CYCLES= 7.1 HZ 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 0.0 CYCLES 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-(MILS> 
17 ·:a ,-, 4 6. 0 .< 0 . ,:.. •:r . .. t . 
.... , 1::' 1 .-, 0 ~~ [1 tS .::. . 
·-' 
. .::. . . 
~3 . 6 0 . '3 o. 4 ~] . 4 
o. ·:· 
·-· 
0. 7 ~] . ,-, 
·=· 
0 . t:' 
·-' 
1 . 4 o. 2 
1/2 SEC. DAMPING(RE:CRITICAL)= 18.2% 
OVERALL DAMPING(RE:CRITICAL>= 5.7% 
WALKING LEVEL(O TO PEAK>= 6. 6 t·1I L:::: 
D-17 
SAND BAG IMPACT DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL IMPACT= 166.2 MILS 
NAT FREQUENCY MEASURED BETWEEN l.G AND 3.0 CYCLES= 20.2 HZ 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 1.0 CYCLES 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-(MILS) 
25. 1 16.4 
1/2.SEC. DAMPING(RE:CRITICAL)= 15.9% 
OVERALL DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= 15.9% 
WEIGHT RELEASE DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL DEFLECTION = 
NAT FREQUENCY MEASURED BETWEEN 0.5 AND 2.5 CYCLES= 11.3 HZ 




.-, .-. ·:1 .::.· •"''t t~; . 
·-· ·=· 
. .;. ._1. 
·-' .:::. . 
1 . 1 1 . 1 1 . 1 1 . ~:::1 
1/2 SEC. DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= 9.2% 
OVERALL DAMPING<RE:CRITICRL)= 9.2% 
WALKING LEVEL(O TO PEAK)= 
D-18 
TEST FLOOR E 2- 18 PSF 
SAND BAG IMPACT DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL IMPACT= 133.4 MILS 
NAT FREQUENCY MEASURED BETWEEN 1.0 AND 6.0 CYCLES= 12.0 HZ 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 1.0 CYCLES 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-CMILS) 








WEIGHT RELEASE DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL DEFLECTION = 15.5 MILS 
•') .. ::, ~~ ... 
·-• 11 I •'a 
·:1 -::'11 ... 
·~·' • I .· • 
NAT FREQUENCY MEASURED BETWEEN 1.0 AND 6.0 CYCLES= 8.6 HZ 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 0.0 CYCLES 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-CMILS) 
1 c:· 5 6. 4 ·:· .-, :~ 
·-·. ·-·. 
.::. . 
1 . '3 1 . 6 1 . 0 0. 
o. 6 0 . 4 0. 6 [I . 
0 . 5 
1 ... -, . ··.::. ~:;Ec: . DAMPINGCRE:CRITICAL)= 
OVERALL DAMPINGCRE:CRITICAL)= 






,~·, c::. ,• 
·=·. ·-····· 
TEST FLOOR E 3- ~ PSF 
SAND BAG IMPACT DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
I t j I T I ~IL I t· I F' fi C T :::: l C 9 • 1 t·1 I L .. ::: 
NAT FREQUENCY MEASURED BETWEEN 1.0 AND 4.0 CYCLES= 21. l HZ 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 1.0 CYCLES 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-<MILS) 
30 4 .~·, t.~ 6 1 c~ 1 t:C ::: . .:.-N ._1 . . 
·-
I . 
4 ::: .. '? .-, 4 1 1::1 . -· . 
·-· 
. .::. . . 
1/2 SEC. DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= 13,2% 
OVERALL DAMPING(RE:CRITICAL)= 13.2% 
WEIGHT RELEASE DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL DEFLECTION = 
NAT FREQUENCY MEASURED BETWEEN 0.5 AND 1.5 CYCLES= 21.3 HZ 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 0.0 CYCLES 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-(MILS) 
1 ... -, .• .-
. ·-
:::. 6 .-, t= 
.; .. ·-· 
[1.7 0.:3 
.-. c::' 
.;, .. ·-· 
DAMPING(RE:CRITICAL)= 2 (1 • f3 ~·~ 
OVERALL DAMPING(RE:CRITICAL)= 20.6% 
WALKING LEVEL(0 TO PEAK)= 
D-20 
TEST FLOOR E 3- 10 PSF 
SAND BAG IMPACT DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
I t-D T I A L H1F' f.i C T = 1 1 1 • 1 tH u:: 
NAT FREQUENCY MEASURED BETWEEN 1.0 AND 4.0 CYCLES= 11.6 HZ 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 1.0 CYCLES 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-(MILS) 




1. '3 2. ~· 
DAMPING(RE:CRITICAL)= 
OVERALL DAMPING(RE:CRITICRL)= 7.4% 
WEIGHT RELEASE DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL DEFLECTION = 13.4 MILS 
NAT FREQUENCY MEASURED BETWEEN 2.0 AND 6.0 CYCLES= 10.6 HZ 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 0.0 CYCLES 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-(MILS) 





5 . .:l 1.4 
1. 4 1 .-. .. 
. ·-
0.2 [1. 2 
0.6 (1. ~: 
DAMPING(RE:CRITICAL)= 12.0\ 
OVERALL DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= 7.0% 
WALKING LEVEL(O TO PEAK)= 
D-21 
TEST FLOOR F 1- 0 PSF 
SAND BAG IMPACT DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL IMPACT= 184.6 MILS 
NAT FREQUENCY MEASURED BETWEEN 1.0 AND 4.0 CYCLES= 19.4 HZ 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 1.0 CYCLES 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-(MILS) 
l. :::. ::: 1 ~5. 0 1:3.0 ~:1, II ::: 
:;: • '3 ::::. ·~ 
1/2 SEC. DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= 11.8% 
OVER~LL DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= 11.8% 
WEIGHT RELEASE DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL DEFLECTION = 14.9 MILS 
NAT FREQUENCY MEASURED BETWEEN 1.0 AND 3.0 CYCLES= 11.3 HZ 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 0.0 CYCLES 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-<MILS) 
1 4 9 ·:· c::- ·:· '3 --~· c::-. 
·-·. 
·-· 
.:.. . .: ... . 
·-· 
1 2 1 ..... ·:• 1 1 6 . . .:::. .. _ . . 
(1. ::: 
1 ... -. .. ·.:::.. DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= :::. 2 ~-~ 
OVERALL DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= .-. .-.... 
·=· . c.. .. ·• 
WALKING LEVEL<O TO PEAK)= 7. 7 t'll LS 
D-22 
TEST FLOOR F 1- 10 PSF 
SAND BAG IMPACT DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL IMPACT= 114.0 MILS 
NAT FREQUENCY MEASURED BETWEEN 1.0 AND 7.0 CYCLES= 10.1 HZ 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 1.0 CYCLES 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-(MILS) 
20 .-. 5 1:1 1 4 2~ ·~t . . .:. . 
·-· 
. . 
6 . ·:· 
·-· 
4 . ::: ·:1 
·-· 
. 4 2 . ·=~ ..
2 . '31 1 . •;,J .-. .:::. . 4 c~ . 4 
1.9 
1/2 SEC. DAMPING~PE:CRITICAL)= 
OVERALL DAMPING(RE:CRITICAL)= .-, .-! tl,. -~:· u :.t .. ·• 
WEIGHT RELEASE DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL DEFLECTION = 16.8 MILS 
NAT FREQUENCY MEASURED BETWEEN 1.0 AND 5.0 CYCLES= 10.1 HZ 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 0.0 CYCLES 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-<MILS) 
16. ::: 6. 6 4. 4 1 . 0 
0. -:. 
·-· 
(1. 4 0. 5 1 . 1 
1 :~: 1 -=· ~3. ·~ (1. :~; . . 
·-· 
.. 
1 ... -• . ··.::. DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= 7. (1~-~ 
OVERALL DAMPING(RE:CRITICAL)= 7 ·:·• .. · I • ·-•··• 
WALKING LEVEL(O TO PEAK)= 
D-23 
TEST FLOOR G 1- 0 PSF 
SAND BAG IMPACT DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL IMPACT= 171.5 MILS 
I~·~ IT I Hl.. DFI! !PI HG t·IE: Fi::;UF:E: 1·11::11 T H T l , 0 C'/CL... E:::; 
SIHGLE AMPLITUDEs-·cMil...S) 
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1/2 SEC. DAMPINGCRE:CRITICAL)~ 6.0% 
OVERALL DAMPINGCRE:CRITICAL)= 6.0% 
WEIGHT RELEASE DYNAMlC TEST DATA 
INITIAL DEFLECTION = 6 • :~: t·1 I l... ::::; 
~·l A T F k E C! U E : I C \' t·1 E r·: :::; U F: E: D t:: E: T ~·l E E 1· I 1 • C! H I··~ D 2 .. 0 C \' C: L. E: ::;; ::: 1 ·~~ • 0 h ? 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 0.0 CYCLES 
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0 . 6 1 . .-. .:,. [1 . q 
-· 
() 
1/2 SEC. DAMPIHGCRE:CRITICAL): 
OVERALL DAMPINGCRE:CRITICAL)= 





·::1 "-::'• .. · 
,_, II I •.• 
•:1 -::•• .. · 
1 
... 
1 :~ I •'• 
TEST FLOOR G 1- 10 PSF 
SAND BAG IMPACT DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL IMPACT= 138.2 MILS 
NAT FREQUENCY MEASURED BETWEEN 1.0 AND 4.0 CYCLES= 11.4 HZ 
INITIAL DAMPING MEASUREMENT AT 1.0 CYCLES 
SINGLE AMPLITUDES-(MILS) 
1 c:. 1 
1-.4 
-.. -, ~·· . { 
:? • 4 
::::. 4 
:~:. 4 1.4 
1 ... -. ... ·a:: ~::Ec. DAMPING(RE:CRITICAL)= 
OVERALL DAMPING<RE:CRITICAL)= 
WEIGHT R2LEASE DYNAMIC TEST DATA 
INITIAL DEFLECTION = 9 . 0 t·1 I L. :::: 
... , ... "1 II. 
( . ( .··~ 
-::: -:=- II,.• 
I :1 I 'II 
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0. 9 1 . 2 1 . 0 0 . ::: 
0. ·:1 
·-· 
0 . . -. .::. 
1/2 SEC. DAMPING(RE:CRITICAL)= 4.3% 
OVERALL DAMPING(RE:CRITICAL)= 5.0% 
WALKING LEVEL(0 TO PEAK)= ::::.7 tHU:: 
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APPENDIX E 
Detailed Results of Regression Analyses 
for NEFF for Halking Impacts 
Note: The model identification numbers used in the text are 
different from the identifications used in this appendix. 
The table below gives the appropriate conversion. The 
other regression analyses are parameter tests and excursions. 
Model Identification Numbers 
In Text In this Appendix 
1 2 Logarithmic Transformation 
2 SA Logarithmic Transformation 
3 3A Logarithmic Transformation 
4 6 Logarithmic Transformation 
This append1x contains the full computer printouts of the regression 
analyses for the number of fully effective joists (Neff) to be assumed when 
predicting walkin~ displacements for cold-formed steel-joist floor systems 
with plywood decks. The concept of Neff is discussed in detail in the text. 
Regressions labeled "Linear Form" lead to expressions of the 
type: 
Regressions labeled "Logarithmic Transformation" lead to expressions 
of the form: 
y 
Nomenclature: 
The symbols on the printouts are: 
N EFF = number of fully effective joists for \..ralking 








DEL F = 
span (in.) 
spacing (in.) 
deck stiffness ratio; same as £ in text 
modulus of elasticity of joist (psi) 
moment of inertia of joist (in. 4 ) 
power operator, i.e., Lt3 is L "cubed" 
ratio of floor system dead weight to total weight 
ratio of calculated frequency of unloaded floor to 
calculated frequency of the floor 
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APPENDIX F 
Details of Statistical Analysis 
of Human Response Data 
APPENDIX F-1 
Human Response Statistical Analysis 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Goodness-of-Fit Tests 
Hypothesis: A normal distribution can bP presumed for 
the comparative human response rating at 
a predetermined significance level. 
F-1-1 
KOLMOGOROV-SNIRNOV GOODNESS-OF-FIT TEST 
Hypothesis: A normal distribution can be presumed for the comparative 
human response rating floor system data, excluding Floor Al-10 
at the 1% significance level. 


















































































































































































































*Critical value of D in the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Goodness-of-Fit Test for a 
sample size >35 = 1 · 63 = 1 · 63 = 0.0936 
I"N 1303 
Since D = ~~ IF(X)-S (X)I ~ 0.1483 >0.0936, the hypothesis must be rejected 
n 
at the 1% significance level. 
F-1-2 
KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV GOODNESS-OF-FIT TEST 
Hypothesis: A normal distribution can be presumed for the comparative 
human response rating floor system d~ta, excluding Floors Al-10 
and D-10, at the 1% significance level 
Number of Observations = 291 
Expected 
Comparative Observed Relative relative Deviation 
human cumulative cumulative cumulative 
response frequency frequency frequency D=ls (X)-F(X)j 
rating S (X) F (X) n 
n 
- 8 0 0.0000 <0.00003 <0.00003 
- 7 0 0.0000 0.00012 0.00012 
- 6 3 0.0103 0.00066 0.00964 
- 5 4 0.0137 0.00298 0. 01072 
- 4 6 0.0206 0.01072 0.00988 
- 3 11 0.0378 0.03288 0.00492 
- 2 21 0. 0722 0.08379 0.01159 
- 1 42 0.1443 0.17879 0.03449 
0 94 0.3230 0.-32276 0.00024 
1 140 0.4811 0.50000 0.01890 
2 223 0. 7663 0.67724 0. 08906'~ 
3 244 0.8385 0.82121 0.01729 
4 275 0.9450 0.91621 0.02879 
5 282 0.9691 0.96712 0.00198 
6 283 0.9725 0.98928 0.01678 
7 290 0.9966 0.99702 0.00042 
8 290 0.9966 0.99934 0.00274 
9 290 0.9966 0.9999 0.0033 
10 290 0.9966 <1.0000 <0.0034 
11 290 0.9966 <l. 0000 <0.0034 
12 291 1.0000 <1.0000 - ----
*Critical value of D in the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Goodness-of-Fit Test for a 
. 1.63 1.63 
sample s1ze >35 = --- = --
rN 1291 
= 0.0956 
Since D = HAX IF(X)- Sn(X)j = 0.08906 <0.0956, the hypothesis cannot he 
rejected at the 1% significance level. 
F-1-3 
KOLMOGOROV-SHIRNOV GOODNESS-OF-FIT TEST 
Hypothesis: A normal distribution can be presumed for the comparative 
human response rating floor system data, excluding Floors A-10, 
C-0, C-10, D-0, and D-10, at the 5% significance level 
Number of Observations = 252 
Expected 
Comparative Observed Relative relative Deviation 
human cumulative cumulative cumulative 
response frequency frequency frequency D=jS (X)-F(X)[ 
rating S (X) F(X) n 
n 
------
- 7 0 0.0000 0.00015 0.00015 
- 6 3 0. 0119 0.0008 0. 0111 
- 5 4 0.0159 0.0035 0.0124 
- 4 6 0.0238 0.0122 0.0116 
- 3 8 0.0317 0.0359 0.0042 
- 2 18 0.0714 0.0885 0.0171 
- 1 40 0.1587 0.1841 0.0254 
0 85 0.3373 0.3264 0.0109 
1 117 0. 4643 0.5000 0.0357 
2 1'":9 0. 7 500 0.6736 0.0764>'< 
3 210 0.8333 0.8159 0.0174 
4 237 0. 9405 0.9115 0.0290 
5 244 0.9683 0. 9641 0.0042 
6 245 0. 9722 0.9878 0.0156 
7 251 0.9960 0.9965 0.0005 
8 251 0.9960 0.9992 0.0032 
9 251 0.9960 0.9999 0.0039 
10 251 0.9960 <1.0000 <0.0040 
11 251 0.9960 <1.0000 <0.0040 
12 252 1. 0000 <1.0000 - ----
*Critical value of D in the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Goodness-of-Fit Test for a 
35 1. 36 sample size > = 
r-N 
1. 36 
=-- = 0.0857. 
1252 
Since D =MAX jF(X)- Sn(X)\= 0.0764 <0.0857, the hypothesis cannot be 
rejected at the 5% significance level. 
F-1-4 
APPENDIX F-2 
Human Response Statistical Analysis 
Hypothesis: Is there a siguificant difference between 
the test floor rating nnd the control 
floor rating at the 95% confidence level? 
Floor 
---
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STD.ERROR= 0.40 0.27 
MEANS= 0.11 
WITHIN GPOUPS= 2.77 




F f~:fiT I [1::: U, -:~1::;: 
F D l :;:;; T f~: I E: U T I 0 t··l q 5' ~·; C 0 I··~ F l DE t·~ C E L. E \.' E L :::: i/, '] ~ 
(1. 1 1 
0. l ;? 
H\'POTHE:::;:;r:::;: I:::; THEI?E Ft :::ICI·~IFICf-11··1T DIFF·E:I:;,:E:t·JC:E L:ET~·.I[E:I'··I CF~:C!UF·:::; ·:· t.l· 
F-3-11 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TEST 
ONE WAY CLASSIFICATION WITH REPLICATION 
0. 00 0. ::::::;: 
~~j. 00 ..... [!. 67-'' 
0 • Cl 0 ..... 0 ' ::::: 3 
!. 'Olj 0. 3:3 
.... , lj 11 ::;:: :::;t (~ ~ ::;:: ::::: 
~) " c; ~::~ (~ " :;: :3 
011 ~::~~~ [t • ::.::;: 
~~1 If f5 ~:;' ~~1 a 1S '( 
0.6? 0.0(1 
"'" ~J 11 (I -;.:· (1 ~ ::::: :::: 
MEAN= 0.28 0.28 
STD.ERROR= 0.49 0.49 
SOURCE SUM OF SQUARES D. F. 
MEANS= -0.00 1 
WITHIN GROUPS= 5.26 
F F.:FiTIO="' --·0.00 
F D I ~:; T P I B U T I 0 t·i :j :;· ~·~ C 0 1··4 F I :u E t·i C E l. .. E '·.·' E L. :::: if, 3 0 
'·/fll? I f:i··IC:E 
·····U. OU 
0.24 
HYPOTHESIS: IS THERE A SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE BETWEEN GROUPS 
F-3-12 
.. 1 J 
. ' I 
'' {/ 
APPENDIX F-4 
Human Response Statistical Analysis 
Hypothesis: Is there a significant effect on the floor 
rating as a result of span length at the 
95% confidence level? 
F-4-1 
Al-0~ A3-0,HUMAN RESPONSE RATING<RE:DIFF. OF TEST ~ CONTROL),9/l5/?7,PWL 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TEST 
ONE WAY CLASSIFICATION WITH REPLICATION 
l 1j 
..... Cl II :::: :::: ..... ~J u (~: '? 
(~II :3:] -r1 a 1::;~::' 
121 .. 0(1 0. !jCI 
0.:3::=.: 0 .. 0(:1 
0.6·? O.OCI 
1. (10 ..... !) .. :::::::::: 
···1.00 :1. .. 01;) 
I] II (; '? ..... ~j ll :3 ::::: 
~) • ::::: :~:: ,., .. (1 A :::: :3 
..... 0.6'? 0.01] 
1.00 ···l .. CICI 
1.00 0.0(:1 
_ .. ~::1 11 ::.: :;;: 
···0. C'? 
_ .. ~)II ::.::::: 
MEAN= 0 .. 29 -0 .. 19 
STD.ERROR= 0 .. 66 0.46 
SOURCE SUM OF SQUARES 
MEANS= 1.75 
WITHIN GROUPS= 9.35 
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'·,·'HF: I fit·jCE 
H \' P 0 T H E ::;; I ::~; : I :::; T 1 .. ·1 E 1:;:: E: f:l :;:; I C I··~ I F I C fl !···l·r D J F 1::: E: F: E t·~ C F E: E ·r ~·J E [ N C F: D U P :;::; ·~:· f f: ~ 
F-4-2 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TEST 
ONE WAY CLASSIFICATION WITH REPLICATION 
~?.i" :~::?;: .. -l. !]() 
D.OO O.OCI 
-·-D. t;? -··0, 6.? 
..- [i 11 ::::: :~: ~~:~ • ::~! ::::: 
1.(:)[1 0.0(1 
1. 0[1 -··0" 3::::: 
1. Dl?l 121" OCI 
0" ~:lO I]" I]CI 
1 Q ~:~ (~ ~~~ II :::: ::::: 
(111 :::: :::: <•MO 1;~i II :3 ::::: 
-··0.(::? (;:!.6"? 
1 a ::.: :~:: ''''' ~~:~ M ,;:; '? 
--·0. c·? -···l. CID 
~j • :~:: :J ..... () . :3 :] 
0 . :;:: :;:: ..... :1. • (j 0 
MEAN= D.2) -0.27 
STD.ERROR= O.CB 0.51 
SOURCE SUM OF SQUARES 
t··l E Fl t·j ~:::; :::: :? • 4 :;: 
WITHIN GROUPS= 10.24 




F r:::nT I CJ:::: 6. :;:::·? 
F D I STF:: I ~::I.JT I Ot··l t-,1 :)"-\ COHF I DEI···IC::E: l_E'·,.'El_:::: 'f. I B 
'·.·' fi F: I f-1 t··l C E: 
H \' P 0 ·r H E ::;; I ::::: : I :;:; T 1···1 E:: F: E: r=1 f; I c;; H I F I C A 1···1 T D I r:· r· E: F: [ t··l c:: [~ [: C T ~·~ E: [ t·~ c; F: 0 U F· ~::; '? j' f:- S 
F-4-3 
81-0& BJ-0,HUMAN RESPONSE RATING(RE:DIFF. OF TEST ~ CONTR0L),9/15/77,PWL 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TEST 
ONE WAY CLASSIFICATION WITH REPLICATION 
1. :;::;:: 0, DO 
~J II 6"? -[1. :~::~:: 
1 II :::: :3 - ~] II :::: ::::: 
l II :3 :~~: -" (:~ II (; '? 
121 II (; ~::1 [I II :~: ::::: 
l II ::~: :3 1?1 II :~:: :::: 
l. (;'? ~J" (;'? 
l . ~::II] l~j " :::: ::::: 
l. :~::::=.: Cl. [10 




[111 :;: :~:: 
[1. :~:::.: 
-0.67 
MEAN= 1.03 0.20 
STD.ERROR= 0.41 0.51 
SC:IUF:C[ 
t·1 E H t·~ ~::; ::: 
~·~ I T H I t·~ c; P 0 U F' ~:;:; ::::: 6. 11 
TOTfiL= 1 (1. ·:.t::: 
D. F. 
1 
.... , -, 
~ .... I 
F f<:F1T I [1:::: ~:: 1. 4··:~, 
F D I :::; T t~: I D U T I 0 t·l c?::; \ C 0 1··1 F I D E: H c:: [ L. E '·.·' [ L. :::: 'f, :2 I 
H \' P 0 T H E ::;; I ~3 : I ~::; T H F F~: E: n ~::; I C !··~ I F~ I C H H T D I r:· F. E:~ R t:: N C E t::: E~~ T !.•.! E [ t ~ C F: 0 U F' ~:; ? '/ i. 5 
F-4-4 
81-10& 83-10,HUMG;1 RESPONSE RATING<RE:DIFF. OF TEST & CONTROL),9/l5/77,P 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TEST 
ONE WAY CLASSIFICATION WITH REPLICATION 
1'? ? 1. 
0, :]3 ~j, ~~I() 
1 U ::::: :~:: '""' ~"~~ 11 1::. ~::I 
0 p :3 :::: [I II 1::: '? 
0.33 (),.[11:) 
0.6? 0.()'? 
1 - 0 121 ..... [I II :~~: :~:: 
1 II ::::: ::::: ,., •• ~::1 11 (~ '? 
~=~ II (; '? t;:~ II (II) 
l. t::·? [1., :3:::: 
(i 11 t;)'? 1. II 67' 
~:.1 I (:; '? I~) II ::.: ::::: 
-·• [1 11 ::.: :;: 
0.6? 
MEAN= 1 .. 00 0.14 
STD.ERROR= 0.?1 0 .. 64 
SOURCE SUM OF SQUARES 
MEANS= 4.53 
WITHIN GROUPS= 10.38 
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F f~:f:IT I 0=== 10. o::;:: 
F. D I ::::TI:::: I [:I.JT I 0 1··1 c.J ::;- ~·; C:Ot·~F· I DFHC:E:: l...l::'•/ [ L .. :::: 'f-.2 S 
4 , .. , .. -, . • . ..'·.:· 
HYPOTHESIS: IS THERE A SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE BETWEEN GROUPS ?yfs 
F-4-5 
El-0& E3-0,HUMAN kESPONSE RATING<RE:DIFF. OF TEST t CONTROL),9/l5/77,PWL 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TEST 
ONE WAY CLASSIFICATION WITH REPLICATIO~ 
..... [111 :3:7:: ..... [lu :~::::;:: 




[I II 6 '? ..... fl " ::~: :~:: 
o. 67 ,:::1. c:·;::o 
0.:::::::: o. tao 
D .. 6.? ~::1 .. DO 
~) II :::: :~:: ~~) II (; ~::I 
0.::::3 0. 00 
~J . :~:: ::: J;::l 11 ::: :3 
MEAN= 0.49 0.18 
STD.ERROR= 0.35 0.40 
SOURCE SUM OF SQUARES 
MEANS= 0.62 




F F::n·r I O:::: 4. 36 
F D I ::;T F: IE: UTI 0 t·~ cy S. :.·: C:: 0 t··l r:· I DFt··IC::E L.. E: '·,·' E: L ~"' 'f; ;)_ [_ 
~j. 14 
HYPOTHESIS: IS THERE A SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE E:ETWEEN GROUPS 7 y~~ 
F-4-6 
El-10& E3-18,HUMAN RESPONSE RATING(RE:DIFF. OF TEST & CONTROL),9/l5/77,P 
H t·~ fll.. .. \' :~:; I ::,;; Cl F. '.,.' 1:::1 r;:: I r::i,·1 C E: T f:: :::; T' 
ONE WAY CLASSIFICATION WITH REPLICATION 
:::::::: 41 
0" 3:3 (::1" 0(::1 
0.3:~: o .. ou 
1.11 0[1 I~) II ::=::3 
0 . :::: ::;;: [I • 8 I;) 
l " 3 ::~: [I " 1;::1 ('I 
~~:1 . ::::: :~: ~~~ u :3 :~:: 
0 M :~:: :::: M•- ~::1 II :~: ::::: 
8.6? [l .. OCI 
l U ~::~ 0 i;::J 11 ::~: :3 
l. :;::::.: J;::i .. ::::::::: 
l. • 0 D ..... U • ::::: ::::: 
MEAN= 8.62 0.05 
STD.ERROR= 0.43 0.2? 
:30I...IkCE 
1.•.1 I T H I N c; F: 0 1...1 F' :::; :::: 
D. r:·. 
1 
.-, .... , ... :, 
•• : 1 II ~::. I 
~5. 44 
F f~:l::-i·r I 0::: 16. 6:3 
F D I ::;;TF: I E:u·r I Or·~ v/_;{- ~·~ COI··~F I DE:I··IC:E l. .. E:'·/E:L. ::: f~ :J_t..j 
0' l :;: 
H \' P 0 T H E: ::;; I :::; : I :::;; T H E F:O: E: r=l :::;; I C N I F I C fll···l·r D I F F' E: F: E t··l C E [: E:. ·r ~·l [:: E H C F: 0 U F' :::;; '? 7 IE :S 
F-4-7 
APPENDIX G 
Detailed Results of Regression Analysis 
for Human Response Rating Sys tern 
Reg. No. 
1 Absolute Sub j . H.R. Rating vs. Calculated Rating - CFSJ only 
2 Comparative 11 11 II II 11 II II II 
3 Absolute " " II II II De flection II II 
4 Comparative " II 11 II " II II II 
5 Absolute " " II II Calc. Rating (RE; Sand Bag) - All Floors 
6 II II II II II II II (RE; Height Release) All Floors 
7 II II " II II " 11 (RE; Sand Bag) - CFSJ - only 
8 11 " 11 II II " " (RE; Wt. Release) CFSJ only 
LEAST SOUfli?E::; CUF::\·'EFIT FOP STF::f!IGHT Llt1E EOUfHIOt1 '(o:[:.,.;-;:<+A J tr- J 
SUBJ. RATING VS CALC. RATING,ST JOIST-PLY DECK ONLY,PWL,9/17/77 
NUMBER OF x,Y= 18 
SLOF'ECE:>=~ 0. t::::57216'37 
INTERCEPT CA>= 2.70575067 
DEVIATION OF Y= 0.319020062 
DEVIATION OF B= 0.223840~3? 
DEVIATION OF A= 0.608110465 
COEFF. OF CORRELATION= 0.203103034 
MEAN X= 2.695864017 
MEAN Y= 3.206431111 
;:-:;--ACTUfiL 
::::. 1 7t_:.c:::o 155 
c:. 42:::6'54 i'25 
3. o:::::·::,c: 1 ~::2-::<? 
2. 456:::::6·:):;::::::: 1 
2. 34,141 '3:::49 
2.941540610 
2. 360(J•l,l0::::9 
2. 7?c:i;)41 ::.=:.ts 
c.:. 1631 -:::1 6~'5'3~' 
::::. o? 1 :;o::::?9 
;;:: • 5 (1 :;: ::~: 0 7 9 ::: :.:: 
;::: . 9:::6930924 
2. 40'S:;;:-1 ,·· 203 
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J.51C~B~:: 
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3 . 1 ~; t.:; :::: 04 '::; ·I :::: 
:3. c: 7'}4:.::4·121 
3. 11:<::04·+ 61 ;~ 
:;: . 261 :::~.::;::::::::·1 
::::. 141160::::0-1 
:;: • 1 4 4 0 6 ~? 0,::; ·l 
:;: . 2~::C16'3(13?? 
::::. 1 0?50:::21 ·i 
3 • 1 ? 0 6 G ·:;t 2? ::::: 
::::. 2604:::::::~j~=; 1 
:3 • 1 5 :~ :, 6 :::;: '5 1 
:::::. ~::43441~::L:: 
:3. 1 ::::22':)024'} 
:::: • 2 'j 6 '3 ~j 0 1 1 :; 



















LEAST SQUARES CURVEFIT FOR STRAIGHT LINE EQUATION Y=B*X+A 1 #~ 
COMP. RATING VS CALC. RATING,ST JOIST-PLY DECK ONLY,PWL,9/17/77 
NUMBER o~ X,Y= 18 
SLOPE<B>= 0.019865693 
INTERCEPT (A)= 0.264084237 
DEVIATION OF Y= 0.34352463a 
DEVIATION OF 8= 0.241034176 
DEVIATION OF A= 8.654820645 
COEFF. OF CORRELATION= 0.020600271 
MEAN X= 2.695864017 
MEAN Y= 0.317639444 
;.::-FiCTUfiL 
3. 0:::·3212~::9? 
::::. 4:::i6:::693:::: 1 
2. ·::1942?'~~4'::16 
2. ::::44 41 •:;:<::::4 ·:) 
2:. '341 :i40>~: 10 
2. ::::600440::::·;:1 
2. 7?:::C,l134~; 
2. 16:::=: 1 ·3c:;·;:q 
::::. ~371 ~j(1~~~7'S' 
21 5~~1:~:30?'::-J::::~: 
2. 9:::6'3:~:0'31~::4 
21 8'3~514l. 27'4 
2. 29(;65·:~·:)2 
:~:. 1 83254~i?6 
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0. 32? 1 '='111 '30 
~:::1. 31233114? 
0. :3254~5::::~5:~: 1 
0. :: 12:::'31 649 
0. 31 065?;''6~:: 
o. ::::22~.31 ·:.~·:)::::o 
o. ::=: 1 o·:;.,c::: 14 ·) 
0.31916,16?9 
(1. 30?0~3?6:~:·? 
~=1. ::::2~ 1 [11 {'f~:·;J 
0. 313::=: 141 ::::;; 
0. 32:~:421t~9U 
0. 311 :::?:::040 
o. ::::o97o:::·3?::::: 
0. 32?::::21 7'::.16 
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-1 ~;. 1 
-11. 2 
LEH- ::_;.,. ::_;C!I_If':jF.:E::; CUF.:\IEF IT Fr_IF.: ::::TRJ=ll CHT LItlE Enllr-iT I nt·l '··':=E·::+.':·:'+A It-::;::> I _.,- - I .. It ' -)o 
H.R. DATA~SUBJ.RATING VS CALC. DEFL.~ST JOIST-PLY DECK ONLY,PWL,10/9/77 
NUMBER OF x~Y= 19 ' 
SLOPE(8)= 111.4059404 
INTERCEPT (A)= 2.565600286 
DEVIATION OF Y= 0.249843688 
DEVIATIOt or: E:= 34. 3?14'5'?93 
DEVIATION OF A= 0.203673965 
COEFF. OF CORRELATION= 0.618016161 
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5. 53:::::::·;1[ -·03 
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? . :::: 1 :::::::::: [ .... o:::: 
6. 12672r=.:-o:::: 
:;:. 74701E-O:~: 
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:~: . 3 :::: ~5 ~3 2 0 :::: ~:: ~.:; 
::::. :~: 0 7 9 23:::::~;? 
3. 1 :::~~c~.::s9~::;c: 
:;.: . 0 ::: 6 ";I ~5 '? ::: ~5 (; 
~~:. 9'~3~5~=;o·:)9~~~ 
:::: • :::::::0 '3 1 0 ::::::::::: 
:::: . 2 4 :::: 1 ') :.: =: 2 ') 
2. 9::::.=:o::::·::,::: 1,1-
2 • ·:":! 0 (' ;::: i'' 1 u 6 ~; 
::::. 4 16 3? 'j ~' 4 .: 
:::. 2:::6'3?i'04:::, 
::::. 1 :::'.::;::;:: 1 ::::~:; 10 
3. 0:::6 4 t~ :::: l 1':; 
::.:. 0011 ·;t•:=.J-36:::: 
2. ·::126953164 
::::. <::6~i34 04! ;:; 
::::. 1 ::::::::o::: 1 '3:::4 
PCT DIFFEP. 
--4.3 
--t u. ~: 
-·4' ~::: 
--::.. 4 
- :l. (:" !:::i 
-1. ;; • i1 
-4.? 
1 ·-· 
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LEAST SQUARES CURVEFIT FOR STRAIGHT LINE EQUATION Y=B*X+A; ~~ 
COMPARATIVE RATING VS EMP. DEFL,ST JOIST-PLY ONLY,PWL,10/14/77 
NUMBER OF x,Y= 18 
SLOPE(8)= 97.12160870 
INTERCEPT (A)=-0.223893309 
DE'·/ ht T I OH OF '/= 0. 2"9:::·:l40309 
DEVIATION OF 8= 42.84943300 
DEVIATIOH OF A= 0.249094125 
COEFF. OF CORRELATION= 0.492998076 
MEAH X= 5.57582E-03 
MEAN Y= 0.317639444 
::·::-ACTUAL 
9. 14024E-o:::: 
? • ::::5975E-OJ 
6. 66::::23E-Cn 
5. :;388'9[ --·0:~: 
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7. 31:::::;:8E--O::: 
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121. 663::;:;:: 1 04::? 
0 • 4 •j 0 ::;:: 9 7 ~:; 1 J. 
0. 423:::~~:;04~5 :.: 
0. :::: 140~.:;,:~·~·t~;;:::; 
o. 23oc: 1 C43') 
0 • 1 4 '} 1 ::: 6 0 '} :::: 
0. 4:::::6::::?91 ?i' 
0.37114362? 
0. 1400:::2:~04 
0 . o 7' ::: ·~~ 6 ::: ::: ~:~ c~ 
o. 51 ?:::oo;::-:::;9 
0. 4 04 '}4~3:=.::2•:: 
0 • 3 1 6 ::: 0 1 :::: u ;~ 
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--~r 1 . 2 
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LEf1:::T SG1UAF.:E::; CUF:'·/EFIT FOP :::TF:rilGHT LitlE EC!UfiTIOH \'=E:*;:::+A 1 tt:-5' 
H.R. DATA,SUBJ. VS CALC. RATIHG (RE:SAHD BAG IMP.DATA)10/8/77,PWL 
HUMBER OF x,Y= 25 
SLOPE(8)= 0.621962303 
IHTERCEPT (A)= 1.349017682 
DEVIATIOH OF Y= 0.349751857 
DEV I AT I ot·i OF B= 0. 1512'::l~;t 9'3 
DEVIATION OF A= 0.415419047 
COEFF. OF COF:PELHT I 01-1::." 0. 6~:50:::: 101 ·~t6 
MEAN X= 2.706545894 
MEAH Y= 3.0323872 
::-::-ACTUfiL. 
3. c:48712L~O 
2. 75~~61:;61 ~5~:; 
2. 69619::::::::9.~:~~ 
2. •;!:3566219·1 
,;: • s:::: 1 :::ooo~::;:: 
2. 71 ::::3009?3 
2. 16~:::1543C23 
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LEAST SQUARES CURVEFIT FOR STRAIGHT LINE EQUATION Y=B*X+A 1 ~b 
" H.R. DATA,SUBJ. VS CALC. RATING <RE:WT. RELEASE )PWL 10/8/77 
NUMBER OF x,Y= 23 
SLOPE(8)= 0.563469299 
INTERCEPT (A)= 1.532049614 
DE'·,·' I fiT I Otl OF '/c= 0. 3'33671 :~:4::.:: 
DEVIATION OF B= 0.176612737 
DEVIATION OF R= 0 474066893 
COEFF. OF CORRELA ION= 0.571371474 
MEAN X= 2.6436715 1 
MEAN Y= 3.0216773 1 
::·::--ACT U FiL 
3, 741 ::::-;:·~:.:2::::~; 
~=:. 9-!2IOO·j~s~;r::9 
::::. ::=:431419 L~ 
2. 1 743143i''7 
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